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CHAPTER I 
INTRODD c'rr ON 
Historically man's recorded time has been titled 
according to significant inventions or discoveries of the 
era, i.e.: Stone A~e, Iron Age, Bronze Age, etcetera. 
October 4, 1957, the world was ushered into the Space Age 
as the U.S.S.R. launched Sputnik, the first man-made satel­
lite to go into orbit. Man's dream of space travel took a 
step forward and became feasible reality. But, of more 
significant importance was the added impetus Sputnik gave 
to education in the United States. Addition and change of 
curriculum as well as expansion of pupil personnel services, 
particularly guidance and counseling, in the secondary 
schools was very evident after the National Defense Educa­
tion Act of 1958 came into law. 
"Curriculum is not a division of the guidance 
service, but, the two are closely related because of the 
l
similarity of goals and philosoPhy.H It was the gro\-ling 
need for Space Age information and Space Age occupational 
information in the schools that encouraged the developrnent 
of a guidance oriented Aerospace Science course. 
1 Janet A. Kelley, Guidance and Curri cultl.Il1 (:Bngle\o!ood 
Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 19:;5;-:- p. 47. 
2 
I • THE PROBLEM 
Statement of the problem. It was the purpose of this 
study to develop a science course of such scope and content 
that a curiosity of aerospace sciences would be initiated 
and would also inform the student of career potentials in 
the aerospace industries for the Dexfield Community High 
School, Redfield, Iowa. 
Importance of the study. It was learned from a 
follow-up study of Dexfield Community High School graduates, 
completed in 1963, that slightly over 40 per cent continued 
their education in either college or technical school. Of 
the graduates who attended college around 50 per cent attended 
Iowa State University with nearly three-fourths of this group 
enrolled in the Engineering Division. Of the graduates who 
attended technical schoo~ over 80 per cent were enrolled in 
electronic training. 
Following World War II some of America's technical 
and engineering know-how was used to develop missile systems 
and rocketry techniques which were to precede space explora­
tions. Since 1957 the emphasis on aerospace equipment and 
knowledge is public record. A group of sixty-one industries 
joined together to form AlA, Aerospace Industries Associa­
tion, Inc. These industries make up the nmjor contractors 
and suppliers of equipment and technical kno~'\Iledge who ~4ere 
3
 
to develop the space program in the United States. (It 
might be well to mention that membership in the AlA is not a 
criterion for aerospace industry and activity in general. 
AlA and aerospace industry will be defined later.) "By the 
end of fiscal year 1966 the AlA members were to represent 
the largest non-agriculture industry in total payroll and 
1 
employment. u Total employment and payroll of the AlA mem­
bers was almost equal to that of automobiles and steel 
combined. u2 "Of the total personnel in AlA firms less than 
five per cent were classified as non-skilled or those not 
requiring technical or additional training to hold their 
jObs. n3 
General comments taken from the returned follow-up 
questionnaires indicated many graduates hoped the Dexfield 
curriculum could be expanded to include more elective 
courses that would depart from traditional offerings, par­
ticularly in the science area. The questionnaires also 
indicated many graduates were in the aerospace industries or 
the undergraduates were thinking seriously of obtaining 
employment in aerospace or related industry. 
In this study the information from the aforementioned 
lAerospace Industries Association, Inc., 1966 Aero­
space Facts and Figures OJashington, D.C.: 1966-r:-­
3lbid . 
4 
follow-up study was used to aid the writer in his develop­
ment of a course of study to fill a need in the Dexfield 
Community High School's curriculum. 
II. DEFINITION OF TER~5 USED 
Aerospace education. Aerospace education is "devoted 
to the development of the knowledge, skills, and attitudes 
necessary for full appreciation of the significance of aero­
space affairs, it seeks to awaken the American public to the 
challenge of intelligent living in an age characterized by 
1
spectacular scientific and rapid cultural change. u 
Aerospace industries. Categorically there are three 
basic areas in aerospace industries: (1) manufacturing; 
(2) air transport; and (3) general aviation. Specifically, 
manufacturing includes all research, development, fabrica­
tion, assembly, sales, major overhaul, maintenancy, and 
modification relating to airplanes and missiles. Air trans­
port includes domestic scheduled airlines, trunk airlines, 
local service airlines, non-schedUled airlines, and all-cargo 
airlines. General aviation includes business, commercial, 
instructional, and personal flying. 
lAerospace Education (Civil Air Patrol: Ellington 
AFB, Texas, 1966). 
5 
Aerospace Industries Association, Inc. Aerospace 
Industries Association, Inc. is an association of sixty-one 
American industries engaged in aerospace manufacturing. 
III. PROCEDURE 
The procedure used to complete this study was library 
research on guidance and curriculum, correspondence and/or 
personal contact with aerospace industries and AlA members 
to learn of their personnel needs, and correspondence and/or 
personal contact with those organizations and individuals 
interested in and concerned with aerospace education. 
CHAP'l'ER II 
HIS'I'ORICAL BACKGROUND OF AEROSPACE EDUCA'llION 
In a sense aerospace education began with the first 
attempts of man to fly. However, modern aerospace education 
began, formally, with the organization of the National AVi­
ation Council in 1947 with its headquarters in Washington, 
D.C. This organization consisted of professional educators 
and interested lay people. The purpose of this council was 
to promote aviation education and knowledge in American 
schools. 
America had emerged from World War II as a major 
world power. Aviation contributed much to building this 
position. The airplane rilld proved its worth and value as a 
war machine and waS then looked upon with great expectations 
for its potential peace time use. The rationale was trillt 
young people knew about aviation and airplanes thus teachers 
should know something about these subjects too. It was also 
a part of the rationale, It ••• our American education has a 
definite responsibility in teaching the implication of the 
air age--in helping students to understand the social sig­
nificance of the airplane, and to train our youth to meet 
social, economic, and political complexities of the Bae inCl 
ttl
which we live.
IprogrHm For 'rhe Air Age (The Alexis. 1. duFont Sp?cial 
Scbool LHstrict: \-JiHninctcJ:I, b:ltHii::U'e, lyLl-9), 0.3. 
"~~.:'- ------­
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'l'he National Aviation Educetion Council evolved into 
the National Aerospace Education Council in 1962 with the 
only change in its purpose being the inclusion of space 
information. At present many states have active Aerospace 
Education Councils and some states have an Aerospace or Air 
Age consultant in their state departments of education. 
Each state's council and purpose is basically the same as 
the national organization. Their organization generally 
consists of educators at all levels of instruction, primary 
school through college, and lay people. Their method of 
encouraging aerospace information inclusion in the schools 
may differ from the workshop approach to encouragement of 
aerospace units in regular teaching. 
Air age, or aerospace, education in public schools 
has grown steadily since the formation of the NAEC in 1947. 
The A. I. duPont Special School District of Wilmington, 
Delaware was one of the pioneers in this area. A ~Program 
For The Air Age" was developed and added to the entire cur­
ricu1uln of grades K through 12. The program was inaugurat.ed 
in 1949 and still remains an integral part of the school's 
curriculum with periodic up-dating and the inclusion of 
space topics. other programs have been established in 
llinlUey, Colorado, Atlanta, Georgia, Chanute, }\ansas, Tucson, 
Arizona, and many California schools, too numEH'OUS to men­
tion. Aviation training is a part of many state universities' 
8 
regular course offerings. Purdue University, University of 
Illinois, Ohio State University, Southern California Univer­
sity, and Central Washington State College are a few of 
these schools. A bachelor degree program with a major in 
professional piloting was established at Purdue University. 
Pilot training in high school became a part of the aerospace 
activities in Atlanta, Georgia and Chanute, Kansas. 
Onalaska High School in vJisconsin recei ved a government 
grant under 'I'itle III of Public Law 89-10 to set up an 
experimental aviation program for the school year 1966-67. 
This program was to include flight training as well as an 
orientation to vocations in the aer'ospace industries. 
Many teachers have included aerospace units with their 
regular subject matter. The Aerospace Education Council of 
Iowa annually avJards the tt\Rjillard Coombs Award li to the Iowa 
classroom teacher who has contributed significantly to 
furthering aerospace education in the classroom. 
Aerospace education workshops are held in over 200 
colleges each year to keep teachers informed of developments 
in aerospace technology and to educate the uninitiated. 
Aerospace workshops have become cOlmnonplace for county 
teacher institutes and in-service teacher training. 
Many AlA members have established education depBrt­
ments for the sole purpose of developing and disseminating 
aerospace information to schools and interested lay groups. 
9
 
Cessna and Beech Aircraft Companies and United and T.W.A. 
Airlines have been especially active in this endeavor. The 
Sanderson 8-Yld J eppeson firms have been very progressive in 
developing educational media for aviation programs. The 
Civil Air Patrol has been quite active in both of the afore­
mentioned areas as well as assisting at workshops in colleges 
and in school programs. 
The inclusion and implementation of aerospace and 
aviation programs in the schools has been a boon. Pertain­
ing to this statement Saden has said, " .•• the schools 
who have aerospace courses do not have difficulty in chal­
1lenging students." 
lSamuel .J. Saden, "Curri cularizing Space e Educa­
tion,rr Education (February, 1905), 35. 
CHAPTER III 
REVIEW OF 'I'BE LITERATURE 
In this chapter, the literature in the areas of 
guidance, curriculum, and occupations in the Space Age 
have been reviewed in order that the writer might better 
point out the need for a guidance oriented aerospace 
science course. 
I. GU I DAN CE IN THE SPACE AGE 
Although guidance was not new to education the guid­
ance service did receive a welcome boost from Sputnik when 
it was launched in October, 1957. The National Defense Edu­
cation Act of 1958 included provisions to expand existing 
services and much of the cost, including large portions of 
the salaries of counselors, would be borne by the govern­
ment. Schools which felt themselves too small to avail 
themselves of the guidance services now found it was to 
their advantage, financially and educationally, to establish 
guidance facilities and services within their programs. 
Once established the problem became the scope and extent 
of utilization of guidance services in the school. 
To utilize guidance principles and techniques of the 
20' sand 30 I S in the Space AI;e hTould have been as InU ch a 
disservice to the school population and comrnunity as it 
11 
would have been to not include any knowledge since 1945 in 
the curriculum. The world was moving faster, thanks to the 
Space Age, and school children were staying in step. The 
children of the Space Age may not be any smarter than their 
parents or grandparents but they knew about more things-­
mainly due to communication sophistication and development. 
Guidance services were coming of age in the Space Age 
and the services were sorely needed as the bulk of educa­
tional information was increased to the point that only~an 
interested trained specialist could expect to keep up with 
new and changing developments. 
The great clamor for guidance services was born 
more from public demand than from within the educa­
tional community. Manpower reports of the 50's and 
early 60's such as: 
A Policy for Skilled Manpower, by the ational 
Manpower Council. 
The President's Report on Education Beyond the 
High School 
The National Defense Act of 1958. 
The Conant Report on the American High School 
Today. 
The White House Conference of Children and Youth 
in 1960. 
The Manpower Development and Training Act. 
The President's Report on the Status of Women. 
The Portrait of the Unemployed. 
The One-third of a Nation, The Report on Draft 
Rejectees. , 1 
The Vocational Educational Act of 19b3. 
lUThe Dimensions of Guidance Services In The Space 
Age, \I Educat ional Guidance in the Space ~~, l~ a ti onal Aero­
nautics and Space Administration in Cooperation with the 
U.S. Office of Education Dept. of Health, Education, and 
v!elfare (\rlashington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 
J 9 ())~ ), p. L~ 0 . 
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The calls for these reports came at the national 
level and included lay people as well as professional edu­
cators. "The reports did much to bring the cause and need 
for guidance services to the public and it is from the pub­
1lic any educational program receives its support." 
The guidance program itself had to be ever mindful 
of the indi vidual and use all tools at hand to aid in his 
development. \tIn aerospace industries the term 'spin-off' 
is used-information compiled, useful, but seldom if ever 
2
used. u In guidance we all too often have 11 spin-off " as 
information is compiled, neatly filed, and forgotten, its 
significance for individualization and improvement of an 
itJdividualoverlooked. ItOften too, we are somewhat hesi­
tant, or slow, to adopt new practices that have proven suc­
cessful in other schools. n ) tlperhaps another aerospace 
industry term could be used here--the 'N.I.H.' factor--not 
useful because not-invented-here. tt4 The qN.I.H.~ factor 
deters adoption of programs which might facilitate innova­
tion in education and guidance. Guidance, to be effective 
in the Space Age, will have to do a1r.Jay with '!lspin-off" and 
-"'\1 I"1'. H' " . 1 • and U ,'" wl'll need to consider several dimen­
8ion8. tt5 
II'bl. d • 2 Ibid ., p. 44· 3Ibid . 
4Ibid . SIbid ., P • 39. 
:i~f------­
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Seldom today will youth see their parents at work. 
")\ dimension of the guidance service is to realize that 
youth do not have the same concepts of work or occupations 
u1that were had 10 or 15 years ago. And for good reasons. 
'l'here are t[1Ousands of new kinds and types of occupations 
open to them now that were not heard of a few years ago. 
The guidance service must move out actively to bring an 
awareness of this shifting world of work to young people. 
This may necessitate the counselor becoming involved in more 
outside-the-school activities such as hobby and career clubs, 
youth groups, etc. 
The guidance service cannot overlook the importance 
of hobbies and career clubs. The emphasis on pure science 
and mathematics in the la0050's and early 60's led to a 
strong academic emphasis on the theoretical side of these 
subjects but not too much on the practical application of 
the theory. 
The 1I1artin Corporation of Baltimore, t'1aryland noted 
a characteristic of their engineering people hired in 
middle 60'8--a characteristic in which longer times were 
needed for on-the-job orientation and proficiency in 
comparison to engineers hired in the 50's and early 
60's. It was a slowness to apply theory to practical 
application as little, if any, experience in practical 
application had been obtained. The study revealed the 
eo.rlier groups of enGineers had been model airplane and 
boat builders, "Ham" radio operators, or auto and 
machinery tinkers. They had managed Lo build or 
Ilbid. p. Il_I. ---~-- , 
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maintain their hobbies without expensive, sophisti­
cated, and elaborate equipment. Problems in their 
engineering work were often solved thanks to this 
background of practical knowledge. The newer en­
gineers, while striving for academic excellence had 
not had, or taken, time for a hobby and thus were 
at a disadvantage for periods up to two years when 
they went on the job.1 
The space program of the Space Age is practical and 
is a part of the real world; thus hobbies and career clubs 
that may be allied with a vocational choice should be 
encouraged and not downgraded. 
Another dimension the guidance service must consider 
is that even in the technical Space Age we are still dealing 
with people. "11' the schooling and counseling is confined 
to technical knowledge the individual may be ill prepared 
to deal with people."2 The social sciences should not be 
overlooked. !tAlso, if technical knowledge and specialities 
are overemphasized in the classroom we may create a gener­
ation of cybertrons. 113 (Cybertron from cybernetics--compar­
ative study of automatic control systems of the nerves, 
brain, and corresponding electronic and mechano-electrical 
systems and devices.) ~iihen working wi th cybernetics, AShby4 
worked out a self-adjusting device called a homeostet. He 
compared the function of the homeostat in cybernetics to the 
lIbid., p. 28. 2 Ibid " p. 41. 3Ibido, p. 42. 
4vJ. Ross Ashby, Desif£l For A Brain (New York: 
,John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 19bOT; p. ~3, p. 100. 
human capability of accomodation of a stimulus and coming 
to equilibrium even though the entire stimulus might not 
be understood. The unaccomodated portion would be "filed" 
in the memory banks of the brain for later use. Some homeo­
stats were so designed that they would never find equilibrium. 
McDaniels drew the analogy between classroom overcontrol and 
non self-adjusting homeostats. He said, "••• if we get 
individuals so attuned in technical knOWledge and speciality 
by overcontrolllng them in the classroom that they will try 
to attain equilibrium at any cost, without accommodation, 
we may create a homeostatic society incapable of self­
1
adjustment." The implication of this to civilization was 
quite important. "Our civilization has survived because a 
balance can be quickly obtained and without frustration if 
the individual is incapable of accoIT@odating an entire 
stimulus. n2 "Perhaps it would be best to allow students to 
experience some failures, to come to equilibrium by them­
selves rather than be forced into it, and continue to be a 
8 elf-adjus t ing so ci ety .,,3 Saden commented, 
. that the implantation of proper attitudes, 
appreciation of ideals for the object ideology in 
the lessons of the subject matter taught were of 
prime interest to education during the nWheel Age."4­
lNASA, QE. cit., p. 42. 2 Ibid . 3Ibid . 
4samue 1 J. 8aden, ttN et'll Hori zons For Spa ce Age Youth
- , It 
~)chool Seien e and I'Jathematics (JuI1e, 196~)), Ll-93. 
-
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"In the Space Age the emphasis is on aptitudes as it gives 
the individual distinguishing capabilities. ttl In the Space 
Age a combination of aptitudes may be needed to adapt to 
society and enable an individual to realize life goals. 
Guidance in the Space Age must be aware of the rapid 
change and growth of technology in American industry, par­
ticularly in those highly scientific occupations associated 
wi th the aerospace industries. \lIThe number of technicians 
increased 643 per cent from 1940 to 1960 and from 1960 to 
1964 the increase was 144 per cent and the need was still 
n2
considered critical. This was to reflect a greater in­
crease than any other occupation group. "This growing need 
for professionally trained workers with a relatively stable 
percentage of' potential applicants raises another dimension 
to consider. lt3 tlCan a counselor permit freedom of choice 
among his counselees when glowing discrepencies in our labor 
force exists and the talent and the aptitudes are evident. n4 
This dimension may infringe on the counselor's counseling 
frame of reference. But, 
. . . it has been suggested that exploratory work 
experience programs and increased acti vi ty in group 
and individual counseling programs with parents and 
students to promote understanding and realistic 
educational and career planning may aid the counselor' 
lIbido 2 NASA , £E. ei t ., p. 42 .
 
3Ibid . 4~ASA, £E. d t. , p. h3 .
 
<~,- ----------­}~~~\{.. 
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in maintaining a consistant frame of reference and 
at the same time implement the guidance program to 
provide as much in forma tion and acti vi ty for the 
counselee to use in making his decision. l 
Another factor in the guidance planning of, and for, 
an individual was that new knowledge, new developments, and 
changing conditions often called for changing plans. 
Pluimer, in his many talks to educators and lay groups, was 
to point out the magni tude of amassed knowledge. uKnovJledge 
has doubled several times since man's first records of 
recorded time and history, the most recent doubling was in 
the past IS years and the next doubling will occur by 1975. n2 
It was very easy to see why the individual must be able to 
adjust and accommodate readily to new information. IlThe 
ability to adjust and accommodate is enhanced greatly by a 
n;ood fundamental education and a continuing desire to 
learn.,,3 
A final dimension in Space Age guidance was a reCOD­
firmation of the principle that teachers must be involved 
in the guidance program. ltThe guidance environTtlent works 
best when the pupil grows in self-understanding, makes plans t 
and progresses toward. we 11 C-lOsen goa 1s. rnh'.lS 1?-;as t1 n4 .l. Tue 
in the classroom as well as in the counselor's office. 
lIbid. 
2narold 1) luimer , ltFron tiers 0 l' E:duca tion In The ~)pace 
Age" (Dallas County Teacher's Institute: Adal, Iowa, ept • , 
19Lt7) • 
JNASAt 2£.. cit. p. GLI • ulbid. 
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Space Age dimensions of guidance were not really 
new dimensions but modification of old to meet changing 
times. 'The guidance program was basically committed to aid­
ing the individual and quality education. Quality education 
may envolve individualized education and improvement of 
instruction and curriculum which was to provide for a more 
complete development and uniqueness of each individual. 
II. CURRICULUN IN THE SPACE AGE 
The Space Age pointed up the need for schools to 
look at their course offerings and consider the needs of 
the students in contemporary society and projected society 
rather than in the light of traditionalism. Kelley stated, 
that courses of study had remained traditional more 
for the welfare and security of the parents than for any 
logical educational reason. ll 1 \teonant and Rickover made 
inferen ces on school tradi ti onalism in their cornments of 
the late 50's which resulted in schools adopting changes 
that ha ve sho"m profound improvement to sustain better hold­
ing power and extent of offerings to challenge those of 
n2
various capacities and interests. (In the preceding com­
nentary the word curriculum was purposely omitted. Oliver 
lKel}ey, 2£. cit., p. 38. 
2saden, 0 '-- ~., C l' , }.') q_,i-..1.1e)?~t1i 
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infers curriculum does not have a definition as curriculum 
can only have meaning when used in proper context with a 
school, a department, or an individual because curriculum 
is individualized for areas such as a school, a department, 
or an indi vidual.)l 
"In a sense curriculum has always existed, even with­
out schools, the problem was not to create it but to keep 
n2it current. This was true in the past and much more 
applicable now, n .•• as startling expansion of knowledge 
causes curriculum obsolescence at a rapid rate. n3 "This 
currency requirement in educational offerings is one which 
the counselor must give his attention as well as teachers, 
. . t t d . t . tt4 X- • -, +' •adrnI111S ra ors, an communl 1 es • ...eeplng cours e 01 L erlngs 
and curriculum up to date is first of all a problem of being 
informed of current developments and secondly knOWing "lhat 
needs to be done so changes can be accomplished at the time 
needed and not in wholesale lots after great time intervals. 
In a world-society that is rapidly changing this was no small 
task. Dulles stated, n. • that probably in the late years 
of this century, we would have more change in a 5-year period 
than any other perIOd. " 1n h'lsory.t nS' wno, then but the 
~) 3.,.., . dL,]. . t 2 C p. I _~ 01U ,1 ver, Sl2.. Cl .• , p. _. 1bid ., • 
~'N ASA, QQ • ci t ., p. G. 
S'['
,,01. ( j. . 
.i~LclJlit= 
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sc!1001s sbould be better prepared to educate and inform a 
young person so as to be able to adapt to an adult society 
1rd th rapidly cbanging technologies? 
A point not to be overlooked when considering cur­
riculum cbange and/or modification was brought out by Hahn: 
We no longer have a time lag between acquisition 
of new knowledge--the discovery of scientific prin­
ciples for example--and its application. There was 
50 years between the discovery of the electromagnetic 
induction principle and the invention of the generator. 
Sufficient time to school and train technicians. 
'There was 30 years between the dis covery of electron 
emission in a vacuum to the grol,.Jth of the electronic 
industry and 10 years from the discovery of the neutron 
to nuclear reactors. There was less than three years 
between the discovery of semiconducting properties and 
transistors. Time lag for educational purposes no 
longer eXists. 1 
The Civil Air Patrol related seven modern curriculum 
trends to Space Age education as a rationale for Aerospace 
Education. They were: 
1 . To recognize interest, purpose, and experience 
as factors in child growth and development. 
Through aerospace education, spontaneous pupil 
interest in aircraft, rockets, missiles, and 
space vehicles may be used to lead pupils into 
many different exploratory enterprises. 
'I 
L • To provide students with guided experiences which 
will help them understand the complex age in 
which they live and to assume responsibility for 
the improvement of life's conditions. A curricu­
lum responsible to the challenges of present-day 
living must seek to develop understandings of life 
in the Aerospace Age 80 that students acquire the 
Kr1Owledge, skillS, and attitucies necessG.ry for 
effective, democratic citizenship. The inclusion 
. .. 2 1
.s?2 • Clt., p. L~ • 
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of aerospace education in the curriculum offers 
a unique opportunity to accomplish this. 
3.	 '1'0 realize the school's responsibility to provide 
career guidance and education for vocational 
competence. The aerospace industries, govern­
mental agencies, air transport industries, 
military services, general aViation, and indus­
tries expanding because of aerospace developments 
require the services of several million trained 
people. One of the specific objectives of aero­
space education is to stimulate awareness of 
available aerospace careers and to develop talents 
and skills for success in those careers. 
4.	 An integrated curriculum, organized around a major 
interest employed as a frame of reference. 
Through the enricf'.Jl1ent approach standard course 
offerings are supplemented with pertinent aspects 
of the aerospace sciences which are major factors 
of many general study units, such as ItLi ving and 
\~orking Togethertv ; "Communicating Ideas tl ; "DiS­
covering Our 1rlorld of SCience lt ; nTransporting 
Goods and Services tt ; and ttExploring the Universe. 1t 
5.	 'Phe use of community resources as aids to learning. 
Aerospace education provides an opportunity to 
supplement classroom instruction with popular, 
educational experiences such as trips to local 
airports, air bases, aerospace manufacturing firms, 
etc. In addition, local, state, and national 
aviation agencies, aerospace industries, and other 
interested organizations provide major aerospace 
education resources. 
6.	 The acceptance of in-service teacher education as a 
permanent and integral aspect of curricullLm improve­
ment. A study of the effects of aerospace pro­
gress upon modern life must not be neglected by 
Leachers who desire to do a competent job of guid­
ing today's pupils or students. A good way to 
co~plete such a study is by participation in aero­
space education projects either during surnJ11sr 
vacation or after class hours during the school 
vear. 
7.	 Extend the services of or,\r,anized education to the 
adults of the COfnll1Unity. Aviation and astro­
nautics are attractive and important areas of 
adult education. Expanding career opportunities 
in the aerospace industries stlmu1ate many adults 
to seek trai~ing in technical aerospace vocations; 
the broad effects of aerospace progress stimulares 
others to study about the influences of aviation 
22
 
and astronautics. Air travel courses and 
courses in aviation for farmers are common among 
adult offerings. l 
Oliver touched on some of these points; new knowl­
edge, community needs, and changing society not only as a 
rationale for change but also to serve as responsible 
2parties in aiding and effecting change. Oliver also felt 
that curriculum improvement was a cooperative effort and 
received the best support when changes were effected this 
way.) 
The Aerospace Science course for Dexfield Con~unity 
High School was developed through the cooperative plan, 
cognizant of the modern trends in curriculum, and to serve 
a need in the school and community. 
III. SPACE AGE OC~JPATIONS 
'The high level of enthusiasm by Arnerican youth 
in the many aerospace related fields of' interest is 
matched by the growing need for well educated and 
trained personnel to sus tain and carry forward the 
aerospace programs now under development. The career 
opportunities are almost limitless now that all of 
the ixnmediate and potential needs of space explora­
tion have been added to those of aviation to form 
the social~ scientific and technological complex of 
aerospace.4­
lCivil Air Patrol, loco cit. 
201iver, £E. cit., PP. 32-35. 3Ibid ., p. 219. 
4-IUchard ,h~rbeck an? Bet~ina ~1/~arY{t ttSelected Aero-
S pH C e Career ana ~cholarshLp Inl. orU1a LJl on, Se I ee ted Sei ence 
:,crvices (v-fashington, D.C.: U.S. Dept. E. F:. 8" l'l., :}ovt. 
Printing Office, 196;?). 
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America's entry into the Space Age caused rapid growth 
in the aircraft, missile, and spacecraft field. The rate 
of growth was to slow in the later 60's--due primarily to 
the cut-back of federal spending in support of the space 
program--however, activity in the other areas of the aero­
space industries was to remain strong and total employment 
and payroll of the aerospace industries still larger than 
any other non-agriculture group. The nature and activity of 
the aerospace industries created a disproportionate demand 
for technicians. 
Because this industry's products are complex and 
changing, the majority of job openings will be for 
workers having a college education or a specialized 
skill. Scientists, engineers, and technicians 
repreRent a much larger proportion of total employ­
ment in the aerospace industry than in most manu­
facturing industries, and will probably account for 
an even higher proportion during the 1965 to 1975 
decade. In addition to professional and technical 
workers, increases are also expected in the employ­
ment of skilled workers, such as tool and die makers, 
skilled aRsernblers and inspectors, welde~ and various 
types of mechanics. Employment of semi skilled and 
unskilled workers, on the other hand, is not expected 
to grow and may even decline. 1 
Large corporate industry was considered the backbone 
of aerospace production but, "many thousands of 8ubcontrac­
tors participate in the production of parts and subassemblies 
l:'3ureau of Labor Sta tisti cs Uni ted St,'l tes Department 
or LEi bor, Occupationa lOut look Handbook ('lelashington: Govt. 
Printing Office, 19bb-67), p. 572. 
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that go into aircraft, missiles, and spacecraft."l 
Occupational needs vary among the aerospace indus­
tries depending on the work being done. 
Some of the more important jobs in aerospace manu­
facturing are listed under three major categories; 
professional and technical occupations; administrative, 
clerical, and related occupations; and plant occupa­
tions. 2 
General descriptions of jobs in the areas are: 
Professional and 'Technical Occupations--research, 
design, experimentation, and testing. Primarily 
college graduates with engineering degrees. 
Administrative, Clerical, and Related Occupations-­
Comparable to managerial and administrative positions 
in other industries, except they are generally more 
closely related and oriented to engineering because 
of research and development in the aerospace field. 
Primarily college graduates and/or business school 
graduates. 
Plant Occupations--Classified in the following 
groups: sheet metal work; machining and tool fabri­
cation; other metal processing; assembly and install­
ation; inspecting and testing; pre-flight checkout; 
and materials handling, maintenance, and custodial. 
With the exception of the last mentioned jobs this 
group requires technical school and/or on-the-job 
~xperien~e to become a skilled worker. This group 
constitutes about one-half of all workers in the aero­
space industries. 3 
Employment in the aerospace industry was expectod to 
maintain its position among American industries and shovJ 
little significant change during the 1965 to 1975 decade. 
lBureau of Labor Statistics, QQ. cit., p. 573 . 
.., 
2 b 'd J~'J pp. 574-578.~., p. 574· 
---"2------------­
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"There would still be tens of thousands of job opportuni­
ties annually in this large field. nl In addition, it was 
estimated 20,000 to 30,000 job openings would be available 
due to retirements and deaths during 1965-1975.,,2 
Products from the aerospace industries were developed, 
primarily, to assure national security and to advance 
America's goals in the conquest of space. But, the knowl­
edge and techniques learned in developing security and space 
products have had a beneficial nspin-off u as much of this 
information and technique was readily adaptable to, and for, 
civilian consumer goods. 
Among the aerospace industries whose knowledge, tech­
nique, and services were most readily available to, and for, 
the civilian consumer were the: Electronic; Data Processing; 
Air Transport; and General Aviation industries. Collectively 
these industries employ more than one-half of all the employ­
ees in the aerospace industries. Individually, each of these 
industry's growth patterns was rapid in the past two decades 
and projected figures indicate that change and growth will 
continue to be sig~ificant however, not as rapid. 
The electronic industry. Prior to World War II this 
IBureau of Labor Statistics, Q,Q. ~it., p. 579. 
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industry was engaged mainly in producing radio transmitters 
and receivers. Their image has changed considerably. 
Follo~ing World War II the discovery of semicon­
ductors and other devices that control or direct the 
flow of electrons led to many unique and sophisticated 
devices which was to Iffive many applications. The 
entrance of electronics into navigation and production 
control (computers) was to create a greater demand for 
these products as well as increased use of electronic 
components in consumer goods for the home. 
Introduction of semiconductors, Solid state, and 
miniaturization into electronics was to create a need 
for increased training and skill for those persons 
envolved in testing and maintaining the complex 
machinery and equipment. 
&nployment forecasts in the Electronic industry 
for the next decade is expected to show increases for 
administration, engineering, and technical personnel 
and relatively stable demands for semi skilled and non 
skilled positions. There is also expected an increase 
for the need of mathematicians as electronic manu­
facturing becomes more envolved with computer design 
and construction. l 
The e~tronic computer industry (Data Processing). 
An offshoot of the electronic industry was the electronic 
computer industry whi ch was sometimes called nA Young Giant .,,2 
Barely 20 years old, this new industry has grown 
rapidly. The first general purpose computer designed 
for business data processing and scientific use went 
into operation in 1948. By 1966 it was estimated 
4,500 computers were in use;,by the close of 1966, a 
meteoric rise to more than 3[1,000 had occurred and 
22 000 more machines were reported to be on order. It 
is'expected that computers in use in business, industry, 
and s~ience would increase to 85,000 by 1975. 
IVjanpoHel' requirements are unusual inasmuch as so 
IBureau of Labor Statistics, 2.2. cit., p. 055. 
2Bureau of Labor Statistics United States Dept. of 
Labor, Oceupatlona.l Outlook Quarterl,Y (viBshinG;ton, D.C.: 
Govt. Printing Office, XI, December, 1~b7), Id-19. 
crt i~~ a -lli~.i q1;le a i. tUft 't iorl ~ 
lI:[~llHl't]:'y:1 w':i 11 ~;'~,U5e: Y'~~.,,,,~ 
C~e:ne]~a~l eflucat.~:ir.~~J£ 
continuing increase of passengers carried and the decrease 
in cost per passenger mile during the per-iod 1956-1966 and 
continuation of these trends forecasted for 1966-1976.2 
"Passenger miles during the decade 1965 to 1975 are 
expected to double. u ) The introduction of high density 
seating, high speed jet airliners was to cut travel time 
tremendously and n18ke it possible for business men to make, 
lEureau of Labor Sta tis ti C8, lac. cit. 
2Air Transportation Association of America, 19b7 Air 
'l'ransportation Facts and F'igures (Annual Heport, 'v'fashington. 
D.C.: Jan., J967), 26-27. 
3IbJcL, p. 2. 
ar~e e~q~ta,ll:if dividea ~lrGo:rtg ~r[:1 t·e-c:(Jl.l..a"r 
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and keep, widespread appointments in the same week or even 
1the same day. UPamily travel plans u: to vacation sites 
were to encourage the general public to utilize air travel 
and make more time available for recreation and leisure 
during vacations or visits. 
The growth of trunk air lines (major coast-to-coast 
and border-to-border lines) precipitated growth of local-
service airlines and connecting airlines. Local-service 
lines provide air transportation service to population cen­
ters not served by trunk lines and connect with the trunk 
lines at major points within the geographical boundries of 
their operational scope. Ozark Airlines servicing towns 
such as Iowa City, Ottumwa, Cedar Hapids, and connecting 
wi th trunk lines in Des l'10ines is an example of a local-
service line. Ozark also services several states surround­
lng Iowa. Connecting airlines serve less populated areas, 
generally areas with one or more small industries, and 
connect to ci ti es served by local or trunk lines. Corrill1u ter 
Airlines of Sioux City, Iowa, is an example of a connecting 
line serving Iowa. 
Boltz, in his cownents before a Senate Co®nittes, 
stated the following projections for air transport growth: 
1.	 The U. S. Civil air carrier fleet is expected to 
grow from 2,200 aircraft in 19b5 to about 3,200 
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aircraft in 1980. The airlines now have on order 
about 90 stretched jets, about 100 high-capacity 
747'8, some 185 SST's, and more than BoO other 
jets. These represent investments of some 
$12 billion--and this probably is just the begin­
ning. 
2.	 Revenue passenger-miles of operation have been
 
projected from 65 billion passenger-miles in
 
1965 to 315 billion passenger-miles in 1980.
 
3.	 The revenue ton-miles of operation are expected 
to grow from approximately 3 billion ton-miles 
in 1965 to about 38 billion ton-miles in 1980. 
This includes only cargo carried by cargo air­
craft. 
4.	 In 1965 there were 22,972 air carrier pilots; the 
projected need is for 43,665 by the end of 1980. 
Traditionally, the applicant to acceptance ratio 
for pilots has been 10 to 1, or greater, in the 
air carrier industry. Thus approximately 430,000 
pilots with the present-normal training will be 
needed if the traditional ratio remains constant 
or, the quality of our present pilot training 
programs must be improved to meet future needs. 
5.	 The air carrier industry employed 43,667 mechanics 
in 1965; by the end of 1980 00,224 will be needed. 
b.	 The need is a current one, as well as one projected 
in the future. The Air Transportation Association 
has estimated 4,300 new pilots and 6,800 new 
mechanics will be hired during 1967. 
7.	 Total airline payrolls increased from $1.7 billion 
in 1965 to $1.9 billion in 1966. Ihe average 
airline salary was $7,910 in 1966. 
General aviation. Following World War II the expected 
boom in general aviation occurred but was short-lived. It 
\'\fBS hoped that airmen trained in the service would continue 
flying and the ttG.I. Bill n provision to pay for flight training 
lOnited States Congress, Senate, COHunittee on Govt. 
Operations, Statement made by Ide K. Boltz, President, 
National Aerospace Education Council, hearing before Com­
mittee 90th ConF~ress, 1st. 3C88101., Orl S. loU~, October 27, 
1967 (~ashiDRton~ D.C.: Govt. Printing Office, 1967), 
pp. L!-S. 
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would encourage other service dischargees to take to flying 
for either business or pleasure. In 1947 there were over 
1,500 flight schools in the United States; by 1950 there were 
less than half that number. Light plane manufacturers 
realized, almost too late, that the demand for light air­
planes would be met by the availability of low-cost govern­
ment surplus airplanes. Numerous ventures into light plane 
manufacturing were unable to stay in business due to poor 
financial situations. Only the "Big Three," Beech, Cessna, 
and Piper, managed to stay in business with any success 
during the later 40's and early 50's. In the middle 50's a 
combination of the development of relatively inexpensive VHF 
radio equipment, federally operated VHF radio navigational 
aids, increased airport improvements and construction, light 
aircraft becoming faster with more personal comfort, and 
greater general public acceptance of civil aviation was 
greatly responsible for an increase in instruction and light 
plane manufacture. The development of general aviation was 
covered in several points of a report to the late President, 
John F. Kennedy, on the National Aviation GoalS,l completed 
in 1961 and preceded by a forecast for general aviation 
IFred JVI. Glass, Chrmn., nSul'nmary of National Aviation 
Goals,1I it :3tudy ordered by President John F. l'\ennedy defin­
inB aviation Koals that applied to the period 1960 through 
1970. (WashinRton, D.C.: U. S. Govt. Printing Office, 
September, 1961). 
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completed in 1955, the Curtis Commission Heport. rrhis 
later	 report proved to be conservative as predictions for 
the late 60's and early 70 1 s were surpassed during the mid 
01 "_ •2_ orecasts and employment needs for0' ~., Hecent f	 general 
aviation, as stated by Boltz, are: 
1.	 Approximately one-half of all civil aviation 
mechanics and more than one-half of all pilots 
with professional skills are engaged in general 
aviation activities. General aviation includes 
all civil aviation except air carriers. 
2.	 At tl1e end of 1965 there were 95,442 general 
aviation aircraft in the United States; it is 
estimated that this total will grow to 315,000 
at the end of 1980. 
3.	 General aviation aircraft flew a total of 16.7 
million hours in 1965; the forecast is a total 
of 63 million flight hours in 1980. 
4.	 General aviation employed approximately 48,76 0 
co@nercial pilots in 1965; it is estimated that 
182,000 pilots with commercial licenses will be 
required by the end of 1980. These figures do 
not include any requirement for pilots flying 
personal aircraft. 
5.	 General aviation mechanic employment has been 
estimated at W.O,OOO in 1965; approxivl8.tely l38,oOO 
aviation mechanics will be needed by 1980. 
6.	 Considerable avocational interest in flying is indi­
cated by the 3.8 million personal flying hours 
flown in 1964. It is estimated that this will 
increase to 7.6 million hours in 1975. An addi­
tional indication is the number of youthful 
pilots in the U. S., 15 per cent, (;1' 71,68 9) 
are between the ages of 16 and 24. AF;ong student 
pilots who are learning to fly, the under-25 age 
lLeslie L. Thomason, ! Su®nary of The Curtis Com­
mission Report Forecasts (~rJichita, l\ansas, Cessna Aircraft 
Co., 1955). 
2Utility Airplane Council of Aerospace Industries 
Associ3tion, General Aviation--T'oday and Tomorrow ('v!ashing­
t-·on, 1-)e " ('--'., 196['./. 
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group accounts for an even larger portion of the 
total--37 per cent. Teenagers alone make up 12 
per cent of the nation's student pilots--even 
though they may not fly solo in a private plane 
before their 16th birthday.l 
In the Space Age the aerospace industries are to 
represent the greatest growth potentials, the greatest 
opportunity for inventiveness, and the most demanding field 
for training requirements of any American industry. 
1., to ("Ol~""l'ttee on Govt. Operations, Ide K. l301tz,()cna v Oil"d., 
Joe. (: it. 
CHAPTER IV 
AEROSPACE SCIENCE-COURSE OUTLINE 
This chapter of the writer's report will contain the 
outlined course of study for Aerospace Science--Dexfield 
Communi ty High School. 'The au tline is intended for the 
use of tte teacher but, if it will aid the student, parts 
may be reproduced and included in student material. 
Each chapter of the outline will be followed by, 
nENRICHHENT AND TEACHER AIDS." The purpose of this section 
of each chapter is to aid the teacher in the subject matter 
and to facilitate the occupational objective of the course. 
The basic text for Aerospace Science is, FUNDAlblENTALS 
OF' AVIATION AIm SPACE TECHNOLOGY, Institute of Aviation, 
University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois, 61801. 
The outlined course of study is presented in the 
follo1rJing pages. 
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AEROSPACE SCIENCE
 
Introduction
 
Since the beginning of recorded time, man's inventiv~ 
ness and curiosity have made the world an ever-shrinking 
body. Man has used: his legs, wheels, boats, carts pUlled 
by animals, oars and sails on his boats, steam, and internal 
combustion power to transport him from place to place. Each 
step in the sophistication of transportation was evidenced 
by an increase in the speed and efficiency of man's mode of 
transportation. This was all done to satisfy man's innate 
curiosity to find out what is just beyond the horizon. 
Man probably looked at the birds in the sky and 
dreamed a little. Ifhe could just fly he would not have to 
be limited to roadS, rails, and rivers in his travel. He 
could go where he wanted and not have to contend with 
obstacles in his path or be content with only a few miles 
of travel a day. 
Civilization after civilization dreamed of flying 
like the birds. Historical records show us dreams and 
attempts of the Chinese, Egyptians, Greeks, Homans, and 
modern European and American men. In December of 1903 
trILl bur and Orvi 11 e 'v-Jright of Ohio complet ed the 1'i rs t manned 
flight of a heavier-than-air craft. This first flight 
1 t· ~ 0 n]·y a f'c>w seconds and covered less distance- as ,cu __ than 
b 
the wing span of a modern jet airliner. 11;1an was on his way 
to cutting his bonds with earth and exploring a new element. 
Since the early days of aviation aeronautics has 
developed into an exact science governed by natural law. 
The intricacies of flying have been learned by millions. 
Aircraft are used daily for many tasks. Millions of workers 
are employed in the aviation and related industries. It is 
possible to race the sun around the world, and win. A trip 
from New York to California takes a little less than four 
hours on a non-stop jet airliner. Medical supplies can be 
dropped into areas that would otherwise be inaccessible for 
days or even weeks due to weather conditions. Y~il is 
carried, hospital patients transferred to other hospitals 
through the use of air ambulance services, and foods, some­
tirrles fresher than those you can grow in your ovm garden, 
can be on your table thanks to air freight. The airplane 
has shrunk the world. 
Man is now prepared to cast off another bond and 
explore in the element beyond his atmosphere. Man is pre­
paring to go into outer space. Man is preparing to learn 
the mysteries, first hand, of the moon, planets, and possibly 
the universe. 
Man will undoubtedly get to where he wants to go 
Llecause 0_f 'nl'S l'nventl'veness and curiositv. But, as in theJ 
past, man will have to be helped on his way. As the 
c 
contributions of Lilienthall and Chanute aided the Wright 
Brothers, so will the present experiments in space travel 
aid those who explore and invent in the future. 
Aerospace Science is relatively new on our science 
frontier. This science is not only concerned with aerospace 
travel but, with the supporting elements of aerospace travel. 
People on the ground contributing maintenance and technolo­
gical know-how and those people working in allied industries 
contributing to aerospace travel. Aerospace travel is thus 
a proper mixture of all of these elements cUlminating in 
successful flight. 
It is with this tlproper mixtureU in mind that Aero­
space Science has been developed for the Dexfield COITuGunity 
High School. Aerospace Science is a course that will give 
the student a background in aeronautics, navigation, meteor­
ology, and the sciences involved in space exploration. At 
the same time the student will be made aware of the tremen­
dous career patenti a Is in the aeros pace and related indus tries. 
Correlated with the course work will be visits to aerospace 
and related facilities so that the student may observe, first 
hand, what he is studying. 
Just as aerospace exploration is a tremendous chal­
I enp;e to the world, a eros pa ce edu CR ti on is a tremendous 
challenue to the school. Aerospace Science will help meet 
, L:) 
thi~3 challenge. 
AEROSPACE SCIENCE - AIMS AND OBJECTIVES 
Aims of Aerospace Science are: 
1.	 To understand the facts and methods of Aerospace 
Science, and the influence of Aerospace upon 
human life. 
2.	 To develop, through Aerospace Science study, an 
interest in a salable skill and those character­
istics that make the worker a thoughtful, pro­
ductive, and honest participant in economic life. 
3.	 To develop a science course of sufficient unique 
characteristics and content 80 as to attract 
those science students who would have otherwise 
terminated their science studies after successful 
completion of the more traditional science 
requirements and electives. 
Objectives of A~rospace Science are to provide the 
student with: 
1.	 An adequate reading and speaking vocabulary of 
things aeronautic and astronautic. 
2 .	 An understanding of the importance of weather and 
climate to flight operations. 
3.	 An understanding of the importance of the physical 
and biological science to space operations. 
A. r"eneral knovdedl2'e and unders tanding- of the o	 u 
structural requirements for terrestrial and extra­
terrestrial vehicles. 
5 .	 An understanding of aerospace industry in peace 
and war. 
6.	 An understanding of the effects of the Aerospace 
Age on international relations. 
7.	 An introduction to the social, econimic, and 
politicol implications of current and future 
aerospace developments. 
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8.	 An appreciation of the services rendered by air­

ports and their associated personnel.
 
9.	 Familiarity with eXisting and needed basic
 
goverr~ental services and regulations.
 
10.	 A knowledge of available aerospace education 
resources in materials, personnel, and equipment. 
11.	 An understanding of problems--political, economic, 
international, and social--that have been created 
by the Aerospace Age. 
12.	 A realization of how the aerospace vehicle has 
changed geographic relationships, particularly 
in terms of mankind's attitudes to"Jards land 
masses, water barriers, and space travel. 
13.	 A knowledge of career potentials in the science, 
engineering, maintenance, and related areas of 
aerospace vehicle development, manufacture, and 
operation. 
14.	 An understanding of the underlying scientific 
principles basic to aerospace vehicle development 
and opera ti on.l 
lCivil Air Patrol, Aerospace Education Course 
Syllabus (Ellington AFb, Texas, 196]), p. 2. 
AEROSPACE SCIENCE 
COURSE OUTLINE 
CHAPTER ONE 
Unit I Living In The Aerospace Age 
A. Economic Aspect 
1. Aerospace Manufacturing Industry 
a) Aircraft 
b) Engines (piston & turbine) 
c) Parts & accessories 
d) IvIissi1es 
e) Spacecraft 
2. Air Transport Industry 
a) Domestic Schedules Airlines 
(1) Trunk lines 
(2) Local-service lines 
(3) Connecting lines 
(4) Helicopter airlines 
(5) All-cargo airlines 
b) International Carriers (passengers 
and cargo) 
3. General Aviation 
a) Business flying 
b) CorruTwrcial flying 
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(1)	 Air taxi (charter) 
(2)	 Air ambulance 
(3)	 Aerial chemical application 
(4)	 Aerial advertising 
(5)	 Aerial photography 
(6)	 Aerial cartography 
(7 ) other us es
 
c) Instructional Flying
 
(1)	 University & college training 
(2) Flight schools
 
d) Personal Flying
 
B.	 Social Aspect 
1.	 Population Distribution
 
a) PopUlation mobility
 
b) Inter-changing cultures
 
2.	 Education 
a) Aeronautical engineering degree schoo~ 
b) Aerospace trade schools 
3.	 Family Life 
a) Leisure time pursuits 
b) Decentralization of family without 
weakening ties 
c) Consumer products--goods, foods, and 
services 
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c.	 Political Aspect 
1.	 Military operations--Air Force, Army, 
Navy, and Marines 
a) Mission during peace time 
b) Mission during war time 
2.	 International affairs
 
a) Diplomacy
 
b) Good will
 
c) International politics
 
3.	 Politics
 
a) Campaigns,
 
b)
 
national and state 
Mobility of elected officials 
0-6 
GHAPTER I ENRICHIVJENT AND TEACHER AIDS 
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Denver, Colorado-rr0207. -­
Martin-Marietta Co. 1964, 1965, 1966, and 1967 Contribu­
tions To Science ~ Technology. Friendship International 
Airport, Maryland 21240. 
I'1ehrens, H. E. The Aerospace Age. 1"1axwell AFB, Alabama: 
Civil Air Patrol, 1963. 
'The Dawning Space Age. Maxwell AFB, Alabama: 
Civil Air Patrol, 1963. 
Nerrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith, Inc. Aerospace. 
New York. 
National Aerospace Education Council. Aerospace highlights. 
806 15th St., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20005. 
The Farmer's Wings. 806 15th St" N.W., Wash­
ington-:-D.C. 20005. 
Flying Cargo. 806 15th St., N.W., Washington, 
D.C. 20005. 
'10d ana	 lSth. General Avia tlon,• m a:t ' m1 omorrow. 8' Ob' _ 
----~S~t~··-., N.W., Washin8ton, D.C. 20005. 
Pan	 Ameri can Horld Airways, Inc. Avi ation r s One Horld In 
'The <Jet Age. Pan Am Building, New York, New York 10017. 
~h	 F'l' Cl'ppers Pan ~'-r'_l P..Ul·ldl·n_0.~._'., New York,
 'ylng J 1__ '. ... 1 . \ .- -
New	 York 10017. 
Piper Aircraft Corp. Add An Airpark. Lockha ven, Pennsyl­
vania. 
'I'eXB.S AeroD8.1Jtic;al Commission. Importance Of A f'lodern 
Airoort.
. 
Austin, Texas . 
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Unite~ Air Lines. Jet Age F'ligl;1t. O'Hare International 
Alrport, Chicago, Illinois b0666. 
1'he Airport and Your Community. O'Hare Inter­
national Airport, Chicago~ Illinois 60666. 
United States Air Force. 
Maxwell AFB, Alabama 
Foundations 
36112. 
of Air 
-- --­
Power. HQAFROTC, 
Questions and Answers 
Secretary of the Air Force, 
About The Air Force. 
Washington;-D.C. 
The United States Air Force. 
Air Force,Washington, D-:-C: 
Secretary of the 
The Strategic Air Co:t'l1_mand. Secretary of the Air 
Force, Washington, D.C. 
United States Dept. of Agriculture. That Land Down There. 
Secretary of Agriculture, Washington, D.C. 
United States Dept. of Transportation. Sur®lary of National 
Aviation Goals. Administrator, Federal Aviation 
Agency, Washington, D.C. 
SELECTIONS FRO]Vl PERIODICALS 
CUElrunan, Jack. tlpu tur e PI yers Are In School, \I Air Facts 
(AuE;uS t, 1965: reprinted and dis tri buted by the 
National Aerospace Education Council, B06 15th St., N."i., 
Washington, D.C. 20005). 
Edi tor-ial Staff. "New F'i v8-Year National Airport Plan 
Places ~nphasis on General AViation," The AOPA Pilot 
(~ovember~ 1964), 8]. 
\.180­Lo May, Gen. Curtis E. npo~er For Peace," National /~
graphic (September, 1965), 291-296. 
'I'hornason, Dr. Leslie L. nLet's BUi~d G~mera~ Aviation Up 
A in," Fli~bt (reprinted and dlstrlbuteo by Cessna 
Aircraft Co., Wichita, KaDsas). 
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Flyin,g 
(reDrinted and 
Council, 
Pilot 
Cessna Air­
(January, 1961). 
National Geograpbi c 
are 
\WPortrai t of the Single-Engine OHner, It
 
(November, 1963).
 
"Rebirth of an Airport," Air Facts
 
~istributed by the National Aerospace Education
 
b06 15th St., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20005).
 
t~'l'he Public and Lightplanes, n The AOPA
 
(June, 1961: reprinted and distributed by
 
craft Co., Wichita, Kansas).
 
ttYour 1tJings are Showing ~ It Future 
IrJea vel', Kenneth F. ttOf Planes and Men, tt 
(Sep~ember, 1965), 298-349. 
COMPANY JOURNALS 
The following journals of aerospace industry 
available and the requestor may have his name placed on the 
mailing list for future copies. These journals and publi­
cations contain information of the company's research and 
proGress as well as general interest articles. 
AEHOSPACE, Aerospace Industries Association of America, Inc., 
1725 De Sales Ave., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036. 
AVLA:rION BULLETIN, Iowa Aeronautics Commission, State House, 
Des ines, Iowa. 
NATIONAL AERONAU'l'ICS, National Aoronautic Association, 
1025 Connecticut Ave., N.W., WaShington, D.C. 
PFWGH1:':SS REPOR'l' Dour:;la s Ai l'craft Group, Ai rcraft Di vis ion, 
3855 Lakewo~d Bl;d., Longbeach, California. 
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A SubsidiaryROCKErr' REVIEW, Aerojet-General Corporation 
of the General Tire and Rubber Co. ' 
SKYLIGHTS, National Aerospace Education Council, B06 15th 
st., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20006. 
SKYLINE, North American Rockwell Corp., Aerospace and 
Systems Group, El Segundo, California 90246. 
SPERRYSCOPE, Sperry Rand Corp., 1290 Ave. of the Americas, 
New York, New York 10019. 
VECTORS, Hughes Aircraft Co., Culver City, California. 
SELECTED READINGS IN CAREERS AND OCCUPATIONS 
Cessna Aircraft Co. Wha~ Are You Going To Do Hith The Next 
Half Century? Wichita, Kansas. 
Editorial Staff. nCareers in AViation,U Flying (August, 
1963) . 
National Aerospace Education Council. Seven Steps To A 
Career In Space Science and Technology, 80b 15thSt., 
N.W., Washington, D.C. 20006. 
Sti ckler, Dr. lVlervin IL and \tlal t er Zaharevi tz . nCare er 
Opoortuni ti as in Aviation, II Ameri can I'lodeler and Air 
Transport World (reprinted and distributed by the 
National Aerospace Fnucation Council, 80b 15th St., 
N.W., Washington, D.C. 20006). 
Uni ted Stat as Congres s, Senate, Cornmi t tee on Govt. Opera­
tions, statement made by Ide K. Boltz, President, 
ational ~erospace Education Council, hearing before 
Conunittee, 90th Congress, 1st. Session, on S. 1602, 
October 27, 1967 (Washington, D.C.: Govt. Printing 
Office, 19(7). 
United States Dept. of Health, Education, and \:Jelfare, 
Office of Education. Selected Aerospace Career and 
Scholarsbi D In forma tion, Cir cular No. )69B. 'v'iashington: 
(}o vt-. Printing orfi ce, 19b2. 
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United States Dept. of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics. 
uE1'nployment Outlook In Aircraft, Bissile, and Space­
craft jVmnufacturing Occupations, tt Occupational Outlook 
Handbook Bulletin No. ~Lt90-2l. Washington: Govt. 
Printing Office, 19b6- 7. 
lIEmployment Outlook In Civil AViation," Occupa­
tional Outlook Handbook Bulletin No. 1450-96. Washing­
ton: Govt. Printing Office, 1966=67. 
"New Job Horizons In Defense-Related Work," 
Occupational Outlook Quarterly, Vol. 7, No.4. Washing­
ton: Govt. Printing Office, December, 1963. 
ttStrange New vlorld, It Occupational Outlook Qua£.­
terly, Vol 7, No.2. Washington: Govt. Printing Office, 
IVIay, 1963 . 
Occupational Outlook Quarterly, Vol. 10 , No.2. 
l4ashington: Govt. Printing Offi ce, IViay, 1966. 
Occupational Outlook Quarterly, Vol. 11, No.4· 
Washington: Govt. Printing Office, December, 1967. 
University of Illinois Institute of Aviation. Careers In 
Aviation. Urbana, Illinois. 
FILH SUGGESTIONS 
Airplane Changes Our 1tJorld Iclap U-1227 sui 
Flight 80.3 mtps 
Mr. Withers Stops The Clock # 27 iac 
Song Of The Clouds # 50 iac 
The Mission Of The U. S. Air Force OC-13 af 
ces1dings For Daub ting Thomas 
capIntroduction To Aerospace (filmstrip) 
ACTIVITIES ~~D PROJECTS 
1. Construct maps showing cormnercial air routes. 
2.	 Reports on: Air Freight; Aerospace lVlanufacturing 
in the U.S.A.; General Aviation Trends; and How 
Aviation Has Changed Jvlilitary Thinking. 
3.	 A talk by a local airport operator or a fixed 
operator at a large municipal airport. 
4.	 Field trips to: SAC Headquarters, Offutt AFB, 
Omaha, Nebraska; and the Air National Guard in 
Des IvIoines. 
5.	 Reports on occupational areas in aerospace manu­
facturing, civil aviation, etc. 
OCCUPATIONAL AREAS - CHAPTER I 
Dictionary of Occupational Titles, 3rd edition, 
numerical classifications are used. 
AEROSPACE I;IANUFACTURING INDUSTRY 
'002.081Aerod ynami cis t 
Aerodynamics B~gineer 002.081 
Aeronautical Bngineer 002.081 
002.081Aerophysics Engineer 
002.081flerospace F:ngineer 
002.081Aircraft Designer 
021.088Astronomer 
006.081Cerami c Engineer 
0013.081Chemi cal Engineer 
022.081Chemist 003.081 8; .087Electrical Engineer 
003.0812:1 e c troni cs E:ngineer 01:~ .081Industrial Ehgineer 020.088;V10 trw rna tic i an 007.081!'J:echBni cal Engineer 011.081Yie talJ urgi cal E;ngineer 
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Heta.llurgis t 011.081 
Nuclear Engineer 015.081 
Physicist 023.081 & .088 
Test Pilot 196.283 
'1' e chni cians 
Aerodynamics Analyst 011.381 
Ceramic Analyst 006.081 
Computer Programmer 007.187 
Design Draftsman 002.281 
Electronic Technician 003.181 
Engineering Aid 007.181 
Engineering Technician 007.181 
Experimental Technicians 007.181 
IVla thematics Ai d 020.188 
Physical Science Aid 011.281 
Powerplant Technician 621.281 
Stress Analyst 002.281 
Systems Test Technician 020.088 
Technical Illustrator 017.281 
Technical Writer 139.288 
Tool Designer 007.081 
PLANT OCCUPATIONS 
Sheet Ic ietal 
Sheetmetal Worker 804.281 
Powerbrake Operator 617.380 
Pmverhammer Opera tor 
Powers hear Operator 
617.782 
615.782 & .885 
Punchpress 
Profile Cutting Machine Operator 
615.282 
816.782 
Tube Bender (hydraulic & elec.) 709.884 
Riveter 800.884 
Welder 810.782 810.884 
811.782 811.884 
Heat Treater 504·782 
Painter 845.781 
Plater 500.J80 
Machining ~ Testin~ 
IJlachinist
 
Machine Tool Operator
 
Jig & Fixture Builder
 
Tool & Die ~aker
 
Inspecting ~ Testing 
Outside Production Insoector
 
Receiving Inspector ~
 
Machine Parts Inspector
 
Fabrication Inspector
 
Assembly Inspector
 
Assembly ~ Installation 
Final Assembler 
Missile Assembly Mechanic 
Powerplant Installer 
Electrical Assembler 
Armament Assembler 
Airplane Woodworker 
Hadio Installer 
Plight Checkout 
Chi ef rie cri8ni c 
Engine l'i8chanic 
Electronics Checkout Man 
Ma tarial Ilandling, Maintenance, 
Truck Driver 
Stock Clerk 
Shipping 
Tool Crib Attendant 
Maintenance Mechanic 
illwright 
0-14 
600.280 & .281 
609.885 
761.381 
601.280 
806.381 
806.384 
609.381 
607.381 
806.381 
806.781 
652.281 
621.381 
728.884 
801.381 
729.281 
823.281 
621.281 
621.281 
825.281 
and Cus todia1 
Carpenter
 
Plumber
 
Guard
 
F'i reman
 
Janitor
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AIR TRM~3PORTATION 
Flight Operations 
Chief Pilot 
Instructor Pilot 
Captain 
Co-Pilot 
Flight Engineer 
Steward or Stewardess 
Flight Dispatcher 
Heteorologist 
Airline Communication 
Ground Radio Operator 
Teletypist 
Airline Maintenance 
Maintenance Inspector 
A & E l'1e chani c 
Instrument Technician 
Radio Technician 
Airline Office and Sales 
District Sales Manager 
District & Operations Station Hgr. 
Sales Representative 
Reservation Agent 
'1' i cket Agent 
Passenger Service Agent 
Air Freight Agent 
Lineman 
Ramp Agent 
Public Relations Representative 
Personnel Representative 
Hesearch Analyst 
Pro/,;rammer 
Accountant 
196.168 
196.128 
196.268 
196.283 
621.281 
352.878 
912.368 
025.088 
193.168 & .282 
203.588 
621.281 
621.281 
710.281 
825.381 
163.118 
184.118 
252.358 
912.368 
919.368 
184.168 
912.368 
912.887 
912.368 
165.068 
166.118 
020.168 
020.188 
160.188 
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Engineers 
Fngineering positions in the Air Transportation Indus­
try are the same D.O.T. classifications as aerospace 
manufacturing industry. Air Transportation engineers 
work with aircraft manufacturers to convey airline 
needs for a particular operation. 
Office Personnel 
Business Machine Operator Stenographer 
Switchboard Operator Typist 
Secretary File Clerk 
GENERAL AVIATION 
Pilot 
Agriculture Pilot 196.283 
Commercial Pilot 196.283 
Highway Patrol Pilot 375.168 
Instructor Pilot 196.228 
Conservation Pilot 180.168 
l'laintenance 
Aircraft & Fngine Iiiechanic 621.281 & .884 
621.281Overhaul Mechanic 
823.281Radio Hechanic 
710.281Instrument hechanic 
600.381Propeller Mechanic 
Administration 
(Many classes--Business~ Airport, etc.)rvIanager 2tjQ.?S8 & .358Sales (Usual office classes.)Clerical 
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l'HLITARY 
See recruiting booklets and manuals for occupations 
in the Air Force and aviation branch of the other services. 
The occupations are similar to civilian positions; however, 
there are some military specialities. 
ELECTRONI C AND COIVJ:PUTER INDUSTRIES 
Administrative 
Electronic Engineer 
Cornpu t er :E:ng ineer 
Computer Swstems Engineer 
Data Processing 
Electronic Technician 
hanufacturing 
Assembly 
Fabri ca ting 
003.081 
020.088 
003.187 
012.168 
003.181 
729.884 720.884 
726.781 726.884 
Glass Blowing & Glass Lathe 
Grid La the 
Goi 1 \Ilinders 
Crystal Grinders & Finishers 
Processing 
Electroplaters & Tinners 
Anodizer 
Silk Screen Operator 
Etciling 
Operator--Infrared Oven & 
Hydro/sen Furna ce 1"1 res 
Exhaust Operator 
3ea1ers 
67L~ .782 
925.884 
724.781 & .884 
726.884 & .085 
501.885 
501.282 
726.f387 
590.885 
590.d85 
7?S .8814­
692.885 
Testing ~ Inspecting 
Electronics Assembly Inspector 
AIRPORT 
Administration 
Airport Superintendent 
Airport Engineer 
Maintenance 
Airport Electrician
 
Airport Maintenance Chief
 
Airport Serviceman
 
SOURCES OF OCCUPATIONAL 
The	 firms, or organizations, 
will supply occupational information 
Aerojet-General Corp. Spacelines. Public Relations, P. O. 
Box 702, 9100 E. F'lair Drive, El I'lonte, Calif. 91734, 
(free) . 
Air	 Transport Association of America. Career Opportunities 
With The Airlines. 1000 Connecticut Ave., N.W., Washing­
ton, D.C. 20036 (free). 
funerican Astronomical Society. &Career In Astronomy. 
Princeton University Observatory, 211 Fitz Randolph Rd., 
Princeton, New Jersey 08540 (free). 
free or at a small cost. 
listed in this section 
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722.281 
184.118 
005.081 
824.781 
899.137 
912.384 
INFORYillTION 
Arneri can Cerami c Soci et y, Inc. For Career OD~ortuniti es 
E:xQlore The 1J'!onder World Of Cerami CS. LJ-O 1) N. High st., 
ColumbUS, Ohio 43214 (freer. 
funerican Chemical Society. Shall I Study Chemistry? 1155 
Sixteenth St., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20030 (free). 
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Jersey 
#49, 
#43, 
#90 
Moine~ 
Your 
New 
Be A 
York 
10017 
American Electroplaters l Society, Inc. Introduction To 
Electroplating. 443 Broad Street, Newark, New 
07102 (35¢) . 
American Federation of Labor and Congress of Industrial 
Organi~ati?n--EducationDept; Electrical Workers 
Communlcatlon Workers #28, Alrcraft Machinists 
Machinists #10, Airline Workers~, Missile Makers 
Consultant, Guidance Services, state of Iowa Des ~ " Iowa 50319 (free loan films). 
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics. 
Career ~ ~ Aerospace Engineer. 1290 Sixth Ave., 
York, New York 10019 (free). 
Ameri can Ins ti tute of Chemi cal Engineers. viill You 
Chemi cal Enyineer? 345 East 47 St., New Yor~New 
10017 (free. 
American Institute of Industrial Engineers. Industrial 
(~lgineering. 345 East 47 St., New York, New York 
free ) • 
American Institute of Physics. Physics As A Career. 
335 East 45 st., New York, New York 10017 (free). 
American Meteorlogical Society. The Challenge of Meteor­
ology. 45 Gea con St., B08 ton, IVias s. 02108 Uree). 
A.meri can Society F'or Engineering Educa tioD. 'I' echnician 
Career OEPortunities In Engineering Technology and 
Education Of The Engineering 'I'echnicia:r;. Publi?ation 
and Heprints, Dupont Circle Bldg., 1340 Connectlcut 
Ave., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036 (50¢ and $1.25). 
American Society For IVietals. A Career In Ivietallurgy Will 
E~tend Your Heach and The Searching Man (film). Metals 
Park, Ohio 44073 (2S¢ and free loan). 
Arneri can Societ;; of Tool fit Je,anufacturing Engineers. Careers 
In 'Tool and hanufacturing Engineering and Should You 
Be ~nUfacturing Engineer? 20501 Dearborn, Michigan 
4IT128 (both free;. 
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American Welding Society, Inc. Opportunities I!!. The vJelding 
Industry. Information Dept., 345 East 47 St., New York, 
New York 10017 (free). 
Data Processing Management Association. Your Career In 
Data Processing and ABC I s Of ADP. 50~sse Highway 
Park Ridge, Illinois boob8 (2~nd free). ' 
Eas tman Kodak Company. Photograpny In Your Future. (T-1S) • 
Public Relations Dept., General OffICeS 343 State St. 
Rochester, New York 14650 (free). . , 
E.	 I. Du Pont De Nemours And Co.--Public Relations Dept. 
Careers in Engineering, Careers at Du ~ In Chemistry 
and Chemical Engineering, The Challenge of Industrial 
Change, and The Industry of Discovery. Wilmington, 
Delaware 198~(all free). 
Electronic Computer Programming Institute. Programming A 
New Profession For You. Empire State Building, New 
York, New York 1001~free). 
E.	 P. Dutton And Company. Careers And Opportunities In 
Electronics, ($3.95), Careers And Opportunities In 
Astronautics, ($3.95), Careers ~ Opportunities In 
Chemis try, ($3.75), Careers ~ Opportuni ti es In Engineer­
ing, ($3.75), 201 Park Ave. South, New York, New York 
10003 . 
Pord Foundation. Essentials Of NanpolrJer Planning In Eco­
nomic Development and Ford Foundation's Role In Engin­
eering Education. Office of Reports, 477 Madison Ave., 
Ne"J Y~rk, New York 10022 (both free). 
General Motors Corp. Can I Be ~ Technician1, Can I Be ~~ 
:b~e;ineer?, Can I Be A Craftsman?, Can I Be A Draftsman?, 
Can I Be A Mathematician'! Public Relations-staff, 
Generallvrators Bldg., Detro it, !Vli chigan 48202 (a 11 free). 
In terna ti ana 1 As s Oci~l tion of fVlachinis ts And Aerospa ce lAlork­

ers. Careers In The Crafts. 1300 Connecticut Ave.,
 
N.W., Washington,-n:C. 20036 (free).
 
J.	 B. Lippincott Company. American Women Of Science and
 
['lodeI'D American Engineers. Eas t vJashin~~ton ~,Square,
 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19105 (both ~d .9'»).
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Gateway 
J.	 Weston Walch, Publisher. Opportunities In Mathematics 
and ap~ortunities In Science. Portland-,-Maine 04104 (both :1.00). 
Manufacturing Chemists' Association, Inc. Careers Ahead 
'The Chemi ca 1 Indus t!X and :! Bright Future For You As 
Chemical Technician. 1825 Connecticut Ave-.--W.W. --­
Washington, D.C. 20009 (both free). " 
Material Handling Institute, Inc. Career Opportunities 
You In Material Handling. Educational Division, 
Towers, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222 (free). 
Mathematical Association of Mnerica. Guidebook To Depart­
ments In The Mathematical Sciences. SUNY at Buffalo, 
BuffalO; New York 14214 (50¢). 
Michigan Technological University. Electrical Engineering 
Technology. Houghton, Michigan 49931 (251). 
N .E.A.--National Science 'Teachers Association. Computers-­
Theory and Uses and Keys To Career~ In Science and 
Technolo~y. 1201 Sixteenth Street, N.W., Washington, 
D.C., 20036 (both $1.00). 
National Guard Bureau. This Is The Air National Guard. 
The Pentagon, Washington,-o.C:-20310 (free). 
National Society Of Professional Engineers. I~lgineering... 
! Career op~ortunity. 2029 K Street, N.W., Washington, 
D.C. 20006 free). 
h.C.A.	 Institutes, Inc. Your }<'uture In Electronics (film). 
350 1rlest 4th Street, New York, NewYork 10014 (free loan). 
Fie fra c tori 6S Ins ti tute. From Fireli p;ht 'To Sate111 te . Pi rst 
National Bank Building, ~ittsburgh, Pa. 15222 (free). 
Society Of Plastics Engineers. Plastics As !j.n E..'igineering 
CQ~ecr. 65 Prospect Street, Samford, Connecticut 06902 
(free). 
Serling hovies U.S.A., Inc. E:ngineer: Han Of Destiny film).
43 W. 61st St., New York, New York 10023 (free loan. 
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U.S.	 Dept. of Cornmerce--Bureau of Public Roads. Challenging 
Career In Electronic Data Processing. Distribution 
Section, Room 267, 1717 H Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 
20235 (free). 
U.S.	 Dept. Of Defense --Dept. of The Air Force, Air Force 
Film Library. Your Future And The Air Force Institute 
Of Technology. SFP 1015. (film). Air Force Film 
Library, 8900 South Broadway, St. Louis, Missouri 63125 
(free loan). 
U.S.	 Dept. of Health, Education, and Welfare--Office of 
Education. Careers In Technical Occupations. Supt. of 
Documents, Government Printing Office, VJashington, D.C. 
20402 (51'). 
National Aeronautics And Space Administration. NASA, 
Twentieth Century EXplorer and NASA EmpIo~ent Fact 
Sheet. Code FAD-I, Washington, D.C. 2054~(both free). 
University of Illinois--Dept. of Ceramic Engineering. A 
Look Into The World Of Ceramics. Urbana, Illinois 
61801---rfreer:­
University of J'.'iissouri At Rolla. Electrical Engineering, 
Chemical Engineering, Chemistr:y, Hechanical E'ngineering 
Applied J'fiathematics, Nuclear Engineering, Physics, and 
Computer Science. Holla, hissouri 61)401 (all free). 
F'REE OR INEXPEHSIVE JVIATgRIALS 
The Age Of Flight (free) uae 
Contact To Countdown (free) hs 
North ~nerican Aviation (free) naa 
Planning the Airport Industrial Park (free) faa 
'rho Airport and Your Communi ty (free) ua1 
Derr.onstra tiOD Aids For Aviation Educa tiOD (free) faa 
The ChaJlen s to U. S. Civil Air Transport (free) cgl 
0-23 
The Air F~pres8 Story (free) rea 
Airline Route Map (free) tex 
Protecting The Forests From Fire (free) dag 
General Aviation And Its Relationship 
To Industry And The Comrnunity (free) faa 
0-24 
CHAPTER T1JJO 
Unit I History of Flight and Air Transportation 
A. Ancients 
1. Mythology 
2. Leonardo da Vinci 
B. Balloons and Gliders 
1. Sir George Cayley 
2. Besnier 
3. Montgolfier Brothers 
4. Henri Giffard 
5. David Swartz 
6. von Zeppelin 
7. Octave Chanute 
8. Lilienthal 
9. John Montgomery 
10. Langley 
11. Jorill Stringfellow 
12. Charles Manley 
13. Wright Brothers 
C. Man's First Flight 
D. Later Developments 
1. Glen Curtis 
2. Louis Bleriot 
3. C. K. Ilam:ilton 
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E. Contributors To Aircraft Development 
1. Military Aviation 
2. National Air Races 
3. Round-The-World and Endurance Flights 
F. Air Mail, Air Passenger, Air Freight Development 
1. Kelley Act, 1925 
2. Air Commerce Act, 1926 
3. Black-Me Keller Act, 1934 
4· Civil Aeronautics Acts, 1938 & 1940 
5. Truman Committee, 1947-48 
Unit II 'T'h
-.eory of Flight 
A. Shape of wing 
1. Airfoil 
2. Camber 
3. Chord - Span 
4· Aspect Ratio 
B. Lift 
1. Speed of Wing 
2. Angle of Attack 
3. Air Temperature 
4. Air Pressure 
5. Center of Lift 
6. Center of Pressure 
7. Relative Wind 
8. Change of camber 
9. Burble 
10. Stall 
11. Bernoulli's Principle 
C. Weight - Thrust - Drag 
D. Axes of tlotation 
1. Longitudinal 
2. Horizontal 
3. Vertical 
0-26 
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E.	 Stability 
1.	 static 
2.	 Dynamic 
3 .	 Around Axes 
F.	 Control Surfaces 
1.	 Rudder 
2.	 Elevators
 
a) Canards
 
3.	 Ailerons 
4.	 Trim Tabs 
,---~- ----------------------,1 
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Unit III Flight Technique 
A.	 Pre-Flight 
1.	 Walk-Around Inspection 
2.	 Starting The Engine 
a) Temperature & Pressure Guages 
3 .	 'I' axi ing 
4.	 Engine Run-Up 
B.	 The Take Ofr 
C.	 Airplane Attitude and Use of Controls 
1.	 Controls 
2.	 Straight and Level Flight 
j~~~l3.	 'I'he Climb 1~_1 
:0; 
~.4.	 The Descent (glide) 
~ 
a) Use of Fngine in Changing Attitude ~ 
< 
5.	 Coordination of Controls
 
a) The Turn
 
b) Rate of Turn
 
c)	 Slipping--Skidding 
6.	 Stall 
D.	 Airport Traffic Patterns 
1.	 Departure and Entry 
2.	 The Four Legs 
E.	 Landing Approach 
F.	 '1'i edotvn 
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CHAPrER II ENRICHMENT AND TEACHER AIDS 
SELECTED READINGS 
Unit I 
Bernt Balchen.and Erick Berghust. The Next Fifty Years of 
Flight. New York City: The Viking Press, 1960. 
Arnold E. Briddon, FAA Historian. FAA Historical Fact Book-­
A Chronology, 1926- g*63 . Washington, D.C.: Govt. Printing Office, 19 . 
Louis S. Casey. The First Nonstop Coast-To-Coast Flight and 
The Historic T-2 Airplane. Vol. 1 No.1 of Smithsonian 
Annals of Flight. Washington, D.C.: Govt. Printing 
Office, 1964. 
Courtland Canby. ! History of Flight. New York City: 
Hawthorne Books, Inc., 1963. 
Basil Clark. Polar Flight. London: Ian Allan, 1964 . 
• The History of Airships. London: Herbert Jenkins,
-----='1..".9..,.-t;;1. ­
Da vid C. Cooke. Flights Tha t I'1ade History. New York Ci ty: 
G. P. Putnam's Son, 19b1:'" 
\'Jho	 Hea11y Invented The Airplane? Nerd York City: 
G. P. Pu tnam I s Son, 19~ 
I'1aj. Alexander P. de Seversky. Victory 'I'hrough AirpOv-Jer 
Garden City, New York: Garden City Pub. Co., Inc., 
194-3. 
E::xperimental Airplane Association. The Golden Age of Air 
Racing. tiales Corner, Hisconsin: F.AA Air huseum 
Foundation, Inc., 1963· 
Lt.	 Col. C. V. Glines, Editor. Polar Aviation. New York 
City: Franklin Watts, Inc., 1964. 
lVja J. Gene Gurney, USAF, Edi tor. Grea tAil' Be. t tIes. New 
York City: Franklin \rJatts, Inc., 1963. 
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Alvin M: Jose~hy, Jr., Editor in Charge. The American 
Herltage history of Flight. Marion Ohio: American 
Heri tage Publishing Co., 1962. ' 
Reed Kinert. Racing Planes ~ Air Races. 4 vols. Fall­
brook, California: Aero Publishers, Inc., 1967. 
Maj. James F. Sunderman, USAF, Editor. World War II in The 
Pacific. New York City: Bramhall House, 19b2-.­
l.vorld War 
House, 1963. 
II in Europe. New York Ci ty: Bramhall 
United States Air 
AFB, Alabama: 
Force. Foundations of Airpower. 
Headquarters AFROTC, 1958. 
Maxwell 
Unit II 
Department of Transportation, Federal Aviation Agency, 
Flight Standards Service. Private Pilot's Handbook of 
Aeronautical Knowledge (AC61-23). Washington, D.C.: 
Govt. Printing Office, 1965. 
Ascher H. Shapiro. Shape and Flow. New York City: Double-
day and Company, Inc., 1961. 
Brig. Gen. Neil D. van Sickle, USAF, Editor. j'{odern Air­
-manship. Princeton, New Jersey: D. Van Nostrand Co., 
Inc., 1961. 
Unit III 
Department of Transportation, Federal Aviation Agency, 
Fliaht Standards Service. Private Pilot's Handbook of 
Aer~nautical Knowledge (AC61-2J). 'tJashington, D. C. : 
Govt. Printing Office, 1965. 
Department of Transportation, Federal Aviation Agency, 
l:"light Training Band~ook. i'Jashington, D. C.: Govt. 
Printing Office, 1965. 
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Brig. Gen. Neil D. van Sickle USAF Editor. Modern Air­
manship. Princeton, New jersey; D. Van Nostrand~Co., 
Inc., 1961. 
Charles A. Zweng. Flight Instructor. North Hollywood, 
California: Pam American Navigation Service, 1965. 
SELECTIONS FR01\'1 PEHIODICALS 
Unit I 
Air	 Classics Editors" ItDisasters DerbY,tl Air Classics 
(Fall and March-April, 1965), 22 and 29. 
Capt. Walter J. Boyne. It'l'he Day The Steam Plane Flew, II 
Flying (December, 1962), 30. 
Ora	 L. Jones. ttl Missed Fame By A Nile At Kitty Hawk, it 
Pilot (December, 1964), 34. 
"Jl~l,Desmond Leigh-Hunt. "Dornier DO-X, First Ocean Airliner,1l f~p;.,: 
Flying (April, 1962), 44.	 ::01 
~ pJohn Leyden. t~Jinnnie Doolittle--'The F'irst Instrumentalist,lt 
:::vFAA News (lVjarch, 1967), 10. 
,< 
USaGa Of The PN-9 No.1, It FAA News (November,
 
1966), 10.
 
UThe Long Night Of '1'he Lone Eagle, It FAA Nevis
 
(April, 1967), 10.
 
. uitJiley Post--Ean Viho Shrank The Globe, It FAA News 
----~(-A-ugust, 1966), 11. 
Joan Merriam. "The Longest Flight,lt Pilot (November, 1964), 
44. 
Ed l'la ck 1v]i 11 (~r. it flow They Flew The Airmai 1, It Flying 
(August, 1966), 86. 
Joe Mizrahi. "The Gee Bes,n Air Classics (August-September, 
19b~)), 26. 
• nVJedel-ir!il1iams Story, II Air Classics (Ie,ay-June, 
---l-c-j"-bLl ), Y:;. 
------------------..w
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Wi lliam Barry rV1urphy. "Pioneering The Pacifi c It Popular 
Aviation (November-December, 1967), 32. ' 
Henry R. Palmer. ltrrbe World's First Seaplane,t~ F'lying 
(June, 1962), 35. 
Col. Hobert H. Hankin. UAviation's Forgotten Han,n Private
 
Pilot (October-November, 1965), 76.
 
Col. Bob Renneisen. \lOrville Wright's Last Flight,lt
 
Aerospace Historian (Spring, 1968), 29.
 
Habel Rodgers-vJiggins. "First Airmail Flight," Pilot 
(December, 1963), 38. 
H.	 Hichard Shea. Ulst IVian In The Sky," FAA News (September, 
1967), 11. 
• ItFirs t Commercial Airline In The viorld, n FAA News
----,--­(June, 1967), 12. 
Sue	 Silverman. uSaga Of The Ping Pong Flight,tt F'A,A News 
(December, 1966), 12. 
JOD.n Underwood. t'fvlatty Laird Story, It Air Progress (r-lay, 
June, JUly, August, and September,1967), 26, 43, 37, 
52, and 45. 
Harriet ltieber. uThe First l'iar In The Clouds," FAA News 
(December, 1967), 12. 
James H. Winchester. "Wiley Post," Popular Aviation 
(March-Apri], 1967), 26. 
The following periodicals generally contain articles 
of historical interest in each issue; 
AEROSPACE HISTORIAN
 
AIR CLASSICS
 
AIR PROGRESS
 
AwrH,:,UE AIRPLft.NE ASSOCIATION NEviS 
SPOHT FLYIN G 
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Unit II 
JOM Ball. (tThe Wing rrhat Breathes,U Flying (April, 1964),38. 
Daniel Dommas cb. l~PSAS Spells In-FIL:,.ht Stability " Pilot (November, 1964), 62. ,-CJ 
F.	 Robert l\![orrison. UFlight Effects of Ground Effect n 
Pilo! (November, 1964), 26. ' 
Unit III 
Donald Chase. nShort Field Ins and Outs,U Pilot (July, 
1963), 43. 
Edi torial Staff. nfuel Exhaustion, H Pilot (September, 
1965), 77. 
Betty Haeslop. tl'Brake It Easy,lt Flying (December, 1962), 50. 
Morton J. Kaplan. "Proper Take-Off Attitude," Pilot 
(December, 1963), 62. 
Virgil A. Kraft. nHigh Altitude Take-Ofr,R Pilot (March, 
1963),43. 
barry Schiff. lII:Jystery Of Vanishing Airspeed,lt Private 
Pilot (December-January, 1966), 20. 
!tQuinton M. Thomas, Iv1.D. ypoxia and Carbon honoxide, It 
Flying (July, 1962), 52. 
':Curey K. Vickers. lfKno\\l Your Foe--Vortex,1t Filot (August, 
1965), 84. 
Robert L. Wick, M.D. uGight Take-Off," Pilot (August, 1963), 
34. 
The following periodicals are specifically oriented 
tOHsrd up- ading pilot v.nowledge and skills. 
AIR FAC1'S 
AIm"AYS 
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FILM SUGGESTIONS 
Unit I 
Air JVjaniacs #73 iac 
Ceilings Unlimited #22 iac 
Early Days (Pre 1930) #52 iac 
First Flight of The viright Bros. U-4173 sui 
Five Steps to The Jets 1831 mtps 
Fools, Daredevils, and Geniuses #14 iac 
Higher and Higher #19 iac 
Highlights of Aviation #22 iac 
lian In Flight #57 iac 
IVlen 'tfi th Wings AFIVJR 620 af 
#53 iac 
We Saw It Happen #39 iac 
Unit II
-"-­
Aerodynamics: Air Flow 'fF 1-160 af 
Aerodynamics: Forces Acting on Airfoil TF 1-161 af 
Airplane Structures--Control Surfaces 'l'1" 1-700 af 
Beyond The Stick and Rudder TF 1-5300 af 
ow an Airplane F1ies--Lift #36 iac 
How an Airplane Flies--Drag #37 iac 
liot'll an Airplane F1ies--'l'hrust ('" Forces #40 iac 
----
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How an Airplane Flies--Stability & Control #41 iac 
Principles of Flight U-5464 sui 
Theory of Flight #46	 iac 
Unit III
Fly With Me 
naa
 
One Eye On The Instruments
 FA!f209 faa
 
Primary Flight Controls
 F3H-2N mcd
 
Problems of Flight
 u-874 sui 
Safe for Solo #31 iac 
To Save A Life aopa 
Wings For The Beginner #13 iac 
ACTIVITIES M~D PROJECTS 
Unit I 
1. keports on the contributors to aviation development. 
2.	 Reports on air racing and its contributions to 
aircraft developrnent and safety. 
3.	 Make, or obtain, models showing the change of 
aircraft from 1903 to the present. 
4.	 repars a bulletin board of historic and contempo­
rary aircraft pictures. 
5.	 Field trip to Des Moines ~~nicipal Airport to see 
antique aircraft restored by \1'. Hud ~eeks. 
6 . Vie 1 d t ri p to J 0 Wa His tori cal 13u i 1d i Lo look over 
the Bviation exhibits. 
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7.	 Field trip to North Field in Des Moines and Ottumwa 
.Muni cipal Airport to look over antique airplanes 
restored and flown by members of the Antique 
Airplane Association. (Ottumwa is the National 
Headquarters of the AAA.) 
Unit II 
1.	 Construct gliders of balsa wood with various wing 
shapes and positions and fly them. 
2. Build a wind tun~el. 
3.	 Construct and test various airfoils in the wind 
tunnel. 
4. Design an airplane, produce the sizes to pre­
determined scale and construct it of balsa and 
other model airplane materials. 
·'fit 
5.	 Field trip to Iowa State University, Department 
of Aerospace Engineering. 
6.	 Report on occupations in aircraft research and 
development area. 
Unit III 
1 • Obtain, or build a small model airplane with work­
in~ control surfaces to observe usual operation 
of~the surfaces. 
1') Ply U-Control model airplanes.L • 
~'ield trip to an airport for actual aircraft3 . 
orientation and a familiarization ride to demon­
strate control functions and operations of 
j nstrurnents. 
4. Report on oeeu tions in flight training area. 
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OCCUPATIONAL AREAS - CHAPl'ER II 
Unit II
 
Aerodynamlcist
 002.081 
Aerodynamics Engineer 002.081 
Aeronautical Engineer 002.081
r['est Pilot
 
Aerodynamics Analyst
 011.381 
•.• also see occupational Area - Chapter I. 
Unit III
 
Commercial Pilot
 196.283 
Instructor Pilot 196.228
 
Ground Instructor
 
•.. also see Occupational Area - Chapter I. 
SOUHCES OF OCCUPATIONAL INFORNATION 
Unit II 
Aerospace Industries Assn. of .cunerica, Inc., 1725 De SElles 
Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036. 
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, 1290 
Sixth Ave., New York City 10019. 
American SocieLy For Engineering Education TecbJ1ical Insti­
tute Council, 1346 Connecticut Ave., N.W., ~ashington, 
D.C.	 20036.
 
. . also see ttSources, It Chapter I.
 
Unit III 
Allied Pilots Association, 405 Lexington Ave., Newark 
City 1 I7. 
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National Association of Flight Instructors, P.O. Box N, 
Washington, D.C. 20014. 
National Business Aircraft Association, 425 13th St., N.W., 
Washington, D.C . 
. . . also see "Sources," Chapter I. 
FREE OR INEXPENSIVE. HA,'I'ERIALS 
Unit I 
Airplane Drawings--World Wars I & II (.50i ea.) a 
Air Transportation Charts--Mile Stones in 
Aviation ($6.50) egi 
Wright Bros. Highlights (.10~) naec 
The Wright Bros. Flyer ($1.00) naee 
~'he Wright Bros. ($1.00) naec 
His tori cal Photos #31L-168 n8V. 11/58 (free) nasm 
Drawings of Historic Aircraft 
#31L-122 neVe 11/58 (free) nasm 
Information Leaflets (free) nasm 
The Flying Clippers (free) paw 
vlright Bros. National 1'16moria1 (free) gpo 
Historic Airp1~'les (free) ual 
Unit II 
Shape of Flight (free) aia 
----
Unit III 
E~am-O-Gram (free) 
Illustrated Flying Basics ($1.50) 
Pre-Flight Facts (free) 
Student Pilot Guide (free) 
The Ten 1'1ost Frequently Asked Questions 
About Learning To Fly (free) 
Plane Sense (free) 
Plight Instruments (~pl.95) 
Handbook For Theory Of Flight Kit (.50¢) 
Flight Training Guide ($1.00) 
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faa 
tha 
ces 
faa 
gtr 
faa 
j ep 
stas 
gpo 
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CHAPTER THREE
 
Unit I Aircraft 
A. General Structure of an Airplane 
1. Design Considerations 
a) Carrying Space 
b) IViethod of Lift 
c) Propulsion System 
d) Control System 
e) Navigational Devices 
f) Ground-Handling Apparatus 
2. 1:/ings 
a) IVlonoplane 
(1) Low liJing 
(2) r,Hd vTing 
(4) Parasol \iing 
b) Biplane 
(1) Ne8ative or Positive Stagger 
c) Shape of Wing 
(1) Hectangle 
(2) Eliptical 
(3) Swept v!ing 
(4) Delta 
(5) Combinations 
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d ) Struc ture 
(1) Full Cantilever 
(2) Externally Braced 
(3 ) Honeycomb 
(4) Fabric Covered 
(5) Metal Covered 
e) Modifications 
( 1 ) Flaps 
(2 ) Slots 
(3) Extending Leading Edges 
3 . Fuselage (hull) "Iii 
a) Truss 
b) Semi-Monocoque 
L~. 'rail Assembly (err~penage) 
a) Horizontal Stabilizer 
b) Vertical Stabilizer 
c) ,,,.,, Tail 
5. Landing Gear 
a) Conventional (tail wheel) 
b) Tri-Cycle (nose wheel) 
c) Fixed 
d) Hetractable 
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e)	 Shock Absorbers 
(1 )	 Oleo Struts 
(2 )	 Shock Cords 
(3 ) Spring Steel
 
f) Brakes
 
g) Pontoons
 
h) Skiis
 
6.	 Airplane Accessories 
a) De-Icing Equipment 
b) Cabin Pressurization Equipment 
7 .	 other Aircraft 'Types 
a) Helicopter 
b) Gyrop1ane 
c) Glider 
d) Airship 
(1)	 Rigid 
(2) Semi-Rigid
 
e) Ornithopter
 
f) Convertoplane
 
3) 3TOL and \~OL
 
8.	 Construction j'lI,lteria1s & Technique 
a) JVletal 
(1)	 Aluminum, Magnesium,[itanium 
Copper, Steel Alloys 
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b)	 Wood 
(1) Birch, Mahogany, Ash, Spruce 
c) Joining 
(1)	 Welding, Rivoting, Soldering, 
Brazing 
(2)	 Nuts, Bolts, Screws, Special 
Fasteners 
(3)	 Nails, Glue, Casein, Epoxy 
(4) Safetying 
d) Linen - Glass - Rubber - Asbestos 
9.	 Aircraft Inspections
 
a) Annual (periodic)
 
b) 100 Hour
 
10.	 SST 
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unit II Aircraft Powerplants 
A.	 Desired Engine Requirements 
1.	 Power to Weight Ratio 
2.	 Reliability At All Speeds 
3.	 Fuel, Oil, Power Ratio 
4.	 Lack of Vibration 
5.	 Ease of Maintenance 
B.	 Reciprocating Engines 
'*,"'~1.	 Types 
' ....
:-CI 
a) Inline l~1 
ij~""'@t 
,~\ 
'f'llb) Horizontally Opposed 
c) Radial 
(1) Single--Double Row 
d) VII 
e) Hotary 
f) Other Arrangements 
2.	 Parts 
a) Block 
b) Cylinder - Piston - Rods - Valves 
c)	 Accessories 
3.	 Four-Stroke Cycle Principle 
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4.	 Engine Systems
 
a) Fuel
 
(1)	 Carburetor Requirements 
(2)	 Gasoline Requirements 
(a)	 Octane 
(b)	 Color 
(c)	 Detonation 
(d) P.nti-Detonation 
b) Induction 
(1) Supercharger 
(2) Turbo Charger 
c) Lubrication 
(1) Dry--Wet Sump 
(2) Hopper Tank 
(3) Scavenger Pump 
d ) Ignition 
(1)	 !Viagneto 
(2)	 Distributor 
(3) Spark Plugs 
C• Engine Pla cernen t 
1.	 rl'ra ctor 
2.	 pusher 
3. On \~ings
 
)~. On a pylon
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5. Nunlber of Engines 
D.	 Propellers 
1.	 Number of Blades 
a) Two - Three - Four 
2.	 Direction of Rotation 
3.	 Pi tch 
a) Fixed 
b) Controllable 
c) Adjustable 
d) Constant Speed 
e) Feathering 
f) Reversible 
E.	 Reaction Engines 
1.	 Jet 
a) Ram Jet 
b) Pulse Jet 
c) Turbo Jet 
d) Turbo Prop 
e) Turbo Fan 
2.	 Hocket 
3.	 Atomic 
F.	 Power Factors 
1.	 Horse Power Formula 
2.	 Thrust Formula 
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Unit III Airplane Instruments 
A.	 Pitot - Static Tube 
B.	 Venturi Tube 
C.	 Bourdon Tube 
D.	 Flight InstrQ~ents 
1.	 Air Speed 
2.	 Altimeter 
3.	 Turn and Bank 
4.	 Vertical Speed 
5.	 Gyro Horizon 
E.	 Navigation Instruments 
1. Magnetic Compass 
2. Directional Gyro 
F.	 billgine Instruments 
1.	 Tachometer 
a) Nagnetic 
b) El ectric 
2.	 Oil Pressure 
3.	 Oil Temperature 
4.	 Cylinder Temperature 
5.	 Carburetor Air Temperature 
6.	 Manifold Pressure Guage 
7.	 F'uel Flot,,) l'ieter 
8.	 ExllBust Gas Telllf)e.rature! (EGT)~ 
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G. other Instruments 
1. Fuel Quanti ty Guage (s) 
2. Outside Air Temperature (OAT) 
3. Vacuum Guage 
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CHAPTER III ENRICHI~T AND TEACHER AIDS 
SELECTED READINGS 
Unit I 
Dept. of Commerce, (CAA). Aircraft Powerplant Handbook 
IVlanuall07. 1rJashington, D.C.: Govt. Printing Offi~e, 
1949. 
United States Air Force. Aircraft Engineering For Pilots 
(51-42). Washington, D.C.: Dept. of the Air Force, 
1952 ~ 
Foundations of Air Power. Maxwell AFB, Alabama: 
Headquarters AFROTc; 1958. 
_'______ Fundamentals of Aerospace Weapons Systems. Max­ ~: 
well APB, Alabama: Headquarters AFROTC, 1961. til 
United States Navy. Introduction to Aircraft (NAVPERS 
= 0303-A). Vvashington, D. C• : Navy Air Te chni cal 
Training Command, 1951. 
Brig. Gen. Neil D. van Sickle, USAF, Editor. r:Iodern Air­
manship. Princeton, New Jersey: D. Van l'.iostrandCO., 
Inc., 1961. 
Charles Zweng. Aircraft and Engine l\jechanics lIanual. North 
Hollywood, California: Pan American Navigation Service, 
1961. 
Unit II 
Hobert B. (oyer. The First Airplane Diesel Engine: Packard 
}vJodel DH-980 of 1928. Vol. 1 No.2 of Smithsonian 
Annals of Flight-:-Washington, D.C.: Govt. Printing 
Of fi c e, 1 964 . 
Unl ted StG tes Navy. Aircraft Propellers. Viashington, D. C. : 
Navy Air Technical Training Command, 1951. 
wa,a)l~l'nQ,)·ton, D.C.: Navy Air Train­
____~~~_ F'uel Sys terns..,. ~ 
lng Cormm:md, 1951. 
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R.oy	 Vneden. Lightplane Engine Guide. New York Ci ty: 
Crown Publishers, 19b5 . 
. . . also, information for this unit may be found 
in the sources listed for Unit I. 
Unit III 
Dept. of Transportation (FAA). Instrument Handbook AC61-27. 
Washington, D.G.: Govt. Printing Office, 1966. 
United States Air Force. Instrument Flying (51-37). Wash­
ington, D.C.: Dept. of the Air Force, 1965 . 
• • • also, information for this unit may be found in 
the sources listed for Unit I and Unit II. 
SELECTIONS FROM PERIODICALS 
Unit I 
Hichard S. Bach. \lVlren 460," Flying (January, 1965), 36. 
J, S. Butz, Jr. ~Constant Attitude Aircraft,D Flying 
( ',;. ,1,-. .1 0 62 \ ')2l,arcll, . j J, C • 
· "philosophy of Design--Aero Commander,1t Flying 
(June, 1963), 28, 
· "Philosophy of Design--Beech,· Flying (April, 
---1-g""(3), 22. 
· "Philosophy of Design--Cessna,u Flying (May, 
---=-1-9-;-(3), 52. 
· 
'>
'Philosophy 0 f D • . 'J e'eSlgn--MoOn y, It l;_,'l v l'n tC1;d ~ (August, 
-~-19(3), 4d. 
· "pldlosophy of Design--Piper,tt Flying (,July, 
-~1-9""63 ), 36. 
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Edi torial Staff. \~Is Your Airplane Airworthy?u Pilot 
(April, 1965), 74. 
Editorial Staff. uSupport Equipment and Accessories," 
Flying (November, 1962), 62. 
Editorial Staff. "The Big Squeeze," Skyline, XXIV (1966),34. 
Edi torial Staff. l1'rires- Wheels-Brakes, n Flying (January, 
19 63), 40. 
Ed i torial Staff. \tXB-70A, U Skyline, XXIII (1965), 3. 
Harry HcDougal1. nAvian Gyrop1ane,tt Flying (April, 1964),44. 
E.	 V. Pi ckering . ttA Clos er Look At STOL, It Pi lot (October, 
1965), 88. 
Bob	 Sand. uThe Shape Of Things To Come,tt Private Pilot 
(December, 1964), 24. 
James }l1[. Triggs. "Cessna Sky Hawks, \t Air Progress 
(Aug./Sept., 1963), 27. 
Hichard B. \·Jeeghrnan. "Focus On Design,tt Flying (November, 
1962 ), 60. 
Unit II 
Hobert Beatty. t'Turbos, Pistons, or . .. ,n Flying (June, 
1965),52. 
J.	 S. Butz, Jr. "Engine Economy Through Regeneration,1t 
Flying (July, 1962),44· 
. "c. E. - - Pione er In rrurbines, It Flying (February, 
----1963),50. 
\I Powerplants, \I F'lying (November, 1963), 33. 
t'ower, tt Flying (February,Joe	 Diblin. "The Last Word In -~
1967),77. 
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William P. Drucker. tlpreventative Engine Maintenance n 
Pilot (February, 1963), 37. ' 
r-'d 1• t rI' a1 Staff It'rhe 01' OX-5, n A' Classies1',	 0 ... ~ (Fall,
1965), 29. 
Edi torial Staff. ttWhat' s Up Front--Exhaust Systems I and 
II,tl F.A.A. News (November and December, 1967),'4 and 10. 
~tWha t 's Up Front- -Propellers, I and II, tl F.A .A. 
News (January and February, 1968), 6 and 6. 
James Gilbert. ttlt Began Wi th A Bedstead," Flying (Septem­
ber, 1965),50. 
Martin Haynes. itA New Look At Carburetor Ice, n Pri va te 
Pilot (October, 1966 ), 54, 
Al Hundree. ttHow Lean Is Too Lean?" Pilot (October, 1965), 
38. 
Max Karant. ItTurbochargers and Light Planes, 1\ Pilot 
(May, 1964), 112. 
Emi 1 A. IViali ck . "Double Barreled Fuel Addi ti ve, tt Pi lot 
(july, 1965),66. 
C.	 Licholas Pryor. It 1tlby Variable Pitch Props?ll Pilot 
(March, 1964), 30. 
Barry Schiff. "Flying The Prop,w Private Pilot (November, 
1967), 32. 
Leori	 Tex Smith. ltYour Battery,1l F.A.A. News (Iliovernber, 
10//) 22;00 " .. . 
'j b t rp S 'le IIOve·rboost Neans Troub1e,tt Pilot (October,it 0 e r 1. . m1 d 1 • 
1961d, 72. 
. llA'·."l·a·tl·on !4"eJ.,'1 Fl;'ing (October, 1961),Hobert \rJeeghman. ~' , - U .r 
~Lt . 
. "The Power Behind The Hi z jets, 1\ F'lying (1\ ovember, 
-1-9'4'"'bLd, 26. 
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Unit III 
Hartin Haynes •. ItEri ttain Turn Coord ina tor It Pri va te Pilot 
(March, 1967), 68. ' 
"Exclusive Density Altimeter," Private Pilot 
(December, 1967), 50. 
"New Generation Of Instruments," Private Pilot 
(November, 1967), 23. 
. nStrangers On 'llhe Panel, II Pri va te Pilot (October,
-1967), 20. 
Edi torial Staff. IIrrhe 1'1agnetic Compass, It Airways (Septem­
ber, 1967), 58. 
Don Francisco. "New Accuracy Standards For Altimeters,n 
Airways (January, 1968), 24. 
Cecil Iv]. Hunter. "Airspeed, True or False,u Pilot (January, 
1963), 30. 
lUchard A. Noblett. "The New Direction, II Flying (June, 
1967),78 . 
steve l1andall. "A.I.I'1.,1I Flying (March, 1962), 38. 
Archie TraInInell. Hid's Place,t~ Flying (December, 1965),45. 
FILM SUGGESTIONS 
Unit I and Unit II 
Aircraft Engines TFI-136 faa 
faaAi rcra ftvJelding 
faaAviation ~echanic	 FA-315 
OE-2B2 faaPeriodic Inspection--Airplane 
OE-283 faaPeriodic Inspection--Engine 
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Servicing An Airplane OE-279 faa 
Aircraft Engines (Part 1) U-1300 sui 
Aircraft Propellers U-1304 sui 
The ABC Of Jet Propulsion gm
 
The Gas Turbine
 
shl 
The History Of The Helicopter #30 iac 
Transonic Flight	 #59 lac 
~'Iorld	 On Wings 
ces 
Birth	 Of A Jet dac 
DC-B Autopilot dac	 ~,~k 
Prelude To Power mqc 
Speed	 and Heat naai 
Unit III
-- -___... . 
The Sensitive Altimeter--General Use TF 1-517 af 
ACTIVITIES AND PROJECTS 
Unit I and Unit II
--'---"- - --_. ---_....._ ... ,._. 
1.	 Assemble working plastic model of a radial aircraft
 
engine.
 
2.	 Assemble working plastic model of a turbine air­
craft engine. 
3.	 Field Trips to: An airport maintenance shop; 
Des oines 'Technical high School--Aviation Divi­
sion; and Air National Guard maintenance shop 
(jets) • 
4,. Heportc1 on occupations in the maintenance areas. 
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Unit III 
1.	 Demonstrations of the Venturi and Bernouli 
principles. 
2. Obtain discarded aircraft instruments to dismantle 
in class. 
3. Heport and demonstrate the characteristics and 
function of a gyro and how it is used in an 
airplane. 
4. Report on instrument development and repair areas. 
OCCUPATIONAL AREAS - CHAPT&~ III 
Un i t I and Un i t I I 
Powerplant Technician 621.281
 
Powerplant Installer 621.]81
 
vChi ef 11e ehani c 621.281
 
Engine heehanic 621.281
 
Propeller Mechanic 600.381
 
.• also see Chapter I, Occupational Areas, for: 
des earch 8£ Des i P'}1; Te ehni cians; and all Plant Occupations 
under Aerospace I'Ianufacturing Industry and Skilled Occupa­
tions under j'Janufacturing Industry, Air Transportation, and 
General Aviation. 
Unit III
 
Aerodynamicist 002.081
 
Physicist 023.081 & .u88 
Aerodynamics Analyst 011.381 
002.281Design Draftsman
 
Tube Fl,ender 709.88L­

600.280 & .281]vJachinis t 
806.381Assembly Inspector 
6.781Final	 Assembler 
710.281Instrument hcchanic 
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SOURCES OF OCCUPATIONAL INFOR¥~TION 
Unit 1, Unit II, and Unit III 
International Association of Machinists and Aerospace 
Workers, 1300 Connecticut Ave., N.W., Washing~on D.C. 
20030. ' 
National Aviation 'rrades Association, 1346 Connecticut Ave., 
N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036 . 
. . • also see "Sources," Chapter I. 
FREE OR INEXPE1IJSIVE IvlATEHIALS 
Unit I
 
Documentary Note, #2 SE 210 Caravel (free) afr
 
Progress Report--DC-9 August, 1967, #7 (free) ual
 
The Dc-B Mainliner (free) ual
 
Y-;'j 
lac 
'iT 
Field Service Digest (Lockheed) (free) 
naecAircraft humber 116 (.50¢)
 
naec
Jets (.soi) 
U.	 S. Naval Aircraft Designations (free) nan
 
u,..,...
a~The Story of . elicopters (free)
 
nasa
The X-IS Research Airplane (free)
 
afr
Bains Documentary Note (free) 
bacAir e Information Folder (free)
 
bac
Illustrated Brochure, Beech Airplanes (free) 
cesrreacherl~l [Jacket of Information (free)
 
1 _,ic
 L,ear Jet (frccH';) 
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Lockheed Pathways To The Stars (free)
 
Unit II
 
Jet Facts (free)
 
Do's and Dont's (free)
 
Power To Set World Records
 
Sky Parade (free)
 
The Lycoming "Flyern (free)
 
Engine Specification Sheets (free)
 
The Aviation Spark Plus (free)
 
All About America's Favorite Aviation
 
Spark Plus (free) 
Precise Flight Power (free) 
The Story Of The Turbine (free) 
Flight Power From Allison (free) 
Turboshaft Power (free) 
Hercules Turboprop Power (free) 
Propjet Convair (free) 
Tes t Of' A Hegenerati ve Turboprop 
Ai rCl'aftF:ngine (free) 
Approach, Jan., 1966 (free) 
F~~ineered For Power (free)
'..,3 
Aeronautical Powerplants (free) 
lag 
ge 
cmc 
aly 
aly 
aly 
aly 
csp 
csp 
erne 
ge
 
all
 
all
 
all
 
all
 
sae 
nasr 
sol 
aia 
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Unit III
--­
The Gyroscope Through The Ages (free) sge 
Gyros (free) lsi 
E.G.T., Specification Sheets (free) ale 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
Unit I Air Navigation 
A. Forms of Navigation 
1. Pi 10tage 
a) Course1ine 
b) Check Points 
2. Dead Reckoning 
a) True Course 
(l) True North ::1 
b) True Heading 
c) Magnetic Course 
(1) JVIagnetic North 
(2) Variation 
d) Compass Course 
(1) Deviation 
e) Wind Correction Angle 
f) Indicated Air Speed 
g) 'I'rue Air Speed 
h) Indicated Altitude 
i ) 'l'rue Al ti tude 
. )J ; 'I'ra ck 
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3.	 Radio 
a) Aids 
(1)	 Federal Airlines 
(2)	 Oruni Range (VOR) 
(3)	 Distance Measuring Eqpt. (DI1E) 
(4)	 Transponder 
(5)	 Radio Beacons 
(6)	 Automatic Direction Finder (l\DF) 
(7)	 Coupled Auto Pilot 
(8)	 Instrument Landing Systems (ILS) 
(a)	 Localizer 
(b)	 Glide Slope 
(c)	 Marker Beacons 
(d)	 Radar 
i) Precision 
ii) Surveillance 
(8) Back Course
 
b) VCR Radio Equipment
 
(1)	 Frequency Selector 
(2)	 Onmi Bearing Selector (OBS) 
(J)	 Course Needle 
(4)	 Ambiquity ;\!8ter (To - From) 
(5)	 VOR Cross Fixing 
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L~ •	 Celestial 
a) Equipment 
(1)	 Sextant 
(2 )	 Astrolobe 
(3)	 Chronograph 
(4 ) Air Almanac 
b) Electronic 
(1 )	 Doppler 
(2 )	 Astro-Tracker 
5 .	 Charts 
a) Local 
b) Sectional 
c ) VJorld (WAC) 
d) Planning 
e) Hadio Faci Ii ty 
6.	 Other Equipment 
a) E 6B Computer 
b) Plotter 
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Unit II Meteorology 
A. The Atmosphere 
l. Troposphere 
2. Tropopause 
3· Stratosphere 
4. Ionosphere 
S. outer Space 
B. Elements of Meteorology 
1. Temperature 
a) Standard Temperature 
b) Convection 
c) Conduction 
d) Radiation 
2. Pres sure 
a) Standard Pressure 
b) Units of Measurement 
(1) Lhs. Per Sq. Inch 
(2) Inches of hercury 
(3) IVJilibars 
3. I'ioisture 
a) Relative Humidity 
b) Dew Point 
c) Precipitation 
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4.	 Clouds 
a) High Level 
b) JVliddle Level 
c) Low Level 
d) Vertical Development 
e) CUIaulus 
f} Stratus 
5.	 Circulation 
a} Coriolis Force 
b) Doldrums 
c) Trade \'Jinds 
d) Westerlies - Easterlies 
6.	 Air Iv]asses 
a) Polars 
b) Tropi cals 
c) ]J[ari time s 
d) Continentals 
7.	 Fronts 
a) Cold Front 
b) Harm Front 
c) Occluded Front 
d) stationary Front 
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C.	 Importance to Aviation 
1.	 Ceiling 
a) Effective Pilot Ceiling 
b) Reported Ceiling 
2.	 Visibility 
a) Prevailing Visibility 
b) Runway Visibility 
c) Runway Visual Range 
3.	 Turbulence 
a) Convection Currents 
b) Obstructions to Wind flow 
c) 1,-lind Shear 
d) Mountain Wave 
e) Clear Air Turbulence 
f) Wake Turbulence 
4.	 Icing
 
a) Forms
 
(I) Clear Ice 
(2) Rime Ice 
(3) l<'rost 
b) fects in Flight 
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D.	 Weather Information 
1.	 Sequence Reports
 
a) Sequence Symbols
 
2.	 Area Forecasts 
3. Terminal Forecasts
 
4· Winds Aloft Reports
 
S.	 Maps (Charts)
 
a) Daily
 
b) Hourly
 
(1)	 Map Station Models 
(2)	 Map Symbols 
6.	 Automatic Transcribed Weather Service ATWS) 
7.	 Pilot Reports (FIREPS) 
8.	 Severe Weather Warnings
 
a) SIGI\IE'I'S
 
b ) AI RI\1E}' S
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CHAPTER IV ENRICHMENT AND TEACHER AIDS 
SELEaI'ED READINGS 
Unit I 
Arthur A. Ageton, USN (ret.). Celestial Navigation. Prince­
ton, New Jersey: D. Van Nostrand Co., Inc., 1961. 
Department of Tran~porta!i~n, Fed~ral Aviation Agency, Flight 
Standards ServIce. PrIvate PIlot's Handbook of Aero­
nautical Knowledge (AC6l-23). Washington, D.c::---­
Government Printing Office, 1965. 
Thoburn C. Lyon. Practical Air Navigation. Anapolis, 
Maryland: Weems System of Navigation, Inc., 1960. 
United States Air Force. Air Navigation (51-40). Washington, 
D.C.: Dept. of Air Force, 1954. 
Brig. Gen. Neil D. van Sickle, USAF, Editor. Modern Air­
manship. Princeton, New Jersey: D. Van Nostrand Co., 
Inc., 1961. 
iU 1 an Z1tJeng. Frac ti cal Nanual of the E6-B Computer. North 
Hollywood, California: Pan American Navigation Service, 
1960. 
Char'les Zweng and John Dohm. Flying The Ornnirang~. North 
Hollywood, California: Pan American Navigation Service, 
1960. 
Unit II 
Louis .J. Battan. The Nature of Violent storms. Garden 
City, New York-:--·DoubledaY-& Co., Inc., 1961. 
Department of Commerce, \;Jeather Bureau. Eanual of Cloud 
Forms and Codes fo~ State,~ of th~ Sk;y, l'Jashington, 
D.C.: Govt. PrintIng Of1lce, 19.:;6. 
Department of Transportation, Federal AViation~ge~cy and 
De rtrnent of Commerce, Weather Burea';!, .AVI~t_~9n "1.J 
l }e p t-l1 er 1,.r" Sl.-ll' Drrton D.C.: Govt. t'rlTltlng ()fllCe, _L9b~), ~4 l'::-l < ....~,. ~~Ll ... 1. -c) ,
' 
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James G•. Edi.nger. -~'latcbing For The Wind. Garden City, 
New York: Doubleday & cO:; Inc., 1961. 
Charle~ G. Halpi.ne, USN (ret.). ! Pilot f s I'1eteorology. 
Prlnceton, New Jersey: D. Van Nostrand Co. Inc. 
1963. ' , 
Harold E. Mehrens. Navigation and the Weather. Maxwell 
AFB, Alabama: Civil Air Patrol~963. 
SELECTIONS FROM PERIODICALS 
Unit I 
Jack LeBaron. ItDF steer,n Flying (August, 1962), 56. 
Frank J. Cli.fford. ltLost? No Sweat,U FM News (January, 
1967),3. 
Editorial Staff. uNew Sectional Charts,n FAA News (Sep­
tember, 1967), 4· 
Alice Fuchs. ItNavigation By Landfall,u Flying (October, 
1961), 66. 
Barry Schiff. "'\,-"hy Not Really Learn To Navigate?tt Pilot 
(June, 1963), 40. 
Hichard B. Weeghman. "Charting With The Future,U Flying 
(January, 1964), 42. 
ttNavigate By Doppler,tI Flying (June, 1963), 32. 
flNeed Or Nuisance," Flying (October, 1964),56. 
Unit II
-,..•.._ _._.... - .... 
Rrcd C B' uS·tor-m.. Warnin~_T"n Fl.\,·ing (June, 1967), 94·
• d .••. a 1. e s • I C __ b< 
H. 131odget. Itrr'he Big picture," Flying (September, 19(7), 53· 
J.	 s. Butz, Jr. "Shock Waves--Invi8ib~e Hazzard To Light 
Planes," F'~ying (December, 19b1), cB. 
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Don	 Downie. nIce Is For Drinks,'" Private Pilot (December­
January, 1966), 56. 
Ted	 Durosko. ltLow Level Jet Stream,U Flying (October,
1962 ), 50. 
Henry T. Harri s on. It\'l/eather Signpos ts, tlo Flying (November,
1965), 49. 
Betty Hicks. "Flying The lVIountain vJave, tt Flying (August,
1965), 68. 
Jack LeBaron. "Clear Air Turbulence,» Flying (October, 
1961), 60. 
C.	 Pfeiffer Trowbridge. "Weather and Whether ., 
Private Pilot (February, 1968), 50. 
H. A. Shanklin. "KnOltJ Your Weather," Flying (June, 1963), 
50. 
Barbara Witchell Tully. "Fronts--Clouds--Visibility,lt 
Pilot (~~rch, 1963), 34. 
. liThe Weather And Human Factors," Pilot (February, 
---"'1-9"""(3) , 30. 
Harry	 M. Zubkoff. "Clouds: Their Message To Pilots," 
Pilot (April, 1(64), 56. 
FILl'] SUGGEST I ONS 
Unit I 
Celestial Navigation--The Earth lJ-l]lO sui 
Celestial Navi~ation U-1311 sui ,.~) 
Give A Second Station	 SFP-L;ll af 
SFP-386 afighways In The Sky 
TI"- 52;::'8 a.fLong ~ange ~Bvi tion 
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Navigation 
Omni Bearing Distance Navigation 
Primary Pilot Navigation 
Radio Compass Equipment (1 & 2) 
Where Am 11 
Wind And The Navigator--Wind Theory 
Unit II 
Air Masses And Fronts 
Flight Decision 
Modern Weather Theory--Atmospherics 
~1odern 1rJea ther Theory--Circulation 
Origins of Weather 
Radar Refraction And Weather 
The Cold Front 
The hfarm F'ront 
The ~1ea ther 
Thund er's torms 
Unchained Goddess 
Weather Research 
1.tJeather--Friend or Foe 
Your Air Weather Service 
~'1N-83G 
#38 
TF-4990 
TF-4989 
SF'P-1128 
TF-5206a 
TFI-448l 
#25 
U-1307 
U-1306 
#62 
TF-1-5079a 
#103 
#104 
U-993 
#24 
SVffi I & II 
U-41S1 
AFSR-129 
SFP-I037 
faa 
iac 
af 
af 
af 
af 
faa 
::~iac 
:1 
sui .H, 
1;;,\ 
11 
sui 
iac 
af 
faa 
faa 
sui 
iac 
faa 
sui 
af 
af 
---
---
-M 
ACTIVITIES AND PROJECTS 
Unit I
1.	 Work with E6-B Computer and }~rk II Plotter to
 
learn how these instruments are used by a pilot
 
or navigator. 
2. Reports on various types of aeronautical charts. 
3.	 Study the use of a sextent and how it is used in
 
celestial navigation.
 
4· Pield trip to FAA VOR site for orientation on how
 
Ornni operates.
 
5.	 Report on occupations and vocations in the naviga­

tion area.
 
,., 
,IUnit II 
1.	 Obtain, or construct, weather recording instruments
 
and rrilike daily observations.
 
2.	 Observe daily cloud forrrmtions, wind directions,
 
and estimate cloud cover and ceiling.
 
3.	 Study weather bureau maps and reports to learn 
sy~bols and coding and to make local forecasts. 
4.	 Fi e Id trip to \I]ea ther Bureau, Des j';oines Huni eipal 
Airport. 
5. Report on careers in meteorology. 
OCCUPATIONAL AREAS - CHAPTER IV 
Unit 1
021.088Astronomer 
017.281Co l'togl'B.pher 
003.081Flectroni cs Engineer 
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Electronic Technician 003.181
Navigator 196.188 
Mathematician 020.088 
Physicist 023.081 & .088 
JVleteorologist 025.088 
SOURCES OF OCCUPATIONAL INFOR¥~TION 
Unit I 
Aircraft Electronics Assln., Inc., 6310 Gen. Twining Ave., 
Airgate Station, Sarasota, Florida 33580. 
American Society For Engineering Education, 1346 Connecticut 
Ave., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036. 
Air Line Navigators Council, TWU-CIO, 9574 Lake Shore Blvd., 
Seattle, Washington . 
. . . also see "Sources,n Chapter I. 
Unit II 
American Meteorological Society, 45 Beacon St., Boston, 
Massachusetts 02108. 
Department of Commerce, 1,'ea ther Bureau, \rJashington, D. C. 
. . . a 130 see "Sources, Il Chapter I. 
FREE OR INEXPENSIVE HATERIALS 
Unit I 
faaYou And Your VOR (free) 
p Projections For darn Charting (free) dpc 
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VOR & DME, Dead Reckoning, Area Charts, ADF & 
L/~W, IFR Approaches (plastic references 
@ $1.95 each) 
You And Your Hadio (free)
 
Flight--The Story Of Electronic Navigation (free)
 
Unit II
 
What's The Weather? (free)
 
Aviation Weather Series (18 pamphlets @ .05¢ ea.)
 
Flying And Weather (.lO¢)
 
Field Service Digest #48 (free)
 
Key To Aviation Weather Forecasts (.o5¢)
 
(Also at local Weather Bureau-free) 
Pilots Weather (free) 
How To Forecast The Weather (free) 
Cloud Chart (free) 
Weather Bureau Activities (free) 
The Upper Atmosphere--chart (free) 
Air Pressure--chart (free) 
jep
 
faa
 
faa
 
afr 
gpo 
naec 
.tlac 
'\ 
11 
gpo 
faa
 
lac
 
iac
 
dpc 
gar 
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CI-J.A,PTER FI VE 
Uni t I Air rrraffi c Control & Communi cations 
A.	 Air Terminal Problems 
1.	 Local Traffic 
2.	 Airlines 
3.	 Enroute Traffic 
a) Air Route Traffic Control Center (ARTC) 
4.	 High Speed Aircraft 
5.	 Low Speed Aircraft 
B.	 Aircraft Co~~unications 
1.	 Radio Telephone Procedures 
a) Phonetic Alphabet 
b) Statement of Time 
c) Procedure Hords and Phrases 
c.	 Control Tower 
1.	 Radio Frequencies--Transmitting-Receiving 
2.	 Responsibilities 
a)	 Landing & Departing Aircraft 
Aircraft Entering Traffic Patternb) 
c )	 Landin~ -'­\.J Sequencing
 
Ground Control (Taxiing)
d) 
Advisory Infor-ma tion (\:Jea theI')e) 
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D.	 Non Control Tower Airports 
1. Flight Service Station Advisories 
2. Local Airport Advisories (UNICOI1) 
E.	 Air Traffic Service 
1.	 Controlled Airspace 
a) Control Zone 
b) Control Area 
c) Air Lanes 
d) Visual Flight Regulations (VF~) 
e) Instrument Flight Regulations (IFR) 
2.	 Flight Plans 
a) Visual Flight Plans (VFR) 
b) Instrument Flight Plans (IFR) 
3.	 Air Route Traffic Control Center (ARTC) 
a) IFR Flight Plans 
( 1 )	 Flight Level 
Airplane Separation 
b)	 1'oi-wrs 
(1)	 Approach--Departure Control 
(2) Radar Service 
c) Flight Service Stations 
(1) Preflight Weather 
(2) Inflight Weather 
(3) Local and Area Weather 
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Unit II	 The Department of Transportation-­
Federal Aviation Agency (FAA) 
A.	 Government Regulations 
1.	 G.A.A. Acts of 1938 and 1940 
2 . Model	 Aviation Act of 1944
 
3. F.A.A. Act of 1958
 
4· International Civil Aviation Org. (ICAO)
 
B.	 Functions of the F.A.A. 
1. Civil	 Aeronautics Board (CAB) 
2.	 Controlling Air Traffic 
3.	 Provide Ground Facilities 
4.	 Determine Pilot and Aircraft 
Qualifications and Standards 
5.	 Research and Development 
C.	 Organization 
1.	 Administrator 
2.	 Deputy Administrator 
3.	 Associate Afuninistrators 
D.	 Federal Aviation Regulations 
1.	 Subchapter A Definitions 
a) Part 1--Definitions and Abbreviations 
2.	 Subchapter B Procedural Rules 
a) Part ll--General Rule-Making Procedures 
b) Part 1)- -E::nforcement Procedures 
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3. SUbchapter C Aircraft 
a)	 Part 2l--Aircraft Certification 
b)	 Part 23--Airworthiness Standards, 
Normal, utility, and Aerobatic 
c)	 Part 25--Airworthiness Standards, 
Transport Category 
d)	 Part 27--Airworthiness Standards, 
Hotorcraft 
e)	 Part 29--Airworthiness Standards, 
Transport Rotorcraft 
f)	 Part 33--Airworthiness Standards, 
Engines 
g)	 Part J5--Airworthiness Standards, 
Propellers 
h) Part J7--Tec~nical Standard Orders, 
Materials, Parts, Appliances 
i) Part J9--Airworthiness Di recti ves 
j) Part 4l--Airworthiness Operating 
and Equipment Standards 
k) Part 43--Maintenance and Alteration 
1) Part L~5- ~ Identifi ca ti on and Hegi stra tian 
4.	 Subchapter D Airmen 
a) Part 6l--Certification, Pilots, 
Instructors 
b) Part 63--Flight Crew Other Than lots 
c) Part 65--certification Other Than 
1"11 ereh' 
d) Part 67-~ dicel Standards and Certifi­
cation 
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5.	 Subchapter E Airspace 
a) Part 7l--Federal Airways Controlled 
Airspace, Reporting Points 
b) Part 73--Special Use Airspace 
c) Part 75--Establishment of Jet Routes 
d)	 Part 77--Construction or Alteration 
Affecting Airspace 
6.	 Subchapter F Air Traffic and General 
Operating Rules 
a) Part 91--General Operating and Flight 
Rules 
b) Part 93--Special Air Traffic Rules 
and Airport Traffic Patterns 
c) Part 95--IFR Altitudes 
d) Part 97--Standard Instrument Approaches 
e) Part 99--Security Control of Air 
Traffic 
f)	 Part 103--Transportation of Dangerous 
Arti c les and Hagneti zed 1-113 teria Is 
,::>
g:) Part 105-- Parachute Jumping 
SubchaDter H Schools and Other 
..	 - !.7. 
Agenci es 
a) Part 141--Pilot Schools 
Certificated 
b) Part 143--Ground Instructors 
c) Part 145--Repair Stations 
d) Part U~ 7­ -;/je chani c Schools 
)e, uRrt1__ lli9--Parachute Lofts'+ 
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8.	 SUbchapter I Airports 
a) Part lSl--Federal Aid to Airports 
b) Part 153--Acquisition of U.S. Land 
for Public Airports 
c) Part 155--Release of Airport Property 
From Surplus Property Disposal 
Hegulations 
d) Part 157-- Construction, Alteration, 
Deactivation of Airports 
e) Part 159--National Capital Airports 
f) Part 161--Cold Bay, Alaska Airport 
g) Part 163--Canton Island, Airport 
h) Part 165- - ~'lake Island, Airport 
9.	 Subchapter K A~ministrative Regulations 
a) Part 181--3eal 
b) Part l83--Representatives of The 
Administrator 
c) Part 185--Testimony at Legal Proceedings 
d) Part 187--Copying and Certifying Fees 
For FAA He cords 
e) Part 189- -Us e of FAA COffirnuni cati ons 
E.	 Pilot Regulations 
1. eForliating 
2.	 Physical Examination 
3 . 'v'Jri t t en Knol,.;l edge
 
) Flir,ht Instruction

'4-.­
•.....• ., 
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5. Solo Flight(s) 
6. Pra ct i cal Examina ti on (Check Ri de) 
F. Air Traffic Rules 
1. Controlled Airspace 
2. Non-Controlled Airspace 
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CHAPTER V ENRI CHT1ENT Al'TD TEACHER AIDS 
SELECTED RF~DINGS 
Unit I 
James V. Bernardo. Aviation In The Modern World. New York 
City: E. P. Dutton & Co.-,-I~,1962. 
Department of Transportation, Federal Aviation Agency. 
Pilotts Radio Handbook. Washington, D.C.: Govt. 
Printing Office, 1962. 
Editorial Staff, Gale Research. Airports, Airways, and 
Electronics. Detroit: Book Tower, 1967. 
Unit II 
James V. Bernardo. Aviation In The Modern World. New York 
City: E. P. Cutton & Co.-,-Inc., 1962. 
Arnold J:,. Briddon, FAA Historian. FAA Historical Fact Book-­
~ Chronology, 1926-~963. Washington, D.C.: Govt. 
~rinting Office, 19 3. 
Department of Transportation, Federal Aviation Agency. 
(', 0 • ".Agency. \ ' on, v.u.: "0~ ...vtThe Feaeral AVla~lon wasolng,,' t n
 
Printing Office, 1966.
 
Brig. Gen. Neil D. van Sickle, USAF, Editor. I"lodern Air­
manahip. Princeton, New Jersey: D. Van ostrand Co., 
Inc., 1961. 
SELECTIONS FROM PEliI ODI CALS 
I 
It· t F.11ueD" rint For Tomorrow,!tGeorrl;€J A, l:J. Boehm. Alrpor" s : ~. - / 
Ai!' Flae ts (Sept ember, 196b), ~.. 
.. IV1. \' t enlralCt"'f" l"'att· erns , A·ir Pro,G.·:ressFeteI' Bowers. 'Airpor . If ,=" 
rCf], 1968), 34, 
Uj':nterin The Fattern," Air {"rogress (April, 
), 3:::). 
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George Carroll. "Sky Cop, tt Flying (November, 1964), 56. 
V.	 M. Draper. ~Airports--The Twin Cities Way," Flying 
(June, 1967), 82. 
Editorial Staff. "IVjidair Co1lisions,u Pilot (August, 1964),
70. 
Edi torial Staff. tiN ew Airport Runway Standards, tt FP..A News 
(November, 1967), 13. --­
.---:--:--. It/rime Is IVIoney--Airport Delays, tt FAA News
 
(October, 1966), 12.
 
Paul Garrison. nDon't Let The Big Ones Scare You," Private 
Pilot (October, 1967), 64. 
Robert Gingles. uRadar and VFR Flying, n Pilot (June, 1963), 
38. 
Robert W. Harrison. "Your Cheapest Insurance,~ Flying 
(December, 1962), 44. 
Arthur Hood. "GCA Is For You--Use It,U Private Pilot 
(I"lay, 1968), 26. 
Roy	 C. Jones. "'The Traffic Controllers Bible, n Pilot 
(March, Ig67), 53. 
\1ill:iam ,}. l\endall. ew Concept In Air Traffic Control,ll 
Plying (December, 1963), 44. 
Hobert E. Kyle. "Positive Control and General AViation, It 
F"lyir~ (De cember, 1963), 88. 
Hobert Parrish. "Another Hid-Air 'rragedy," Pilot (Septem­
ber, 1967),25. 
J Ohll Penn irwton . "All- \tie a ther Radar Vectoring, It F'lying 
(Septem~er, 19b2), 40. 
Lawrence Heithmaier. "Our AmazinE~ Airv,Jays S)'stem, It Flying 
( oJ an u a r y, 1 962 ), SB• 
A. Sanfelici. \lIng-City Airport,U Flying (har'ch, 1964 , 2b. 
---
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Robert Vehm. "A Controller Looks At General Aviation \t 
Airways (February, 1968 ), 43. ' 
Gene Wilson. InDo You Read Tille?\! Air Facts (June, 1966), 44. 
John Yodi ce. "Flight Rules For VFR Pilots, II Pilot (October, 
1966), 106. 
Unit II
Edi tori al Staff. !.tAn FAA Report, t~ Airways (Nay, 1968), 57. 
Edi torial Staff. t~FAA I s Spy In The Sky, it Pilot (June, 
1965), 30. 
Joseph Early. IINew FAA Proposals,lt Airways (April, 1968), 26. 
James Gilbert. uThe FAI Explained," Flying (December, 1966 ), 
64· 
Frank A. Tinker. II\rJho Owns 'The Air?u Flying (January, 
1962), 42. 
John S. Yodice and Len Thornton. IIFAA Enforcement i'ro­
cedures," Pilot (November, 1965), 92. 
FILH SIJGGESTIONS 
Unit I 
It 'I'rnveler eta Air Traffic Control #102 faa 
Flyln{,; Follies (Parts 1, 2, and 3) TF 1-4038 af 
Ground Control Approach 
J1 .... c,
tt.J/ iac 
Ground Safety On The Flight Line 'l'F 1-5047b af 
ILS, Instrument Landing System TF 1-5016 af 
Operation Zero, Zero FR 35 af 
J-rivate Pilot #211 
faa 
--
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The Pilot And Air Traffic Control #102 faa 
\fuat's My Traffic? #201 faa 
Unit II
Flight #117 faa 
Path From The Sky #119 faa 
In These Hands	 11123 faa 
ACTIVITIES M~D PROJECTS 
Unit I 
1. Report on air communications procedures. 
2.	 A simulated conversation between a plane in flight 
and a tower controller. 
3.	 I'li eld tri p to Des Moines j\'luni cipal Airport Control 
TOIIJer I Radar ROOHl, and FAA Flight Servi ce 
Station. 
4. Heport on Careers in Air Traffic Control. 
_.e-t II 
1.	 Obtain a speaker from the FAA to talk on the
 
function of the FAA.
 
2.	 Obtain 8 speaker from the Iowa Aeronautics Com­

miss ion to s peak 0 nthe ftm c t ion 0 f the I AC .
 
3. Heport on Federal Air Hegulations. 
4 • Ii e port 011 c fj re ers t"i th the FAA and CAB. 
-
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OCCUPATIONAL AREAS - CHAPTER V 
Unit I and Unit II 
fIfhe Federal Aviation Agency, Department of Transpor­
ta ti on, employs nearly 40, 000 people. The job ti tIes and 
requirernents are much the same as found in the Air Transport, 
General Aviation, and Electronic areas of the aerospace 
industries. One of the many, and principle, functions of 
the FAA is the certification of airworthiness capabilities 
of aircraft design, production, and utilization. Engineer­
ing and trades people are used for consultation and inspec­
tion in the plant and in the field to ascertain that design 
specifications, production methods, and modifications or 
ropa i rs meet or exceed s pe cifi ed standards. The CAE (Ci viI 
Aercnautics Board) besides regulating commercial air 
carriers also is entrusted with the duty of examining all 
airplane accidents to determine the cause. The CAB person­
nel are experts in various areas of airplane construction 
such BS control systems, hydraulic systems, metal and 
structural work, etc. 
t ' t e t f theAir Traffic Control is the largea . aeparm n 0 
area:job titles come under thisFAA and the following 
193.168Tower Controllers 193.168Approach Controllers 193.168Departure Controllers 19C).lb8Cround Controllers 193.168Air doute Center Controllers 
•
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In addition to the aforementioned titles the follow­
ing selected job titles will give some indication to the 
diversity of occupations in the FAA. 
Information & Editorial 132.038 
Safety Management 168.284
 
Urban Planning 054.088
 
Chaplain 120.108
 
Security Administration 189.168
 
Social Science 054.088
 
Economist 050.088
 
Historian 052.088
 
Psychologist 045.088
 
General Anthropology 055.088
 
Composing Machine Operator 650.582
 
Computer Systems Adm. 020.168
 
Computer Programming 020.188
 
Cryptographic Eqpt. Operator 208.588
 
Communications Specialist 822.281
 
Biologist 041.081
 
Pharmacologist 0!.L1. 081
 
Horticulturist 041 . 081
 
Accountant 160.168
 
Nurse 075.478
 
edical Technologist 078.168 &: .381 
Electrocardiograph Tech. 078.368 
072.108Dental Officer
 
Industrial Hygienist 078.368
 
017.281Cartographer 002.281[~gineering Draftsman 
003.381ectronic ineer 002.281rospace F:ngineer 110.108At to:rney 
lil1 .081Illustrator 143.062 (;- .382}'ho tog:rapher 099.168Audio Visual Production 186.118Realty Acquisition 023 .081&: .088Phyt,ieist 022.081Chemist 025.088
eteoro.l at 196.188Navi~ational Specialist 020.068lviB th ema tl c i an 
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Aviation Safety Officer	 620.281 
621.281 & .381 & .781 
693.281 
769.281 
801.381 
825.381 
862.381
 
Traffic Management 019.188
 
Aircraft Operations (Pilot) 196.283
 
supplementing this list are many administrative 
ti tIes whi ch are higher levels of the ti tIes listed. There 
are also the usual clerical titles found in office work. 
SOURCES OF OCCUPATIONAL INFOR~~TION 
Air	 Traffic Conference of America, 1000 Connecticut Ave., 
N.\~[ " \iJashington, D. C. 20036. 
Air	 Traffic Control Association, Suite 409, ARBA Bldg., 
525 School St., S.VI., ltJashington, D.C. 20024· 
Aircraft j;lechanics Fraternal Association, 134-02 Jamaica 
Ave., Jamaica, New York 11418. 
lUI', . I' " " A..J-· 't t' rvounCl'1 , d fl..8• I'Ines \.;ornrnunlcatlons 'wlnnlS ra lve 70 0­
nauti cal Hadio, Inc., 2551 Hi va Rd., AJYJ.napolis, 
l~aryland 21401, 
Airlines Medical Directors Association, ~ George F. Catlett, 
Ii. D., Un! ted Air Lines, Inc., John F. Kennedy Inter­
national Airport, Jamaica, New York 11430. 
Airport Operators Council International, Inc., 1700 K St.,
 
N.W., Washington, D.C. 20006.
 
oriean Association of' Airport F'xecuti.ves, P.O. Box 767, 
,. t "'1 'ngton f:elat.Jare.Greater 1rHlmin on Jurpor-, WI mI . . , 
. also see " Sources, n 
-FREE OR INEXPEj\1SIVE ~1ATERIALS 
Unit I
 
Some ABC t s Of Air Traffi c Management (free)
 
Glossary Of Air Traffic Control Terms (free)
 
The Control Tower (free)
 
Flight (free)
 
General Description--ARTS-Radar Traffic
 
Control System (free) 
In These Hands (free) 
The Story of Safety In The Sky (free) 
Air 'l'raffi c Patterns and Cornrnuni ty 
Characteristics (.35¢) 
Unit II 
A Fi cture StOY'Y of The FAA In Action 
, " )For You (1 ree 
F'AA--\rJhat It lS-lNoat It Does (free) 
FAA Glossary (free) 
The Fli~ht Service Station (free) 
TheF'edernJ Aviation eney (.2Si) 
deral Air He lations (write for price list) 
.... 
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faa 
faa 
faa 
faa 
faa 
faa 
faa 
gpo 
faa 
faa 
faa 
faa 
faa 
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CHAPTER SIX 
Unit I	 Space Travel 
A.	 The Solar System 
1.	 The Sun 
2.	 The Planets 
3.	 Other Bodies 
a) Asteroids, Comets, Beteorites 
B.	 Earth I s Atmosphere 
1.	 Divisions Of Atmosphere and Space 
C.	 History of Rockets 
1.	 China 
2.	 Europe 
3.	 Asia 
4. United States 
~ Dr. Robert Goddard 
./ . 
6. rman Oberth 
7 .	 \~a 1 ter Horunann 
S.	 Walter Dornberger 
9.	 \'Jerner Von Braun 
D.	 Origins of Astronautics 
1.	 Newton's LawS 
. of' .PIAr·)t,tar~ MotionT'he	 LawS .- .. 
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3·	 j"lotion
 
Perturbations
4· 
5.	 Free Fall 
F.	 The Hocket 
1.	 Rocket Operation 
2.	 Rockets and the Laws of Motion 
3.	 Rockets--Jets 
4.	 Rockets--Missiles 
G.	 Space Problems 
1.	 Propulsion Systems
 
a) Solid Fuel
 
b) Liquid Fuel
 
c) Nuclear ~ower
 
d)	 Photon Power 
e}	 Ion Power 
f)	 Plasma E~gine 
g) Propellant ~robl€ms 
h) Engine power ha tings 
(1)	 Thrus t 
(2) Specific Impulse 
(]) Exhaust Velocity 
(L~ )	 [vjas s Ra ti a 
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2. Accurate Guidance Systems 
a) Pre-Set
 
b) Command
 
c) Target Seeking
 
d) Inertial
 
e) Celestial
 
3.	 Spacecraft Design 
a) Aerodynamically 
b) Ballistically 
c) Strength 
Environmental4 . 
a) Acceleration
 
b) Weightlessness
 
'" • 1 ',' eds
c ) rnYSlca_ l,e, '
 
d) dadiation
 
5.	 Reentry 
a) Deceleration 
b) Heat--Cooling 
c) Glide--Parachute Braking 
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Unit II Unmanned Space Exploration 
A. Purposes 
1. Quest For Yillowledge 
2. Peaceful Dses 
a) Joint International Ventures 
(l) Geophysical Year 
3. National Security--Prestige 
B. Current Activities 
1. i1ariner 
2. Surveyor 
3. UFly-Bys It 
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Uni t III Manned Exploration 
A. Pro jects 
1. X-15 Bocket Plane 
2. Project Mercury 
3. Project Gemini 
4. Project Apollo 
B. Peaceful Application of Space Research 
1. Communications 
2. v1}ea ther 
3. Consumer Goods 
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CHAPT ER VI ENR ICH}TImT AND TF~CHER AIDS 
SELECTED RE~DINGS 
Unit I Unit II, and Unit III
- -' 
Erik Berghust. HeaChin~ For The Stars. New York City: 
Doubleday & Co., 19 0-.----­
Theodore Berland. 'The Sci entif'i c Life. New York Ci ty: 
Coward-McCann, Inc., 1962. 
Hartin Caidin and Grace Caidin. Aviation and Space Hedi cine. 
New York City: E. P. Dutton & Co., 19~ 
Courtland Canby. A History of Rockets and Space. New York 
City: Hawthorne Books, 1963. 
JOfill M. Cavanaugh. Introduction to Space Age Astronomy. 
Vlashington, D.C.: Educational Services, 1960 . 
.J8rnes A. Coleman. Modern Theories of' The Universe. New 
York City: New Arnerican Library, 1963. 
Eugene F:nlIne. The Eis tory of Kocket Travel. Fallbrook, 
, California-:-i\ero Publishers, Inc., 19b6. 
Edi tors of Fortune. The 812ace Industry--Ameriea ' s Newest 
iant. E.nl~levwod Cliffs, New Jers8;,': Prentice Hall, 1962. 
San Diego.General Dynamics Aeronautics. Space Primer. 1961. ,- -Califcrnia: General D:yn£lmics Corporation, 
Craig Kuentz. Understanding dockets and Their fropulsion. 
Fallbrook, Cal.ifoi~nia: Aero Publisflers, Inc., 19bb. 
Rockets and Out.er Space.lly Loy. Satelli tes, 
erican'Library, 1962.City: Si et--New 
on
-_. 
TheDona Id ella e 1. and otbe 1'8. Proposed studi eS --VIas hington,Iml~J emt,!]ta ti on of f't a?efu 1 S¥~fe fie ti vit;{. 
]). C .: I"lrookin,;s Ins t.L tute, .1.. ljol. 
AnchorSoa co. 
~.~_.-LJoyd t z • 'This 
OU8 e, ] 
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pa.rvin. Inertial Navigation. Fallbrook, California: Aero 
Publishers, Inc., 1965. 
A. Oparin and V. Fesenkov. Life In The Universe New York 
Ci ty: 'I'wayne Publishers;-1961:" -- . 
SELECTIONS FROM PERIODICALS 
The following periodicals are devoted to current 
topics on space manufacturing, space technology, and space 
exploration: 
Aviation Week and Space Technology (weekly) 
NASA Notes (monthly) 
Space Digest (monthly) 
company journals of member companies of the Aero­
space Industries Association contain much information and 
may be obtained and the writer's name placed on the mailing 
list when so requested. 
FILM SUGGESTIONS 
T' 't r·\inl' _, ", tunl· II.......:.' .4an... 'L',n.';+­_v "1".1.11 
Ame ric a InSpa c e HQ-I03 nasa 
Aviation dicine T
• , , £-.4J-L4-..Lv sui 
Backp;round of cketry 288 net 
Benting The neat EQ-l nasa 
Eternal Day--Eternal Ni t 1366 net 
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Exobiological Safety 
How Did Life Begin? 
Inertial Guidance 
Life On Other Planets 
Life On Other Worlds 
Han In Space 
Ivlastery Of Space 
Principles of Inertial Navigation 
Project Apollo--li1anned Flight 
To The Hoon 
Rocket Club 
Space For the Benefit Of M~nkind 
Space Guidance and Control 
Space Navigation 
Survey Of Astronautics 
The Uns een Burden 
The Airman IS Viorld--iilan In Flight 
rrhe Airrnan IS 1dorld--AerospaceN:edicine 
HQa-65 nasa 
HQ-32 nasa 
EI'1-1178 auto 
HQ-34 nasa 
1369 net 
#51 iac 
#16 iac 
EM-1389 auto 
HQ-88 nasa 
SFP-67w- af 
HQk-93 nasa 
TF 1-5294 af 
TF 1-5295 af 
TF 1-5292 af 
1362 net 
SFP-1121h af 
SFP-112le af 
ACTIVITIES AND PROJECTS 
Unit I, Unit 11, and Unit III 
Obtain a S oeaker from the Donald CO$, St. Loui s , 1. ssouri~ builder of the Mercury and Gemini eap­
suIel':> • 
" A" ~ e to talk onObtain a s!Jsaker from the U. ~. 'II' rare
", . t' Itn(~llJ('E' [,\,..,d' T)'18 Ntltional occurl·y.L)/) ,__ ', ..... ' ~ ­
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Build	 and launch model rockets of3· one t two t or threestages and compute altitude and trajectory. 
4· Reports,on,various guidance systems used in rockets 
and illlsslles. 
:; . Field trips to N. W. Bell telephone Co t b
"	 . 0 0 serve 
opera t lon of ffilcrO-wave equipment Collins R d' 
. CdR . d	 -, a lOIn e ar . a~l St Iowa, and Bendix Corp., Instru­
ments and Llfe Support Division Davenport T,	 t _owa. 
6.	 Reports on the career fields in aerospace industries 
and aerospace support industries. 
OCCUPATIONAL AREAS - CHAPTER VI 
Unit I, Unit lIt and Unit III
-- - -- -_. --- --
Degreed and non-degreed occupations in spacecraft and 
missile design, development, and manufacturing are essent:iaJly 
those listed under "Occupational Areas, II in Chapter I. How­
ever, scientists and technologists employed by the National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) find themselves 
in a S omell'Jha t uni que s i tua tion. Job tit les in NASA reflect 
the hig-blv snecialized nature of aerospace tecb.J101ogy. It is 
'""=' ~....	 .'. • 
next to impossible for NASA to obtain college, or technical 
school, trained graduates to fill specialty positions as the 
need faT' thes e pas i tions change as rapidly as the frontiers 
change. Thus it would not be practi­of aero8pace technolo 
, . , 1 t establi oh "'lr-r-; cu­cal Cor coll(~ges and techrnca) scnoo s ,0 ' 0~, Gc ~"~ 
]ums for these specialties. NASA persollilel bulletins point 
. t' ba"l' Q l')f solid backL,;roundsout perGoyuHJl are selected onne ~ ~	 . 
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in the fundamental sciences or technical areas. The indi­
vidual is then Ufitted lt to a specialized position within 
their background training. 
NASA science and technical areas and specialized 
positions are listed below~ 
§pace Sciences 
Aeronomy
 
Ionospherics
 
Field and Particles
 
stellar Studies
 
Lunar and Planetary Studies
 
1"Jeteroid Studies
 
Solar Studies
 
Fluid and flight Mechanics 
Fli rrht liechani C8
 
Confrol and Guidance Systems
 
Fluid cj;xmics
 
jlagnetofluiddynami cs
 
Aerostructural Dynamics
 
Flight Vehicle Acoustics
 
Heat 'Transfer
 
Stabl 1 i ty Control Performance
 
-Flipht Ve{li cle Atmosphere r:;nviroDInent
 
Bas{c iroperlies of Gases
 
teriaJ sand Structures 
f'1a terials
 
~~tructural haterials
 
rospace etals .
 
Basic Properties of MaterIals
 
!-l.el'osn8ce polymers
 
de fra~; tory Co;npound s
 
F'rictiqi.1 ;;nd LUbr.~cation
 
S tru c tu 1'a J l'ie chanlcS
 
Flight ructures
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Propulsion ~stems 
Liquid Propulsion Systems 
Solid Propulsion Systems 
Electrical Propulsion and Power 
Direct Energy Conversion 
Nuclear Energy Processes 
Nuclear Propulsion and Power 
Chemical Energy Processes 
Internal Flow Dynamics 
Flight Sys terns 
Reliability 
Flight Systems Test 
Experimental Manufacturing Techniques 
Quality Assurance 
Electrical Systems 
Manned Space Flight Systems 
Measurement and Instrumentation Systems 
Sensors and Transducers 
Space Optics 
asurement Standards and Calibration 
Control Systems 
Tracking and Telemetry Systems 
fJ.,rltennas 
Telemetry Systems 
Tra ing Sys terns 
'I' e 18- Conl1lJuni cati ons 
ectronics of Materials 
Data Sys terns 
Data Analysis 
Data ipment 
Theoretical Simulation 
Launch a Pli~hl Operations 
e:rirnentBl Tc)oling and Equipment 
Fluid and Flow Systems 
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Electrical Experimental Equipment 
Experimental Fa ci Ii ties 'I'e cbniques 
Nuclear Experimental Techniques 
Management 
Program Management 
Proj ect IVlanagement 
rr'echni cal JVlanagement 
Technology Utilization 
Research Piloting 
Spacecraft (Astronaut) 
Sub-Space (X-IS) 
Life Studies 
Biochemical Processes 
Psychological Studies 
Plant Studies 
vaiolo cal Studies 
:teeular Btodynarnics 
Radiobiological Studies 
j\] eurobi ology 
Chemical luttoD 
Biolo cal Adaptation 
Life Detection Systems 
ehine Sys ternS 
1'_~1 v irorunon La 1 Physiology 
human l' erformane e Stud i es 
lonv 1r'onmcntal Control 
~anned Systems gineering studies 
Eionic~] Studies 
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Preferred College Majors for ~ Personnel 
Astronautics Aeron~ut~ca~ EngineeringAstronomy Ceramlc EnglneeringCeramics Chemical Engineerin~ 
Chemistry Civil Engineering 0 
Electronics Electronic Engineering
Geology Electrical Engineering
Geophysics Industrial Engineering
IJla therna ti cs IVIe chani cn 1 Engineeringj'Jletallurgy Metallurgical Engineering
Heteorology Nuclear Engineering
Physics Engineering Mechanics 
Architecture Engineering Physics 
SOURCES OF OCCUPATIONAL INFORMATION 
Aerojet-General Corp., Public Relations Dept., P.O. Box 
3925, Glendale, California. 
Aerospace Corp., Office of Public Information, P.O. Box 
95085, Los Angeles, California 90045. 
Aeros pa ee Indus tries As socia t ion of Ameri cn, Inc., 1725 
De les St., N.W., Washington 20036. 
Aerospace edlea} Association, Washington National Airport, 
Wash! ton, D.C. 20001. 
Ameri can So ci ety for Engineering Edueati on, 13L~6 Connecti eu t 
Ave., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036. 
The	 American ~oeietv of Pioehanical Engineers, Aviation and 
Space Division,~345 E. 47th st., New York City, New 
York 10017. 
I,	 - . - ." ~ 'd'" rp 1T Q r,'C8" P',blicJU	 .las furcraft Co., inc., Ha·lo-~.~. 'Je \1 oJ,"u ~
 
Helatlons, ~~',anta i-tonica, California.
 
eetric, Public Relations Dept., 570 LexinBton 
New ork, New York 10022. 
Nil t ional ACl'onau ti cs and ~;PH ce 
hlbli cu tions, iU'EE, vIa;):-,! 
n~(\Ur'Cl""
' """,1, " Clle.oter I.k."./ .. . . 
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FREE OR INEXPEl~SI VE MATERIALS
 
Unit I
-
NASA Facts (free) nasa 
The Man Behind The Rocket (free) gm 
Can You 11 alk The Language Of Space? (free) af 
Lifting Re-Entry Spacecraft (free) mme 
Space--The New Frontier (free) nasa 
Space Travel Computer (free) swf 
Space Vehicle Design Computer (free) mrned 
Aerospace Navigation (free) cdc 
Inertial Guidance (free) gm 
l!lissiles--FrOln Concept To Countdmm (free) aia 
Advanced Research (free) nasa 
NASA Installations (free) nasa 
ASA Photo pby (free) nasa 
gpoA World In ce (.15¢')
 
Space Handbook: tronautics and
 
gpoIts A lication (free) 
eii1'ode1 Hocketry (.SO¢') 
Tl· h t {l<"reeJ' gar1'8 8ci(:;nces For Space use--cLar \ 
arbAeros ce Medicine (free) 
afb 
afb 
Space dicinc (free) 
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Feeding The As tronaut In Flight (free) afb 
Aerospace Nursing (free) 
afb 
Bibliography--Space Medicine (free) afb 
The National Signifi cance Of 'r'he Augmented 
Program Of Space Exploration (free) nasa 
The Mission of Man In Space (free) nasa 
Educational Packet--Model Rocketry (free) eii 
Ballistics Manual (.75¢) rdg 
Unit II
--_._. 
The Peaceful Uses Of Space (free) iac 
The Practical Value Of Space Exploration (.30i) gpo 
Orbiting Seophysical Laboratory (free) nasa 
Satellites aia 
, S" '- 11' t· ft''''ee' nasaCo ]bte Set, Of All Unrnanned " el>e_ 1 as \,.1" I 
nit III 
e Of Space Exploration (free) nasa 
nasalori S ce (free) 
!Tlln c 
ce Toels (Cree) 
aiaPl"\O se (free) 
aiaa
eyond Apollo (free) 
nasa 
A alk In pac (free) 
uss
eelEo (Cree) 
:n,gs 
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Apollo/Saturn (free) mmc 
Project Apollo ($1.00) naee 
One, Two, Three, and The l~oon (free) nasa 
Speaking Of Space And Aeronautics (free) nasa 
IV/anned ;:>pace F'11i/;ht--ctlart (.20~) ge 
Astrolog (free) trt..r 
Celestial hechanics (free) cap 
The Mission Of Man In Space (free) nasa 
Freedom In Space (free) rca 
AC Electronics is nGo" For Apollo (free) ac 
AVeO/hAD Builds The Apollo Ablative 
alyHeat Shield (free) 
medSpacecraft (free; 
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APPENDIX A 
El'JGINEERING, TECHNICAL, AND TRADE SCHOOLS 
Because of the many schools in the United States 
offering education in engineering, technical arts, and 
trades only schools in Iowa and the immediate bordering 
states (South Dakota, Minnesota, Wisconsin, Illinois, 
ssouri, Kansas, and Nebraska) are listed. However, some 
specialty vocations may have but a few schools offering 
training and these schools will be listed. 
Aeronautical Administrator (degree) 
Parks College, St. Louis University, St. Louis Missouri 
Uni vel'S i ty of fvlinnesota, Minneapoli s, lViinnesota 
Draftsman (non degree) 
iversity, lcago, Illinois 
er (der:;ree) =~~--
I'O;} ae Institute, icago, Illinois 
"'c' ,-,,'1 Ch~ C~')'O "r_,., 11. lOll_ois·Illinois Institute oifecuIlo-,-ogy, ->.1'O-b, - ­
University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois 
TC)YR Qtgte: '1' vRrqitv s, Iowa 
,0- \i" \..a- IcJ '.-/ L,,- v . . '--' '--"~ (1' . . 
S ate University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa 
Q.. ~ e~n (l~(·t.D I • ·1.1e e Achison, KansasUVol ''"'- _,._L.,.7.~ .._) .'. , 
l\HnSaSI ver q i ty lawrence l\ansas 
,<L . - ....J . l.. f ........ '.,..' . ¥ ~ ".. .. J.-- n Ti 0 n q
-Wi(~~l~tQ ~tat'eJ niversItv Wlchl~d, ~dnsO-~ 
-,.- j ~ . _1. eli .~-" v <"-41 . . Ii.; , .".<'. _ t a 
iv"'r... e'.l.t\.l of sota, eapoIls, rllnne.S? . 
"-' J~, .. I s ~ilssouri
'I"" r,.]]' To'J:i d vel'si tv • JOUL,t {L ~J 0 ..... . , • _0 l "~, .
 
. r '. s~soUrl
shi ton niversity, St. LOUIS, 
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~rospace Engineering Technician (non degree) 
Aero Space Institute, Chicago Illinois 
Aero University, Chicago, IllInois 
St. Bede Jr. College, Peru, Illinois 
Grand View Jr. College, Des Moines, Iowa 
Central Iowa COffi~unity College, Ft. Dodge, Iowa 
Pratt Jr. College, Pratt, Kansas 
Wichita Drafting College, Wichita, Kansas 
Brainerd Jr. College, Brainerd, IVlinnesota 
Eveleth Jr. College, Eveleth, l1innesota 
St. Loui s Uni vers i ty, St. Louis, Nis souri (degree) 
Fairbury Jr. College, Fairbury, Nebraska 
Wayne State College, Wayne, Nebraska 
Airplane Mechanic 
University of Illinois Institute of Aviation, Urbana, Ill. 
fJIinneapo Ii s 'I'e chni cal Ins ti tute, Minneapolis, rvIinnesota 
Aero Mechanic School, Kansas City, Missouri 
Parks College, St. Louis University, st. Louis, Missouri 
Lincoln Aviation Institute, Lincoln, Nebraska 
Janesville Vocational School, Janesville, Wisconsin 
Air 'Tr'affic Agent and Heservationist 
There are many schools offering this type of training 
hm.Jever, most airlines prefer to train their NJD 
employees for this work. 
derrreej,e1" ( .. b 
oklyn, Brooklyn, N8\'1 YorkPolytechni c Ins ti tute of 
lea )niversity, Chica ,Illinois 
1owo StLite Uni versi ty, Ames, 1m-Ja
 
-, C"" • i 'f'I'e"'cp l\srlsas
'1:'1\ f1 i'1 ~.j n S l }n 1 v e r~~) .1 l~ Y. La L~J-j 11 ..." 
l'njve:I'~Jitv of' ssouri , 
Of ., ~ piirmesot.a
n1 v () r:3 i l v 0 fin n esot8, I\llnne a po .1- 1 ~ ,
 
rlton C~)11e e, l\)orthfield, nnesota
 
" 1,~ccnsinn 
.J'. "C'V T'',,'J-n '1 t"',; .Y \.,,.}" 1" ; " C ()T1 :1,-,i n ,~llj 1 son, - ­,F' ....'" $ 
e ) 
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Cartographer (degree) 
Northwestern University, Evanston Illino' 
,0 1 . t	 C 11 1 . t.. ' lSrBe 01 ~oege,De 01 , ltJ1sconsin 
University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin 
Carrol College, Waukesha, Wisconsin 
Ceramic :Engineer (degree) 
University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois 
Iowa Sta te Uni vel'S i ty, A.'11es, Iowa 
University of Missouri at Rolla Rolla Missouri 
l'lfashington Uni versi ty, St. Loui~, Hiss~uri 
Marquette University, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
Cerami c Engineer Teehni cian (non degree) 
Grand Rapids Jr. College, Grand Rapids, Michigan 
Ohio University, Athen, Ohio (degree) 
Ohio College of Applied Sciences, Cincirillati, Ohio 
Ch cal Engineer (degree) 
Illinois Institute of Technology, Chicago, Illinois 
lovla State Uni versi ty, AInes, Iowa 
te niversity of Iotia, Iowa City, Im,;a 
•	 Benedicts' College, Achison, Kansas
 
iversity, Lawrence, Kansas
 
as State versity, r\ianhattan, Kansas
 
1 ver'Qi
' .O'd 
t'!
,'J n v_ f ota hinneaDolis,l. Hinnes ota
 ...t... "-"	 ., • 
issouri University, lumbia, Ssourl 
ortheast ssouri"State College, Kirksville, ssouri 
iversity ssouri at Rolla, Ho~la, . sSGuri 
ton iversity, St. Louis, ~lSsourl 
Universitv of Nebras Lincoln, Nebrask.B. , 
J	 '. ., (~., South DakotaSouth otf:! hoolof es, Kapld. vl-cy,. •. 
Uni vers i ty of Viis consin, ison, s conS1n 
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Chemi cal. Engineering Technician (non degree) 
Danville Jr. College, Danville Illinois 
Lyons Twp. Jr. College, LaGran~e Illinois 
Grandview Jr. College, Des Moine;, Iowa 
Central Iowa Corr~nunity College, Ft. Dodge Iowa 
Area VI Community College, Marshall t014n Iowa 
Iowa State university Tec~nical Institute Ames Iowa 
Brainerd Jr. College, Brainerd, JVlinnesota' , 
Eveleth Jr. College, Eveleth, Hinnesota 
Rochester Jr. College, Rochester, Minnesota 
Evangel College, Springfield, IVlissouri (degree) 
McCook Jr. College, McCook, Nebraska 
IvIi lwaukee School of' Engineering, Hi lwaukee, Hi s consin 
Chemical Technologist (non degree) 
Lowell Technical Institute, Lowell, Massachusetts 
Ch~mist (degree) 
Southern Illinois University, Carbondale, Illinois 
University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois 
Bradley University, Peoria, Illinois 
Lortln,J~stern University, Evanston, Illinois 
i<nox Colle , lesbur'2' Il~ino~s 
hansas state College, l2npOrla, Kansas 
ldcl1ita State varSity, VJichita, Kansas 
; ni vel'S i ty of l!linnesota, [Clinneapolis, Hinnesota 
Hamline Unl versi ty , St. Paul, ~:esota<o . 
iversityof ssouri at Rolla, nolla, !'llSSOU::~. 
l,ln.L~ "6'1",,\'1
"'.., ....; __ t-'Ij ()' 1(', /'<l"SqOUY'jL;! , ~_'at Kansas City,() Kansas Cl'LY, )V10."-"' t· .L 
iversit~ of Nebraska, Lincoln, ebraska 
I01,.JB at~ Universi ty, Ames, IOH~ ~ 
State University of Iot-Ja, 101lJ8 CIty, 10\'118 
Drake University, Des ines, 10\"a .. 
, , \')' lllion South DakotaSouth kotB State universlry, ler"l i~ 
• • ) " ,,' '\ "1' son (,fisconSln
n 1 v e r:31 t y of W1 S con S 1 n ~ La u , ,,;: ~ ~.
 
" " t ' ., "Bul'ee ,'1 q vOl.S In
l'CUt3tte u vorSl Y .l.l>"J ", • k,f\. t h s tat e s na med{ , C , ," 
• 
0"1" 
t 
rrt"'n' v ~1 tf other'S ~ in eaen 01 L' kell \ ~- .8 
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Communications Agent (non degree) 
c~ntral Iowa Co~munity College, Ft. Dodge Iowa 
1'JllliJaukee Vo catlonal Schoo 1 Ivii lwaukee u ! .
,. " v, 1 S cons ln 
Comr~unications Engineer (degree) 
Southern Illinois University Carbondale Illinois 
University of Illinois, Urba~a Illinois' 
Iowa State University, Ames, I~wa 
Washington University, St. Louis, Missouri 
University of IVlinnesota, JVlinneaDolis IVlinnesota 
Universi ty of hlisconsin, I"1adison, 1rJi~consin 
Co~~unications Engineering Technician (non degree) 
DeVry Technical Institute, Chicago, Illinois 
Central Iowa Community College, Ft. Dodge, Iowa 
Wichita Technical Institute, Wichita, Kansas 
Electronic Institute, Kansas City, pussouri 
Fairbury Jr. COllege, Fairbury, Nebraska 
Wisconsin state College, Superior, Wisconsin 
Nortfn'.i'estern Electronics lnst., Hinneapolis, jfjinnesota 
Pr'0grarllmer (non degree) 
Central Technical Institute, Kansas City, ssouri 
Arco X Voca t i anal School, Cedar Hapids, Iowa 
Area XI Vocational School, fu'1keny, Iowa 
verno Co11 e B, verno, Hisconsin 
COmptiter c an (non degree) ~~----
, "] <' h '1 r, n ',. en' v T 0 uaArea XI Vocatl DDa , 0C 00 ,t\J!K j, .L ''II 
Area XV Vocational School, Otturnwa, Iovm 
sconsini 1wauk e S 001 of E'ngineering, hraukee, 
·····1
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Data Processor (non degree) 
Southern Illinois University, Carbondale Illinois 
Computer Schools, Chicago, Illinois ' 
College of Automation, Des Moines Iowa 
Area XI Vocat~onal School, P.nkeny: Iowa 
Area XV VocatIonal School, ottumwa, Iowa 
Wichita Drafting College, Wichita, Kansas 
Central Technical Institute, Kansas City Hissouri 
Nebraska Technical School, pUlford, Nebr~ska 
Wisconsin State College, Whitewater, Wisconsin (degree) 
Draftsman (Electronics) 
Chicago 'I'ecrmical College, Chicago, Illinois 
Central Technical Institute, Kansas City, Missouri 
Milwaukee School of Engineering, hilwaukee, vJisconsin 
Electrical Engineer (degree) 
Illinois Institute of Technology, Chicago, Illinois 
University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois 
Bradley iversity, Peoria, Illinois 
Iowa state University, lI..mes, IO\o1a 
State University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa 
iversity of Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas 
Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas 
Hichita State iversity, chita, Kansas 
Uni vers :i tv of nn es ota, hinneapolis, IVlinnesota 
1Jniversit~r of I'.iBsouri, Columbia,"Ivl~SSOU~~ . 
iversityof iSBouri at Rol!a, ~?~la, ~Issourl 
St. Louis University, St. LOUIS, ~~~souri. 
shington University, St. Louis, .MIssourI 
iver~itv of Nebraska, Lincoln, ~ebraska 
South DBk~tB state College, Brookings, So~th Dakota 
University of' Hisconsin, ison,.,1:·!iscon~ln 
rquette varsity, ilwaukee, WIsconSIn 
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Electri cal Engineering Techni cian (non degree) 
Danville Jr. College, Danville, Illinois 
Black Hawk Jr. COllege, Moline, Illinois 
Iowa State University 'rechnical Institute, Ames, IOi..ra 
Central Iowa Community College, Ft. Dodge. Iowa 
Wichita Drafting College, Wichita, Kansas 
Dunwoo dy Ins ti tute, Hinneapolis, y[innesota 
Winona State College, Winona, Minnesota 
TJfissouri Technical School, St. Louis, Hissouri 
Peru State College, Peru, Nebraska 
Wayne State College, Wayne, Nebraska 
Wisconsin State College, Superior, Wisconsin 
Electronics Engineer (degree) 
Industrial Engineering School, Chicago, Illinois 
Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa 
Oni versi ty of l\1in..nesota, Iv1inneapolis, r'1innesota 
University of ssouri at Kansas City, Kansas City, Mo. 
South Dakota State College, Brookings, South Dakota 
University of Wisconsin, JVIadison, Wisconsin 
I;;Iec tronies 'Engineering Tecr1nician (non degree) 
Sou them Illinois Uni versi t y, Carbondale, Illinois 
DeVry 'Technical Institute, Chicago, Illinois 
Un! ted ectronics lnsti tute, 1:.Jest Des JVioines, Iowa 
Iot.,ra State lJniversity Technical Institute, Ames, Iowa 
Cen tra 1 Iowa Communi ty College J Ft. Dodge, Iowa 
North I01rJa Communi ty College, Nason Ci ty, Iowa 
Area VI Vocational School, rahall tovm, Iowa 
Area I cational School, Waterloo, Iowa 
ea IX Communi ty College, Clinton, IOi"n 
Area X Vocational School, Cedar Rapids, Iowa 
Ar'ea XI Vocational School, Ankeny, Iowa 
ea XII Vocational School, Sioux City, Iowa 
Area XV Voct1tionrd School, Ottu1l1wa, 10.>1a 
Area I cHtional School, Burlington, Iowa 
~Hc tn echnical Institute, chita, Kansas 
rc')wn Institute of Electronics, Ninneapolis, THnnesota 
Durn"iood y Ins t i tut e, l'\inneapolis, nnes ota 
dWBst School of Electronics, Omaha, Nebraska 
CentrEd Teci1n1cal Institute, Kansas City, 380111'1 
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south Dakota Vocational Technical Sch 1 3' . 
Milwaukee School of Engineering 'I'echno~, prlngfleld, S.D. 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin (degre~) a ogy, 
Electroplater (non degree) 
Illinoi~. ~nsti~ute ,of Te:hnology, Chicago, Illinois 
Purdue unlversl.ty Ext ens lon, Indianapolis, Indiana 
Flight 1'raining 
Aerospace 'Technical Institute (flight, maintenance and 
air transport technology), affiliated with Florida 
Institute of 'Tecb~ology, Melbourne, Florida 
Ag Aviation Academy (commercial, instrument, instructor 
airline transport, helicopter, and agriculture pilot' 
ratings), Stead Airport, Reno, Nevada 
American Flyers, Inc. (B.S. in AViation, also commercial 
mul ti - engine, airl ine transport, heli copter, and 
instrument ratings), Ardmore Airpark, Ardmore, Oklahoma 
Burnside-Ott Aviation Training Center (private, commer­
cial, airline transport, instrument, mUlti-engine, 
instructor, and helicopter ratings), Opa Locka Airport, 
"iarni, Florida 
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical Institute (B.S. in Aeronautical 
Nl{;ineeri and Airport Management, also private, 
commercial, airline transport and inst.rument ratings) l 
Davtona Bea ,Florida 
~ . \ 't'Hawthor'ne Collep,e (B.S. in Aviation and Fl;;llng / , An Tlm, 
New llampstdre 
Northrop Institute of rrechnology (B.S. in Aerospace, 
Electronics, and chanical E,:ngineering, also flight. 
tl'aini and aviation mechanics), Ingle,.Jood, CalifornIa 
Soarten School of Aeronautics (all pilot ratings and 
'aviation me ,lcs), International ~.~r~or~, ~'u~sa, Okla. 
Institute of Aviation, University of l~llnOIS lPllot and 
mechanic ratings), Urbana, Illinois ~"". 
Southern Illinois Air Institute, Southern ~ll~no~s 
\ " . "1 t' t' . s) {'''rbor'Q''a~le i IllnOISJrn vel'S} tv ~ pI 0 ra In!:>; J, vel. '" ,~ '" '. • 
"', ,0'" '1'nchnclo'v It--( S. Inrdue v('rqitv Deot. Oi AVHltlon it:> k.' b. \-~. 
. . - '.'~ ,::' ,', ." "", '''ial qnd airline trans­role8~non81 I'liot also ..... oIrd1'ler ..... ,c_._ ,,'
 
, 1"'1"}+- t'~ ",) hie"t frn,ette, InClana
f)Q - _.1 l:.·lL- 1"8. '.1.. ~, l.i~'I..J: _ ....... v._ •. [. '1 t fn,d
 
<.~t ver<lltlt 'l'A.\,'i't'''n'DI~o,au
.hio " ,ote . Y" " ~)cnoo -" 1 (; . ',~'-' ',~~ \, -~. __"'--~ 'i__~,."' ~-1..-" ~.\ J/ q,'>.,~ (ihio
1h 
rneer,arnc rntill sJ. ,--,ulu,r,uus, " 
....( .. 
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Machinist (non degree) 
Southern Illinois. Uni versi ty Carbondale Ill' ,
' d h 1 f " , lno I s C" HA.11 le 0C 00 a J"Jechanlcal Trades Chicag Ill'.·
· . t ' , 0, InOlSBrad 1 ey Unl verSI y, PeorIa Illinois ~~dge Cit? Jr. ?o~lege, Do~ge City, Kansas 
OMlnneapolls Tecnnl.cal InstItute Minneapolis lWl t' 
• C' h 1 f Tn .' , lnneso aRankln 0COO 0 c1echanlcs, St. Louis, IViissouri 
Nebraska Technical School, Milford Nebraska 
South Dakota Vocational 'l'echnical School Sprin"'field 
r··· 1 1 V t ' 1 S' h ,- 6 , S .D ,hI waUKee oca lana cool, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
Mechanical Engineer (degree) 
Bradley University, Peoria, Illinois 
University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois 
Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa 
State University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa 
University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas 
Uni vel'S i t Y of Minnesota, Hinneapoli s, IvIinnesota 
University of Missouri, ColQmbia, Missouri 
University of Missouri at Rolla, Rolla, Missouri 
University of Nebraska, Lincoln, tebraska 
South Dakota State College, Brookings, South Dakota 
University of sconsin, ison, Wisconsin 
j,arquette university, !ilihi8ukee, 1:lisconsin 
, • and many oth ers in each of the s ta tes named. 
r"le chan i cal E..np;ineering 'l'echni clan (non degree) 
Allied School of Mechanical Trades, Chicago, Illinois 
Iowa State University Technical Institute, Ames, Iowa 
Dunwoody Ins ti tu te rVlinneapoli s, !';inne8 ota 
r,lehy,ncok" ()·'t'·'}te "l"er>'r"nl' "n,·l Collec.,f.e tiavne, Nebraska 
... " 'U "", U ...-'1" U k -' u" ._ I..___! ", \..J - , t .." d • 
] 'raukc,:'e (~C'llr)ol of l'neerinp: It.;aukee, sconSIDW ' " ""---1,, _, ...!L ' '-/, 
Ar'ea VI Vocational Sehool, larshalltown, Iot.Ja 
Area I Vocational School, terloo, Iowa 
Area X Vocational School, Cedar Rapids, Iowa .. 
., tl" nch of i-l~e stqtes namen.
• ano rnany o· 1ers eCl . ,v1 ­1n ! U 
~-----.i" 
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Metallurgical Engineer (degree) 
Illinois .I~stit~te of Technology, Chicago, Illinois 
Chicago Unlverslty, Chicago, Illinois 
University of Illinois, Urbana Illinois 
Iowa state Uni ~ersity, Ames, r;wa 
Uni vers itY of lVlinnesota, IVlinneapolis Minnesota 
University of Missouri at Rolla, ROlia, Missouri 
University of Wisconsin, ~~dison, Wisconsin 
jVjetallurgi cal Engineering 'l'echni cian (non degree) 
Chi cago Ci t Y Jr. College, Chicago, Illinois 
Central Iowa Conunuhity College, Ft. Dodge, Iowa 
Highland Jr. College, Highland, Kansas 
Milwaukee School of Engineering, IVdlwaukee, Wisconsin 
Meteorologist and Climatologist (degree) 
Chicago University, Chicago, Illinois 
St. Louis University, St. Louis, Missouri 
University of Missouri, Columbia, Missouri 
Iowa State University, ~mes, Iowa 
Unl vel'S i t Y of nnesota, Iclinneapolis, MiI'Jlesota 
University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin 
Missile Rocket Technician (non degree) 
American ,Jet School, Inc., Michigan City, Indiana 
Nuclear Erlgineer (degree) 
Uni VOf'81 ty of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois 
Iowa State Un i v e r sit y, Am e s, 10 \-Ja • \ii • 
University of f<innesota, I!Jilli'leapoJ 18, hl~~esota~ 
University of seouri at Rolla, Rolla, M~s30urL 
VJuahi ton University, St. L?uis, ~~ssour~ 
PUnl• vel'S 1• t. Y u·'1~ Wl'~"OrlS'l'rl0 ~ ." lson, WlsconSln1''4 ,-5 
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Nuclear Rhysicist (degree) 
University ofI~linois, Urbana, Illinois 
Northwesterl) ~nlve:sity, Evanston, Illinois 
Iowa State LJnl vel'S 1 ty, Ames Iowa 
.,0j" . ill . , 
sta te unl verSl ty of Iowa, Iowa Ci ty Iowa 
Uni vel'S i ty of JVlinnesota, I1inneapoli~ l'1innesota 
Washington Uni versi ty, St. Louis, Ni~souri 
South Dakota State College, Brookings South Dakota 
University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis~onsin 
Lawrence College, Lawrence, Wisconsin 
Sheet Metal Worker (non degree) 
Dunwoody Ins ti tute, ]'linneapolis, IvIinnesota 
Northern State College, Aberdeen, South Dakota 
Milwaukee Vocational School, MilwaUkee, Wisconsin 
steward and Stewardess (Airline--non degree) 
There are many schools offering this type of training 
however, most airlines prefer to train their 01rffi 
employees for s work. 
Tool and ~ Designer (non degree) 
Southern Illinois University, Carbondale, Illinois 
JJ.rneriean Technical School, Ctdcago, Illinois 
Dum..ra y Institute, r-:inneapolis, !VlirLnesota 
11anldn S 001 of' rlechanics, St. Louis, ssouri 
Nebras 'Tee ieal School, Iford, Nebraska 
l\rlflukee Vocational School, l,ilwaukee, lrIiseonsin 
lrJelder (non de e) 
(}reer' Shop Train , ChiCH , Illinois 
Dunwo ody Ins tite, nneapolis, rlinnes ~~a , 
HankiIl 01 of Lechani cs, St. Louis, r-ussourl 
c c" ,c, c'.1 fl' , ('11 l' 0Hobart Jcun 0enOOJ, ,roy, I.e/c.
'} , Wisconsinr'lilH8u!H:e Vocotional School, IlflauKee, 
Arua X VQ en t i onal School, Cedar Ha ds, Iowa 
APPENDIX B 
SCHOLARSHIPS AND FINAnCIAL AID FOR STUDENTS 
ENTERING AEHOSPACE SCIENCE STUDIES 
Baus c11 and Lomb Science Scholarships 
Description. T~r~e or. four scholarships for the study of 
science at the ~nlverslty of Rochester, Rochester, N. Y. 
Information. The Director of Admissions, University of 
Rochester, Rochester, N. Y. 14627 
Civil Air Patrol Scholarships 
Description. Nineteen scholarships to Civil Air Patrol 
Cadets for the study of aeronautical engineering, teacher 
training, and humanities (girls) at school of their choice. 
Information. CAP Undergraduate Scholarship Program, 
Na ti onal Headquarters, Haxwell AFB, Alabama 
Coop Work-Stu~ and Vacation Hork-Study Programs 
In Govt. Agencies in itJashington, D.G. Area 
Des cri oti on ('00') Hork- s tUG v for a five year Droo:ram t'Jhen~-="':-::;:...il::"':::'-::'''='. J .. ' .t' L . e . to' "- '--J .. 
studyinS accounti ,architecture, cartography, chemlstry, 
oconomi cs, en neerin[;, rna theme ti cs, meteorolo " _oc?ano-, . 
graphy, le8, and statistics at college of s0uden~'s cnOlce. 
Information. U.S. Civil Service ComIn., Information and 
I'){am1.ning OffiCE", 800 E Street, Ii.H., L,jashington, D.C. 
optio~ Scholarships 
'- . ~ ·v: ""1 ,....}, ......y, .. ""'a'1 
tec'h'101 ~· ...1 ~ v or C-t\iLl, ",,,tj,,,l'" • ~ -. t>'peSGription. For study of Illinois Inst. of 'Techl1ology.
or mechanical en inoerin,~ at 
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General IVlotors Institute Engineering Program 
Description. Five year coop program for men ~tud ' 
- '}' d	 t' 1 . .., ylng
electrlca., In us rIa, or mechanical engineerino. 
o 
Information. Admissions Officer, General Motors Institute, 
1700 West Third Ave., Flint, Michigan 48502 
Hughes Undergraduate Part-Tlime Program 
Description. Coop program for those studying engineering, 
physi ca 1 sci en ces, e Ie ctronics or a related dis cipline in 
a college or junior college in the vicinity of a Hughes 
Aircraft Co. facility. 
Information. Educational Relations, Corporate Office, 
Hughes Aircraft Co., CUlver City, California 
Lockheed Leadership Fund Scholarships 
Description. Fifteen scholarships for the study of business 
admini s trati on, finance, or asci ence related to the aero­
space industries. 
Information. Lockheed Leadership Pund, Lockheed Aircraft 
Corp., . • 0 ~ Box 551 f Burbank, California 
thcr.latical Association of America Annual 
Nat lanaI IU£.;h ~choal rvla themati cs Test 
~ 
, . t' ..' +-. ""'8 'I'll ~ C].-j '''13'' QU'" 1 .; f\;Des cri Dti on . Compet,l 1 va eXilliLi.na...,lOll '~ __ .l '" J,. d.~~~v ,L 
indi vi duals I' financial aid particularly for ruther stuny 
in the 1'i eld of mathematics. 
Infcl'Hlfltion. vJ.	 H. Fa rs tom, cuti ve Direct~~. of High 
~i: A A. PI1I1 American College, £.dlnburg,
~ ~ ,School COI1tes t s , ... , . 
Texas 
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N S P ~ Engineering Scholarships 
Description. Five civil engineerino- one mech . 1 
. 1 " 0' -anlca or
electrJca englneerJ,ng, and one chemical engineerinO' 
scholarships offered annually. 6 
Information. National Society of Professional Engineers, 
2029 K. Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 
Owens-Illinois Scholarships 
Description, Four year scholarships to selected colleges 
for the study of physical science, engineering (ceramic 
industrial, mechanical), business administration, or ec~no­
mica. 
Informa tion. The Director of Admissions of the following 
colleges and mention the Owens-Illinois program: 
Baylor University, Waco, Texas 
Ohio Wesleyan University, Delaware, Ohio 
Cornell University, Ithaca, New York 
Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, Georgia 
due ni versi , 1:~est Lafayette, Indiana 
iversity of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois 
i eraity of sconain, ~adison, Wisconsin 
!~ortb'..Jestern iversity, Evanston, Illinois 
t ers ntversity, New BrUDS\.Jick, New Jersey 
Universi ty Toledo, Toledo, Ohio. 
Ollio ate versity, Columbus, OhIO 
S I'd U versi , Stanford, California 
s Foundation t Scholarships~~-:. 
etitive s larshins based onr t een co - < h d• 
, ',,' .' 1 :'er'l't te!'11t nnd 17 scholarshIps cAl-Se8 \.. 10r1& ...., 1"1"· , .~~. '-"- - .. \ _ +- Pt., ~Q h,V1ng 
. ' .' '. t'·o·· reSloen uS 01 OWTLv "B· ~ ~oEH'l t t (')8 t 1 V en .' " . v 
("1' I~O L'lar\tc: DistrIbutIon In "he ..late [1"1'" eo' , .~. i 
( .....lJ~G..j~) ~"t)"l.,,11 .... ,r'i=~e cal ellf,'~Jil1.1eer.·ing a~G.!.,.~:",:..~ ..~,;~sejerlcos EIre Li in - - ,- , '",. ,_""Y '_ 
f ., "1 e'e"tr'("J11 or'deL-Ue... 'Lc c r H[ ] ie, C f"'1 C'rn j eEl], i n d II S t r 1 a J, C1V1, J-, .j,. '- ­\..J j v , 
. ,en] Ineerl 
S3ittsbur flate
 
tsbu , t enns 1vania
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R • C.A • Insti tutes Electronics Tee' 1 
nno ogl Scholarships 
Des criP:tion. Six scholarships at the R.C.A. Electronics 
Ins ti tutes . 
~nformatio~. I1.~.A. ,Institutes, Inc., 350 Hest Fourth Street 
l'J,8vJ Yo::k',.New York 10014; ~r,R.C.A. Institutes, Inc., Pacific' 
Electrl c Bldg., 610 South haln Street, Los Angeles, Calif. 
~.£.A. Scholarships 
Description. Thirty scholarships for science at selected 
COTfeges. 
Information. Dr. Douglas H. Ewing, Chairman, R.C.A. Educa­
tion Commi ttee, Hadio Corporation of America, David Sarnoff 
Research center, Princeton, New Jersey 
IrJes tern Uni on Scholarships 
Description. Two scholarships for Creighton and Cornell 
Lni vers i ti es and two scholarships for any accred i ted college 
to pursue studies in science or engineering. Available to 
children of stern Union employees. 
InfoY'lilf1tlon. Scholsrship ram, loyee Relations Dept., 
Room ?lll, Western ion Telegraph Co., 60 Hudson street, 
New York , New York 
(George) Scholarships 
larahi ps for s c1 ence or engineering 
Ins ti tute of Technologs, Pi ttsburgh, Pa. 
s c 
issions, Carnegie InstituteDirector of 
Pennsylvania 15213y, Pi t ts 
APPENDIX C 
IDENTIF'I CA'I'ION AND ADDRESSES OF FIU1 SOURCES 
a1' Air F'orc~ F~lm ~~brary! 8900 South Broadway,
St. LouIs, J'iIS80url 
aopa Aircraft Owners and Pilots Association ~~s. 
Bernice Dodson, P. O. Box 9277, So~thwest 
Stati on, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73119 
auto Autonetics Di vis ion, North American AViation, Inc., 
Public Relations Dept., 9150 East Imperial 
Highway, Downey, Calif. 90241 
cap Civil Air Patrol, National HQ, Maxwell AFB,
 
Alabama 36112
 
ces Cessna Aircraft Co., Box 1521, Wichita, Kan. 67201 
dac Douplas Aircraft Co., Inc., Advertising Film
 
-Services, Dept. G-83, Location G-20,
 
Santa Monica, Calif. 90~06
 
deI'a1	 iation cy, Film Library AC-142.1, 
utical Center, P.C. Box 1082, Oklahorrill 
. r'\"--'On-City, Ok.latlOma c:y OC: 
eneral otcrs Corp., Public Relations S!a~f,. 
Film Library, General ~otors ., uetrolt, 
. '~02i dugan c:. 
. C . 'on S·ta~e House,113 C IO\...Ja Aeronautlcs omlnlSSl ", , v· 
ines, 10\0,113 
,eDor-mell rcraft Corp., ; ~ -DOX./ , S~l, •• l,'. ~16 Louis, 
1'" • 'Li r Bunch, Supervisoru. \~.issouri	 \J. 
ana bi tsCinemat 
Frett Sound Films,Picture Service, 
_... .. '" Ttps ;',cue:r'n 1'a1ki Cedar l{apldS, lB" 
. 1 ~') 'fhird Ave.,:S . . , Inc., (> 
naai 
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nasa NASA, Lewis Research Genter, Office of Educational 
Services (3-11), 21000 Brookpark Rd., 
Cleveland, Ohio 44135 
net National Educational T.V. Film Service, 
University, Bloomington, Indiana 
Indiana 
shl Shell Oil Co., 450 N. 
Indiana L.j.6206 
jlileridian, Indianapolis, 
sui Stat e Uni vel'S i ty of 
Iowa City, Iowa 
Iowa, Audio- Visual Servi ce, 
Additional film sources 
American Airlines, Public Relations, 633 Third 
Ave., New York City 10017 
The Boeing Co., Airplane Div. Library, Wichita, 
Kansas 67201 
National Air rI'axi Conference, 1346 Connecticut 
Ave., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036 
Piper rcraft Co., ckhaven, Pennsylvania 17745 
Sikorsky Aircraft Div., ted Aircraft Corp., 
Strat Connecticut 06602 
Uni ted Air s, School and College Service, 
,. "-"'0' ,"," ~ll" "01-.66i50X	 tJ ({', CJllCa ,1_ -lnOIS b'u 
u.	 S. Navy, District P.l.C., 9th Naval District, 
Great Lakes, Illinois 
APPENDIX D 
IDENTIFICATION AND ADDRESSES OF SOURCES
 
OF FREE OR INEXPENSIVE I'fJATERIALS
 
a Aeronautica, 7506 Clybourn, Sun Valley, Calif. 91352 
ac AC Electronic Division, General Motors, Milwaukee 
Wisconsin 53201 '
 
af USAF, Recrui ting, Randolph AFB, San ft..ntonia, Texas
 
afb USAF, Aerospace Nedi cine, Brooks AFB, San Antonio,

Texas 
afr Air	 Franc e, ;;{, Dept., AJVm. CA, 1350 Ave. of the
 
Americas, New York City 10019
 
Aerojet General Gorp., 9100 E. Falir Dr., El 
Monte, Calif. 91731 
aia Aerospace Industries Association, Inc., 1725
 
De Sales St., N.vi., ~tashington, D.C. 20036
 
aiaa 8nerican Institute Of Aeronautics and Astronautics, 
1290 Sixth Ave., New York City 10019 
alc Aleor Aviation, Inc •. 2905 Bandera Rd., San
 
Antonio, Texas 7~228
 
« .. vall lison D1 vis ion, Genera 1 ;:OuO rs r'orp " Indianapolis, 
Indiana h.6206 
nain St.ely Aveo coming Division, Aveo
 
ratford, Conn. 06497
 
. ". F~dtlCatiO!1 Dept.,bac eech Ajrcraft Corp.,vlBtlonA 
ichita, Kansas 67201 
~.~-O·Ky~tnre0 -, National HQcap Civil	 Air utrol l)U Iv
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ce Centuri Engineering Co., P.O. Box 1988, Phoenix,
 
Arizona 85001
 
ces Cessna Aircraft Co., Air Age Education, P.O. Box 
1521, Wichita, Kansas 67201 
cgl Continental General Life Insurance Co., %Public 
Helations-319, Hartford, Conn. 06115 
crnc Continental l'1:otors Corp., 205 Market st., Nuskegon, 
lVIich. 49443 
csp Champion Spark Plug Co., 900 Upton Ave., P.O. Box 
910, Toledo, Ohio 43601 
dag Dept. of Agri culture, Conservation Education Branch, 
USDA-F'orest Service, Washington, D.C. 20250 
dpe Dept. of Cow~erce, Envirop~ental Science Services 
Administration, Coast and Geodetic Survey, 
W~shington Science Center, Rockville, Md.20B52 
egi Eye	 Gate House, Inc., 146-01 Archer Ave., Jamaica, 
N 81rJ York 11435 
eii tea Industries, Inc., Box 227 Penrose, Colo. 81240 
faa Federa 1 Avia ti on Administration, Dept. of Trans­
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fr~i arida ineering and Industrial Experiment 
Station, University Florida, Gainsville, 
lorida 32603 
r The Garrett Corp., 9851 Sepulveda Blvd., Los
 
Bles, Calif. 90009
 
(reneral [,otors tors Bldg., 
Detr'o it, 
gpo overnment Printing Office, Viasbington D.C. 20402 
linmi 1 ton St ord Div. of United Aircraft Corp. , 
\:Jindsor Locks, Conn. 06096 
iacfowa eronButics G ssion, State e 
r)U8 ;",'Ioir1es, 10\....}'B 
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jep Jeppes en and Co. , 8025 E. 40th Ave. , Denver ,Colo. e0207 
lac Lockheed Aircraft Corp., 2555 N. Hollywood Way, 
Burbank, Calif. 91503 
lag La ckheed-G eorgia Co., 86 S. Cobb Dr. Hariet ta
 
Georgia 30061 "
 
lsi Lear Si egler, Inc., 3171 S. Bundy Dr S t
" an aMonica, Calif. 90406 
mcd McDonnell Co., External Relations P.O. Box 516, 
St. Louis, IVussouri 63166 ' 
mmc Martin Marietta Corp., Aerospace Group, Friend­
ship International Airport, Baltimore, Md. 
21240 
mmcd IVlartin I\iarietta Corp., Denver Div., P.O. Box 179, 
Den ver, Colo. 80201 
naa North Ameri can Avia ti on Co., General Offices,
 
News Bureau, Dept. 861, 1700 E. Imperial
 
if:dl'way, Segundo, Calif. 90245
 
, t' ~neee l\a lonaJ. AerOSDace Education Council, 806-15th 
., • .,' Room 616, 1rJashington, D.O. 20005 
nan Naval Aviation Net-Js, Dept. of the Navy,
 
'if3 S i Il 0 II J D. C•
 
1:.djopal A~"ociation of Hocketry 1239 Vermontnar !<c..:.. "J, ...... :...~ "'--' !', .-, - -- \ • V,_ _ _ i"':, {"""t( '~)-"In(\r-' 
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eD.t.-ioliaJ 
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rca Ii.actio COY'poration of America, Defense Electronic 
Products, Camden, New Jersey 08102 
rdc Hocket Development Corporation, Seymour, Ind. 47274 
rea REA :E)cpress, 219 East 42nd St., New York City l0017 
rillC Rand j'vlcrJally, 1JJerchandis e lViart, Chi caga, Illinois 
sae Society of Automotive Engineers, 485 Lexington 
Ave., New York City 10017 
s gc Sperry Gyro s cope Co., Div. of Sperry Rand Corp., 
Great Neck, New York 11020 
sol Solar, A Div. of International Harvester Co., 
2200 Pacific Highway, San Diego, Calif. 92112 
stas S'l'AS Instructional I\'laterials, Inc., 2100 F'ifth 
St., Berkeley, Calif. 94710 
swf Swift and Co., Chicago, Illinois 
tex Texaco, Inc., 135 East 42nd St., New York City 10017 
tha 'Tom Hook Associates, 3726 Oliver St., .w,., 
as on, D.C. 20015 
trw T rp., Sys tenis Group, One Space Park, Redondo 
Beach, Calif. 90278 
uac St., East Eartford, 
uaI United r Lines, School and Call e Service, 
Rox 5776, Chies , Illinois 6 
licse .S. Civil Service ssior~, Chief or rice 
~-)e:e'lieet1 Dlv. J R. Bl~_Jl, Viash.ingtO!l, D.C. 2 
,""",USB ()ni tl.:~d States Steel Corp., i tts t t- a '" 
APPENDIX E 
PUBLISHERS OF AVIA'l'ION AND SPACE PERIODICALS 
Aerospace • Aerospace Indus tri es Association of Jr'''erl' c T 
1725 De Sales St., N.1~., 1.rJashington, D.C. 20036 (rn~~th~~·)' 
Aerospace Historian. The Air Force historical Foundation 
Bldg. 819, Bolling APB, Washington, D.C. 20332 (quart~rly) 
Aerospace Medicine. Aerospace Medical Association Washing­
ton National Airport, Washington, D.C. 20001 ' 
AIAA Journal. :fournal of tbe American Institute of Aero­
----nautics & Astronautics, 1290 Ave. of the Americas, New 
York, New York 10019 (monthly) 
Airways . ~1erner & t'Jerner Corp., P.O. Box 1136, Santa Noni ca, 
California 90406 (monthly) 
Air	 classi cs • Challenge Publications, Inc. 7805 Deering Ave., 
Canoga Park, California 91304 (bi-monthly) 
Air	 Facts. Air 'Facts, Inc., 70 Lassau St., Princeton, ew 
,Jersey 0 (lnonthly) 
Air Force Association, 1750 Perill­
sylvania Ave., Was on, D.C. 2000b (monthly) 
Ail' Force/Space 
.. ' t " .. " ..... T c I ?()Conde f"as .rUbllcat,loLS, _n " 4'--v L Y ex- ­
vc: • , ew rk, New York 10017 (monthly) 
d Publications, Inc., 26 Beaver St., 
·. In.',OivU4 (l'l'o1"'1i-r-'lv)JI~d-J.,"-L_irk
Corp., ~'\O '\\1. <Jackson£::\..;/hhcuben • Donnel1ey 
Of	 11inoi8 60606 
News. tique Airplane Assrl. , 
_...._-- -. 'Or:' ? .L,.:: . , '1 \(mon'Ll} y.Jort, Cttumv.J8" 10VIS 7~, 
vi 8\~, a valnval Aviation Safety 
~. "0 irlia 23511 ("Crlter~, !-'\~), or.folk.~ 
ro-Insti tllte 0Arne r i carl 
cas, Ne\.Jof tllO AIneI~J 2 (,10 l~ V 
1Y) 
Air-
Air 
es . 
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AViation\'Je~~ and _Spa~e TecP~ol~g;l'. I'fJcGra.w-Hill, Inc. 
4 2nd330 \tJ. St., "~ew YorK, l~ew York 10036 (vJeekly), 
FAA News. Office of. Information Services Federlal~·· t' 
- - D -'- f n , , ii.Vla. IonAgen cy , ep v. 0 L ra.nsportatlon, Washington, D.C. 20590 
Flight. Air Revi ew PUblishing Corp. 2700 N. Haskell 
BoX 750, Dallas, Texas 75221 (mo~thlY) Ave., 
Flying. Z~ff-Davis Publishing Co., One Park Ave., New 
York, New York 10016 (monthly) 
Naval Aviation News. Navy Dept., Viashington, D.C. 20360 
Pilot. Aircraft Qitmers and Pilots Association, 4650 East­
vJest Hight-Jay, Bethesda, lIflaryland 20014 (monthly) 
Plane & Pi 1ot • ~lerner & Werner Corp., Box 247, Pad fic 
Palisades, California 90272 (monthly) 
Private Pilot. (]allant Publishing Co., 116 E. Badillo St., 
Covina, Ca Ii fomia 91722 (monthly) 
Sport F'lying. Challenge Publi ca tions, Inc. 7805 Deering 
Ave., Canoga ,lifornia 91304 (monthly) 
APPENDIX F 
MISC~LLANEOUS REF~~ENCE SOURCES 
Aerospace Bibliography-- 3rd Edi tion. National Aeronautics 
and Space Administration, Govt. Printing Office, 
Washington, D.C. 
Aviation Education Bibliography--Fourth Edition. National 
Aerospace Education Council, 806 25th St., N.VJ., 
Washington, D.C. 20005. 
Cumulative Career Index. (An annual compilation with 
quarterly supplements), Chronicle Guidance Publications, 
Inc. 
A Na. tional Oa talog of Scholarships and Other Financial Aids 
for Students Entering College. Wm. C. Brown Company 
Publi shers, l3~ South Locust Street, Dubuque,. Iowa 52003. 
National Directory of Schools and Vocations. State School 
Publications, North Springfield, Pennsylvania. 
Occupational Education Programs Serving Iowa Students. 
Department of Publi c Instruction, Des l'!loines" Iowa 50319. 
Sources of Free and Inexpensive Pictures, Pamphlets, and 
Packets for. Aviation and space Education. National 
tAerospace Education Council, 06 15th st., 11 .\~. ~jagh-
l" r) ~o· '005tOfl,L.V.C' c. ...• 
Norld Aviation Directory. A.'1'lerican Aviation Publications, 
Inc., 1001 Vermont Ave .. , l;[.I:J., 'i'lashington, D.C. 20005. 
(A complete listing of all companies active in aero­
space; manufacturing, service work, sub-contracting, 
and era1 and co~~ercia1 aViation.} 
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CHAPTER V 
SUIVIIVJARY, CON°LUS·IO"Q A
" v Nu, ND RECOl"1HENDATIONS 
In October, 1957, the U.S.S.R. launched Sputnik into 
Orbit and the world entered the Space t'..ge.ft The influence 
of the Space Age on the Uni ted states vias best shovm by the 
changes in schools and employment. 
Schools ltJere cri ticized for not developing educa­
tional programs wi th more imagination, innovation, and 
holding power. Hesul ts were, in many schools in the Uni ted 
sta tes, new programs, increased acti vi ty in guidance ser­
vices, encouragement of inJlovative teaching methods, and 
broader curricular offerings to interest the greatest pos­
81 e J:lurnbel~ s ents. 
])exfield ComnTu..ni t~:l School 
"Y'Q Ii" at es c 1 ' -. 101'" ~'ln,C1-iCQ',",eC1' a"',OU1T'ln Su~ .OP,'" r. en. t· v"'f~.cte(l In,':;)  _ ~ ~ . ~ ~ , _ _ _ 
the college Elm:'ollees were attending 10\4a State University 
neal"ly t ee- oC 
neeri s ttld ies at8s were enrolled in 
ocls ()\ter ~)cr cent \'Jere pursui electronic 
tee 01 y cour~ es. 
er) el~t) 1 t ' c ()nnn er) t g.,~J ~{811 _t'r"u'-,n the 19bJ 11o~r-l1p study 
lind ('lCJctivCJ cu r c to the Dexf.ie curric.u .... 
1 
n v()['C'd tl DC r'os C C 
•\ 'CCi tlS • ')C'r I t- '-~ Co.P 
trw i r i'u tll ]'(' 
Jl.lnl .. 
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I. SUHlvlARY 
It was the purpos e of this report to develop a 
science course of such scope and content that a curiosity 
of aerospace sciences vIould be initiated and would also 
inform the student of the career potentials in the aero-
s pace indus tries for the Dexfield Community High School, 
Hed.field, Iowa. 
The first step in the procedures was a historical 
brief of aerospace education in the United States. A:merica 
became a world power following \'Iorld 'viaI' II and the air­
planes I pa rt in bui Iding thi S pasition vJas a vi tal contribu­
t ion. Edu ca tors and lay'111en interes ted in a via tioD and h01l1 
aviation was contri t to a changing world 'IIlere perul 
this infonnation could be included in school prograrns. Jl.n 
01' zation to further s a ..."'as formed in 1947--The 
ational iation Education Council (NAEC). 'rhe narne was 
c d to '3 t ion al Aeros oe Educa ti on Gouncil in 1962. 
e NAEC fosters and romotes ps for teachers. in-
service tralrlin , ptlolishes rnaterlals to be used 
ilTEldos K tlll'OlJi';h 12. 1\.e1'08 ce Science and Social Science 
courses have boon a ed eUT"l'icular p 
school t1i n the ni t t1d St teD and fli t Lra :nas [}8COrne 
lifornia, Kansas, eargle, 
r:ram \';88 f era 11 y 
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funded und er '1'i tIe III of Public Law 89-10. 
The second step in the procedure T,raS 
11'. a revi ew of the 
literature. Selections on guidance, curriculum 
-, and occu­
pations in the Space Age were sUrveyed. 
Space Age guidance reaffirms the principles of 
attempting to aid the individual and envolvement of teach­
ers in the guidance service. 
Vii th the world moving faster and young people being 
more aware of current' happenings the guidance service must 
be receptive to new ideas, methods, and changing times. 
Concepts of v-JO rk have changed, over emphasis on academic 
stUdies, over control of classroom situations with the pos­
result of . human cybert;rons, rapl hsible creatlng "I'd c__ange 
and itro~Jth of t e 10 ,and the rapidity of 'vIhich v,Jlo1t11edge"-.) 
is be arnas s are dimensions of guidance in the Space Age 
which demand t t the idance service cannot be static but, 
rnu s t bed YJ1 a c arid move out actively to facilitate the edu­
cational process. 
'h~jTO CIS' tra­CU1~r'lCUlurn• ~ HillS"f, SilCtnv t:n_'.p."-'V' honu!'1'S L' . 
ditionulisrn and ovide for student in 8 contemporary 
V)oVe"
-J. ~r I;Jqchools- wasjJ.... If'J \'•./.;0. __
 
-- 'l, U
 
or proiected society. Doldi 
cause.was felt to be the 
, , n ;' O;l·~ d ITtOre toeo ena 0 -.-.= 
n 1'1 c1 scI": () 0 ] t l~ a d i t i ism 
1 
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challenge and hold students than those h .. 1 
. w 0 remalned static. 
It was also pointed out that curriculul'ils d 
Ul an Courses of 
study must be re-evaluated on a re~"Ular shor+-tl'me 
'''''> v basis and 
changeS accomplished vlhen needed, not in Wholesale lots pre­
2 
supposing a time lag would be in the school's favor. 
The Ci viI Air Patrol related seven r'1odern 
.., curri culum 
trends to Spa ce Age education as a rationale for Aerospace 
3Education as Aerospace Education had been shown to challenge 
students and increase the school's holding power.4 
Occupa tions in the Space Age began to skew more to 
skilled craftsmen, trained technicians, and those occupa­
tions requiring greater degrees of education. The aerospace 
indus tri es' grot-Jth was a cti ve and would continue to be active 
the d 1970's. governJnent spending cut-backs 
activity in e space program civilian consumer 
cte devel from ce tlrOP'rarl1 res eareh were expectedl 0 
healthy and growing.
 
F'our of t aerospace industries, Electronic, Data
 
to keep 
r 1'rnns l)Ort, and General i\via tion employ more 
V u.th ItSpace ... 0 u, 
, 9"' 
, L~ .5. 
I 
nruel 
3 P, loe. cIt, 
CB­ceif 
nal .1 fJ. 
ti on Ii uc Lion• ., 19 
I~l"i cu.l 
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than one-half of all aerospa ce industry personnel and were 
expected to show steady growth patterns into the 1970's. 
The aerospace industries represented great growth 
potentials, opportunities for skilled and technically 
inclined people, and mati va tion for a person to continue 
his edu cati on s a as to be able to become a part of this 
A.merl can indus try. 
The final step of the procedure was to develop an 
outlined course of study and to include "Teacher Aids and 
Ehri Ghment~t after each teaching unit outline. It was the 
purpos e of the lat ter inclus ion to provide the teacher wi th: 
subject-matter information sources from books and periodi­
cals; film suggestions and sources; free or inexpensive 
supplemental l'1atn'ials; su eated activities and projects; 
and occupations in the subject matter area and sources of 
OCCtl t i C)Yi3 1 1, nr' ()Ylirna t~ i or1 • 1~h.e endix of the outline 
contained selected sc IE! for aeros ce science and tech-
nolo y studies at r l fOr'HJa ti on pertinent to the 
ou t 1 irH'~ • 
The out 1 ine co TTt"31a tElS \'ii th 1011 
Y, Institute of Aviation, versi ty of 
11inois, rbuI111, Illinois. 
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II. CONCLUSIONS 
Aerospace Science was offered as 
an elective science 
course for juniors and seniors during the s h 1C.oo years 
1965-1966 and 1966-1967. Seventeen seniors (IS males and 
2 females) enrolled and completed the course during the 
1965-1966 school year. During 1966-1967 school year 18 
students (12 seniors and 6 juniors--all males) enrolled 
and completed the course. 
At the end of each school year each member of the 
Aerospace Science class was asked to complete a statement 
of their opinions of the course: Did the course fill the 
need they had for taking the course, and did the course 
aid or influence their post high school plans? (Of the 
first group completing the course, only seven r..ad planned 
to continue their education beyond high school. Four had 
planned on college and three--all boys--had planned on 
attending cosmotology school.) 
Briefly, the results from the first student evalu­
ation inclUding their activity one year later were: 
1. Fi fteen felt the course informati ve and served 
the purpose. 
Two felt otherwise. 
. f tBAr "r)lleges--no3• Four were enrolled In our-y.- ~u ~
 
eh~ln from previous plans.
 
4. One enrolled in nurses 1 training and has been 
accepted for stewardess training following 
graduation--represents change in plans. 
5 . One enrolled in a junior college and bas completed 
flight training, obj ect commercial avis tion-­
had planned on cosmotology. 
6. Four were enrolled in electronic training--two had 
planned on cosmotology and two no previous plans. 
7 . One enrolled and completed an electronic drafting 
technology course--no previous plans. 
8 . One enroll ed and completed a t-lelding trade course 
and is employed by an aircraft manufacturer--no 
previous plans. 
9. e enlisted in military service, one is an air­
craft me c (USH), one is an a viation machinist 
one is in the Iiarines--the first two 
en sted after the results cf their itude tests 
indicated the ty of schooling they were quali­
fied for and subsequently received--all three no 
provious p s. 
10. 'J'ifJO i.;cre loyed--no plans, no change. 
'T'he pos t hi school D ten of the elass of 
196r)-lCj6b WOY'C influenced by information y llad reeei 
·2 
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'The s e eond clas s, 1966-1967 was '" ft' 
, 01. erent from the 
firs t group as th ere were only 12 seniors and 11 of the 12 
<:leniors had planned to continue their educatio' 1 ~ n 1n co lege 
prior to the start of the 1966-1967 school year. At the 
conclusion of the course all felt the course worthwhile and 
the 12th senior had enrolled in a two-year data processing 
cours e . Four of the 11 seniors ent ering college were plan­
ning to join the Air Force R.O.'I'.C. unit on the campus they 
Hill attend and two others, previously undecided on college 
course of study, had decided on engineering areas used in 
the a eros pa ce indus tri es • Three of the six juniors were 
planning on attending call ege prior to taking the Aerospace 
Science course. After completing the course one of the 
three rernaining juniors had decided to attend college and 
tt.:o vJere planni on electronics school. One senior and 
one juni or b n ['Ii t training at the conclusion of the 
school .'lear. 
All in all, of the 35 students felt their post 
t\j SC 01 plans d been luenced by the Aerospace 
33 of r' " ' ... the" cl"s<:l_Q U was ~"orUHvhile3, Tel.L> 
1)llrDorted to do--initiate an 
. inform the student 
BIlel do.irif\ l;J~IU t e c rse t '-'" - t 
interest .i.rI t e Goras ee sciences and 
of career f)ot.GI1tials 
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III. RECOr~ENDATIONS 
Based on the limi ted experience of two successful 
\Tears of Aerospace Science at the Dexfield Community High J 
School and the enthusiastic reception of the course by 
the students it "'Jas recommended the course be continued 
wi th year- to-year up-da ting until such time the course no 
longer serves the best interests of the students and the 
school. 
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